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PREFACE 
The present study ie intended to trace the development 
of the writings of Manuel Rojas, the most prominent Chilean 
novelist and ehort-etory writer of the generation of 1920, 
and to reach some conclusions regarding their significance. 
lbat such a study ie Justified ie evident. In the passing 
remarks of reviewers who have commented on hie works, 
critics who have studied one or two aspects of hie novels 
and short etoriee, and anthologists who have chosen to 
include some few of hie beet short stories ln their collec-
tions, there ie a consensus that he 1s a writer of some 
significance. Nevertheless, there exists very little in 
the way of critical analysis of his works. Fernando Alegr!a 
has discussed Rojas' novels in a brief article; four or 
five significant studies have been done on lli2 gi ladron, 
all but one published 1n Chile; and Ra61 Silva Castro has 
written some commentary on hie short etor1ee, although 
hardly a critical study. Other than this, Rojas has been 
singularly neglected by the critics. Since no single mono-
graph attempting a synthesis of his works has appeared to 
date, 1t would seem that such a study should be made at 
this time. Moreover, now that Rojas has passed hls 
111. 
iv. 
seventieth birthday, lt is unlikely that he will add e1g• 
n1f1cantly to what he has already written. H1a total 
work may be aa1d to have been completed. 
Rojas' works fall rather neatly ln terms of thelr 
chronology into a generic arrangement. He began, for ex-
ample, as a poet, later became a short-etory writer, and 
reached hls peak as a novel1st. The fact that be wrote 
one poem as late as 1954, an occasional short story after 
1951, and a book of essays in 1960, doee not alter the fact 
that hls development can be seen most clearly by analyzing 
his works according to genre. Rather than trace his works 
within a rlg1d chronology, therefore, I have chosen to deal 
with each genre 1n a separate chapter. It will be evident, 
nonetheless, that the chronological development has in no 
way been neglected or denied by this method. 
As bas been mentioned, crltlcal studies of Rojas• works 
are scant, and very little if anything would be gained by 
a b1bl1ograph1cal reference to every review that hae appeared 
1n every newspaper and magazine. I have, therefore, elim-
inated such references from the bibliography. At the same 
time, although the bibliography le selective, it is meant 
to include all significant studies to date as well as the 
anthologies 1n which Rojas' works, especially hls short 
stories, have appeared. 
v. 
Finally, I should like to express my sincerest grati• 
tude to Professor Seymour Menton for hie advice and criti-
cal assistance in the preparation of this thea1a, and to 
Professor Raymond D. Souza who so kindly assumed advlalng 
reaponalbilltiea at the last moment. 
CHAPTER I 
LIFE AND WORKS 
Regardless of the genre he may choose, no literary 
artist can avoid using hie personal experiences in the 
creation of literature. On the other hand, no matter 
how close a relationship may exist between a particular 
finished work of art and the writer's own experiences, 
he can never offer a mere carbon copy of life. Indeed, 
when such is the case, as sometimes happens, there is no 
art at all. Most of Manuel Rojas' works are manifestly 
autobiographical. Yet it is evident that, despite the 
inseparable relationship between hie life and hie works, 
he offers us considerably more than thinly-dieguieed 
autobiography. It will be the aim of this introductory 
chapter to discuss RoJae' life aa it pertains to hie 
literary works. 
Manuel Rojas was born in Buenos Aires, Argentina on 
January 8, 1896, the eon of Manuel Rojas c6rdoba and Dorotea 
Sep~lveda. Were it not for hie parents being Chilean and 
the fact that he later lived, wrote, and published hie 
works in Chile, Argentina might have claimed him as her 
own. As it was, he first came to Chile at the age of four 
when hie parents moved from Buenos Aires to Santiago. 
1. 
Here, on the corner or Coquimbo and Nataniel, hie father 
opened a modest general store. Although Rojas is unable 
to recall the physical details of his father's bueiness--
1 
"me inclino a creer que era pequeno y modeeto"--, it is 
evident that he showed a keen interest in people and an 
uncanny eye for observation even at this early age, for 
he retains vivid images of the individuals and types who 
lived in the neighborhood. The numerous drunks, rough-
necks, thieves, beggars, and tramps who drank at a near-
by tcvern are typical counterparts of the characters who 
2 
were later to appear in hie short stories and novels. 
Rojas' first stay in Chile, however, was brief. 
2. 
His father, a happy soul who loved music, was also fond of 
cognac; he died very suddenly when Manuel was no more than 
five, of nephritis brought on by too much alcohol. Rojas 
baa only two vague recollections of his fathers 
No tengo de mi padre sino dos recuerdos, dos 
imlgenes: en una me veo paseando con ~l sobre 
alguna parte del puerto de la ciudad de Rosario; 
en la otra le veo tendido sobre una camilla, 
cubierto por una slbana de hospital y muerto.3 
Rojas' widowed mother returned with Manuel to the more 
familiar surroundings of Buenos Aires. After residing a 
very short time in a small house on Estados Unidos Street, 
Dona Dorotea and her son soon moved to a larger place in 
the Boedo district. Among the occupants here--the landlady, 
an Italian shoemaker, an elderly French lady, and a 
socialist tailor--, only the latter had anything approaching 
an influence on Rojas. With tongue in cheek, he recalls 
that the tailor taught him to sing the socialist anthem, 
"Hijoa del Pueblo." Later as a young man, Rojas was to 
play a more active role in the left-wing social agitation 
4 
of the early years of the century. 
It was in Buenos A1ree that Rojas began what 11ttle 
formal education circumstances were to allow him. Within 
a single year, he attended three different primary schools. 
Only the last of the three does he recall at all, but the 
recollection is etched vividly in his memory. The school 
wae run by a married couple whose phye1cal ugliness was 
surpassed only by the1r autocratic and whimsical cruelty. 
On one occasion, for instance, the teacher-director, nick-
named by the boys "Nariz de Batata," proceeded to punish 
hie pupils alphabetically for having played soccer instead 
of go1ng to confession. Manuel squirmed in anguish as he 
waited for the tyrant to come to the R's. When the crucial 
moment was at hand, he jumped up and scurried out the aide 
door. He never returned. 
In sympathy w1th Manuel, primarily because she was 
dissatisfied with the couple's instruction, hie mother 
enrolled him in another school. Rojas' experiences here 
were in sharp contrast to those just described. Without 
a doubt, the pr1ncipal reason was his new teacher, a gentle-
man of whom he has only the fondest memories: 
4. 
Su presencia animaba; parec!a, mis qua un educador 
un amigo. BaJo au influencia, en los d!as que sig~1-
eron a su aparicion, me entusiasm& hasta el punto de 
pasar a ocupar uno de los pr1meros puestos; despu~s. 
desvanecida la novedad, volv! de nuevo a los dltimos. 
Pero me d1st1ngu!a y guardo de ~l, como maestro, el 
meJor recuerdo de mis escasos anoe de escolar. Se 
llamaba F&lix Miel1. Yes curioso que sea el 6n1co 
nombre qua recuerdo entre los de mie profesores.6 
When his mother moved again, Rojas was forced to change 
schools once more. Before leaving, he chanced to meet Mieli 
on a street corner. He recalls his teacher placing his hand 
affectionately on his head and saying to him: "1Hac&te un 
7 
hombre, ¥~nuell" Rojas not only re~embered the words but 
seems to have taken them to heart, for his best works are 
concerned with the question of what it means to grow into 
manhood. 
Illness prevented him from regularly attending his next 
school. Furthermore, scarcely had be recuperated when hie 
mother made her third change of residence since returning to 
Buenos Aires, this time to the Caballito district. Rojas' 
years here were filled with the normal carefree experiences 
of boyhood. He was not above stealing pears, for example, 
from a near-by guipta, mostly for the thrill of being chased 
by the caretaker. At the same time, he showed an unusual 
sensitivity toward nature, spending long hours observing the 
8 
birds and learning the names of the many and varied species. 
But what little leisure he wae to know, came to a 
premature end. Hie mother's economic circumstances forced 
him to take on small Jobe, Manuel worked for a week in a 
s. 
tailor shop, learning little else than to sew on buttona; 
another two weeka were spent 1n a neighborhood butcher shop, 
sweeping the floor and answering the door; and he worked 
tor a month as a messenger boy tor the Buenos Aires service, 
"La C&p1tal," a job which gave him an opportunity to learn 
the ins and outs or his native city. Later, when hie mother 
lett the city briefly, Manuel was placed in the home or an 
old friend or his father's who was a harness maker. Since 
he was to remain tor some weeks, Manuel, ever industrious, 
9 had himself placed 1n the shop as a temporary apprentice. 
Shortly atter hie mother's return, the two or them moved 
to Rosario, where they took up residence with a widow and 
her s1x children1 
••• una familia venida a menos. El Jefe, deeaparecido 
poco tiempo antes de nuestra llegadai tuvo f1guracidn 
pol{tica y qu1z4 social, pero no deJo a au gente otroe 
bienee que aquella casar eeto, por supueeto, hablaba 
muy bien de su prob1dad; loa eels hijos que deJdL en 
cambio, hablaban muy mal de au sobr1edad. La senora, 
bondadoaa, gobernaba el hogar como mejor pod{a, y los 
hijoa mayoree, doe mujeroe y un hombre, la eeoundaban 
tambi&n como pod{an.10 
Rojas seems to have been impressed by the quiet herosim of 
this widow, for women of this type, similar in many ways to 
hie own ~other, appear frequently in his fiction. It is 
worth noting, too, that it was this family which was to 
serve him many years later as the point of departure for 
11 
hie novel, .H.l..12 ladron. 
6. 
In Rosario, at this residence and later at a boarding 
house run by an elderly widow, RoJas spent the last days of 
bis childhood. In school he continued to be little better 
12 
than an average student. 
More influential in bis formation than his schooling, 
perhaps, was the early interest be took in literature. He 
was thirteen when he discovered the world of fiction in an 
adventure novel, Deyastac1onee loe piratas, by Emilio 
13 
Salgari. But such juvenile tastes took a new direction 
when, under the influence of the elderly widow who ran the 
boarding house, Rojas was introduced to the popular 12.!!.!-
liP!! appearing in the daily newspapers. In these novels 
from different countries, he discovered worlds that Salgari 
was unable to offer him. 11 El mundo fleico, el mundo sensible 
14 
y el mundo moral ee me ampliaron enormemente," His 
curiosity had now been awakened, and he was ever after 
caught in what be refers to as the net of literature. 
Manuel Rojas' early childhood, then, was characterized 
by humble surroundings, the tragedy of hie father's untimely 
death, and the continuous movement which took him to two 
countries, three cities, countless neighborhoods and schools, 
but which, most importantly, introduced him to a wide variety 
of poor people, Although his mother was hardly wealthy, 
ebe was by no means indigent, and RoJae never suffered ex-
cessive hardships. rhere was always enough to eat, a roof 
over his head, and clothes to wear. What is more, Manuel 
was constantly entertained by his mother's endless repertoire 
of stories and tales. But his childhood did come to an abrupt 
end when he had to leave school at the age of fourteen in 
order to go to work. From this time on, hie only schooling 
would be that of his every-day experience. 
While still living 1n Rosario, RoJas took a Job as an 
apprentice in the carpenter ehope of the Argentine Central 
Railroad. Later, when he and hls mother moved from Rosario 
to Mendoza, he continued to work at a variety of Jobe; he 
became both an apprentice painter and electrician. About 
this time also, the arrival 1n town of a circus and a 
theater troupe afforded him hle first opportunity to work 
as an actor. With the latter, Rojas worked without pay, 
usually playing the role of a bohemian; with the circus, 
because of hie unusual height, he played the part of a clown-
policeman with a short companion serving ae comic foll. 
Finally, after working for a short time ae a grape picker 
during the harvest, he took a job as a construction laborer 
15 
on the Trans-Andean Railroad 1n Las Cuevas. These latter 
experiences were to bear fruit in such stories ae "Laguna" 
and "El cachorro," and they make up one section of 1ilJ2 il 
ladr6n. 
Despite the termination of hie formal schooling, Rojas 
continued to supplement hls every-day experience by reading. 
While 1n Mendoza, he became associated with a group of anarch• 
iste and gravitated toward such revolutionary utopiane as 
8. 
Kropotkin, Malatesta, and Bakunin. At the same time, he 
extended hie reading beyond these narrow confines as he 
continued to explore imaginative literature 1n such writers 
ae Victor Hugo, Eduardo Zamacois, and others. Over and 
above this, he began to delve into the more academic areas 
16 
of sociology, ethics, and history. 
In 1912, at the age or sixteen, Rojas returned to 
Chile, He explains his decision as follows: 
&A qui ven{a? A trabaJar. Durante el verano de ese 
ano trabaJ& en Las Cuevas, y al baJar a Mendoza deJ& 
all{ alguna ropa; tuve que volver a buscarla. La 
compan{a del l'ransandino, para la cual iba a traba-
Jar, me neg6 el pasaJe: no pude preaentar nada que 
certificara m1 identidad, no eataba en condiciones 
de pagarme el paaaJe y la alternativa rue volver 
a pie o perder un colch6n y doa frazadaa, una rortuna 
para un obrero como yo, aunque all{ no fui mis que 
pe6n. Penal qua deb{a1aprovechar el esfuerzo y continuar haste Chile. 7 
By hopping freight trains, he made his way to Guido and from 
there, by cattle car, to ZanJ6n Amarillo, arriving finally 
in Las Cuevas. With a man named Laguna and two anarchists, 
he then crossed the Uspallata pass on root into Chile--
no mean feat in mid-winter--, sleeping overnight in the shel-
18 
ter or the Christ or the Andes. 
In Chile, Rojas worked at part-time Jobs. In Santiago 
19 
he painted carriages and in Cartagena chalets. After a 
May-day scuffle in 1914, he left Santiago for Valparaiso. 
'.L'he circumstances of his leaving are tinged with melodrama. 
Following an anarchist meeting, Rojas and some friends had 
been accosted near b1s bome by some strangers. Two shots 
rang out 1n tbe n1gbt, mucb to Rojas' bew1lderment, and one 
or the assa11ante fell wounded 1n the street. Fear1ng her 
son m1ght be arrested, Rojas' mother, who bad earl1er come 
to live w1th him, adv1sed h1m to leave 8ant1ago 1mmed1ately. 
20 
To th1s day, the ehoot1ng remains a mystery to him. 
In Valparaiso, through the belp of a friend in the 
I.w.«., noJas round work on the docks as a stevedore. It 
was a physically demanding job: 11 A las cinco de la maiians--
tenla que estar en el muelle a las seie--, me rue casi 
imposible levantarme: me dollan hasta las yemas de los 
21 
dedos. 11 These experiences made a lasting impress1on on 
the young Rojas. Along with subsequent ones as a night 
watchman on a barge, they form the bulk of his first novel, 
Lanchas !!l l! ~-
rn both Valparaiso and Santiago, Rojas remained active 
as an anarchist. It was 1n oonnect1on with th1e movement 
that he was 1nit1ated into the world or letters, wr1t1ng 
editorials for hls group's pub11oat1on, 1! Batalla. At 
the same time, be was named correspondent to the Buenos 
22 
Aires anarch1et dally, 1! Protests. Speaking w1tb no 
little irony about bls contr1but1ons to these papers, 
Rojas says: 
No recuerdo qui correapondenoia envil, pero el 
recuerdo que tuve la male oourrenc1a de eacrlbir 
y de publicar en mi per16d1co, 1! Batalla, •••• 
10. 
un artlculo que titul& SHf ll .!!l El' que me 
vali6 la mis eecarnecida y large de as diecusiones 
que haya debido eoetener en mi vida., 
In the ensuing debate over hie thesis of art for art's 
sake, a debate he held with an Asturian anarchist, Rojas 
was reduced to ashes. Thie, he maintains, was the only 
time in his life when he regretted having published hie 
24 
ideas. 
Rojas' initial efforts at writing creative literature 
were encouraged by the Chilean poet Joel Domingo G6mez 
Rojas. Under the stimulus of this friend, he began to 
compose poetry. Hie own evaluation of these early ultra-
modernistic works ia lees than favorable: 11 ••• proc!uje los 
25 
peoree que ee hayan eecrito en el hem1sf&rio." Perhaps 
because of the doubtful quality of his first poems, he 
soon moved to the realm of the short story. Yet he fared 
no better there. His first story, which he never published, 
was a vindication of an anarchist friend accused by the 
others of acting as an informer to the police. As it turned 
out, hie first literary publication was a sonnet, "El 
gusano," appearing in 1918 in Loe ll!ll, a review put out 
26 
by the celebrated group of the same name. 
Rojas continued to support himself by taking a Job 
ae a prompter and part-time actor in a neighborhood theater 
which staged crioll1sta plays by Antonio Acevedo Hernindez. 
Later he Joined an itinerant acting troupe, traveling as 
11. 
tar south as Chilo&. With this bit of practical experience, 
he commenced to work on a full-length drama, Dan1el, about 
a consumptive poet modeled after hie friend Josi Domingo 
G6mez RoJas. He never quite finished the play, but he did 
continue to experiment with drama, h1s second attempt being 
a sa1nete based on a short story by Rafael Maluenda. Al-
though this was staged by Enrique Barreneche&, it was rather 
lees than successful. Neither play was ever published, nor 
27 
do the manuscripts exist today. 
Ever interested 1n books, Rojas continued to read, the 
trends of the times turning his attention to more peasim1et1c 
things. He studied Eccleelaetee, !l2l?, Schopenhauer, and 
·l'homae i Kemple. In spite of the cheerless subject matter, 
however, hie good friend Joel Santos Gonulez Vera points 
out that Rojas' own peae1m1sm, reflected in some of his 
early poems, ~ea in reality quite superficial, a conven-
28 
tlonal pose, and only transitory. 
Manuel Rojas' career as a writer really had its solid 
beginnings after he returned to Argentina for the second 
time. Earlier he had taken a Job with an acting troupe 
and had traveled ae far south as Punta Arenas. Upon re-
turning to Santiago, he joined another troupe, this one 
29 
going to Mendoza. It was while he was in this city that 
he was introduced to the editor of Ideas i f1gurae, a 
magazine which soon afterwards, under the title Po,ticae, 
12. 
publiehed all of the poetry he had written up to that 
30 
time. When the theatrical tour finally ended in Buenos 
Airee in 1922, Rojas decided to remain in Argentina. It 
was while he wae looking for work that he learned of a 
ahort-etory contest sponeored by the Buenos Aires dally, 
1! Montana. Spurred on by economic needa, he quickly 
wrote "Laguna," entered it, and won the second prize of 
100 pac1onalee. 'lbat same year, when the popular magazine, 
.Q!n.! z Caretae, sponsored another contest, Rojas again 
submitted a story, "El hombre de los ojoe azulee." 'Ible 
time, too, he was to win second prize, although a larger 
31 
sum, 500 nacionalee and a gold medallion. 
Stimulated no doubt by the success of the short stories, 
Rojas turned hie attention once more to writing for the 
theater. He finished another sa1nete which was neither 
published nor staged. When he returned to Santiago, the 
actor Rafael Frontaura asked to read his plays. Unfortun-
ately for Rojas, Frontaura was to lose all the manuscripts. 
32 
Far from upset--he now considers Frontaura hie benefactor--, 
Rojas seems to have taken the lose as an omen; he did not 
write again for the stage until 1958 when he collaborated 
with the popular Chilean dramatist, Isidora Aguirre, in a 
play called Poblac1dn esperanza, performed that year by 
the Teatro Un1versitario de Concepci6n. 33 
In 1924, Rojas returned to Chile and went back to writ-
ing stories. "El cachorro," "Un esp!ritu inquieto," and 
"El bonete maulino" were put together with the two previous 
prize-winners to make up Hombres de4 m,u: (1926), a volume 
which merited a prologue by Raul Silva Castro. The follow-
ing year, 1927, he came out with Tonada traneeunte, 
a collection of verse. Whereas the poetry made no rever-
berations, the stories were highly praised by the critics, 
including Silva Castro. Despite the praiee, however, one 
critic, unremembered now, mentioned that he lacked style. 
Disturbed, but always desiring to improve, Rojas pondered 
the problem, consulted friends, and read everything on 
34 
literary style he could find. His conclusions can be 
found in some of his subsequent essays on literature and 
represent a synthesis of ideas taken from Bufton, John 
Middleton Murry, and Lionel Irilling. 
Unable to support himself by his writings, Rojas con-
tinued to work at different jobs. He was a linotype opera-
tor for Imprenta Cervantes. El diarto iluetrado. and 1! 
Nfic16n, In 1927, he joined another theater troupe, acting 
in melodramatic historical plays and touring the small 
towns and cities in the north of Chile. with this he could 
say that he had seen all of Chile from Punta Arenas in the 
south to Arica in the north. But this was to be h1s last 
experience as an actor. He soon began to supplement his 
income by working as a journalist and writing short articles 
35 
for Loe riempoe under the assumed name of Pedro Norte. 
Rojas himself, however, scarcely considered this serious 
14. 
Journalism, composing ae be did off the top of hie beads 
" l '36 • •• a vecee compon a en mi m,quina mis propiae producciones." 
These years, although filled with activity, were not 
without their romantic interests. In 1928, Rojas married 
a young primary school teacher, Marla Eugenia Baeza, and the 
two remained married for eight years until her death in 
'37 
19'36. She bore him three children, a eon and two daughters. 
These were the happiest if not the most exciting years of 
Rojas' life. Earlier, in 1927, while touring Argentina, 
he bad bad a rather unfortunate love affair with one of 
the actresses in the company, a somewhat neurotic girl 
named Dalila Barrios. The latter had abandoned her husband 
to live with Rojas. Although they were able to elude her 
husband without incident, the frustrating affair soon came 
to an end; " ••• el ambiente se hizo bastante tenso y tal 
vez para evitar mayores molestias o quizf porque estuvieee 
'38 
aburrida, Dalila comenz6 a salir en giras teatrales." 
The result was that she finally went off with another man 
while RoJae fell in love with Marla Eugenia. It is worth 
noting in passing that the experiences with these two 
women form the core of two contrapuntal incidents in bis 
later novel,~~ .!J. ll.02• 
Between 1929, the year of bis mother's death, and 1942, 
RoJae wrote and published regularly although not prolifical-
ly. His second volume of short stories, g del1ncuente. 
came out in 1929, and his third, Travee{a, in 19'34. In 
the meantime, he had begun to write novels, Lanchae !!l l! 
appearing in 1932 and!:! ciudad il c,earee in 
1936. lhie same year he was named president ot the 
Soc1edad il Eacritores. Finally, his only other important 
publications before .lilJ2 il ladr6g in 1951 were R! l! 
poeala l! reyoluc1on (1938), a volume ot essays, and a 
biographical essay done in 1942 on Joa, Joaqu!n Vallejo, 
the popular nineteenth century coetumbr1eta more commonly 
39 
known as "Jotabeche." 
During these years, still unable to live trom his 
writings, RoJae continued to hold down numerous Jobe. He 
was with the B1bl1oteca Nao1onal when it was under the 
direction ot Eduardo Barrios, and in 1931, upon the creation 
of the University Presa, he wss appointed director ot the 
40 
Apales ill! Uniyersidad ll Chile. For a short time also, 
he held a part-time Job at the Ercilla publishing house, 
correcting translations from French, German, and English 
and making them acceptable for publication· in Spanish. In 
addition, be became involved once agai~ in· the Journalistic 
i proteBBion, writing about three articles, __ & week tor Laa 
l&t1maa Notlglas. He was soon named redactor ,a plank! tor 
that newspaper and held the position tor nine years. 
In 1937, along with his other Jobs, he calculated the 
betting results tor the H1p6dromo Chile, a task he performed 
42 
until his retirement in 1961. 
16. 
RoJas' later years, subsequent to h1s second marriage 
to Valerie Ldpez Edwards 1n 1941, have been spent wr1t1ng, 
lecturing, traveling, and oollaborat1ng 1n newspapers and 
magazines. An active anarchist as a youth, lately he has 
become apol1t1oal. He did join, 1n 1951, the Chilean Social• 
1st Party but withdrew almost 1mmed1ately when 1n a moment 
ot opportunism they supported the candidacy or the dictator 
4'.3 
Carlos Ibfnez. 
In the early 19501 s, too, he entered the teaching pro• 
tession through the back door. Shortly after the creation 
ot the Escuela A! Per1odismo by Ernesto Montenegro, he was 
ottered a job as professor ot Journalism. Although he knew 
bow to write, he was by no means certain he could teach 
others. To begin with, he had no knowledge ot the necessary 
terminology and so was compelled to learn along with his 
students. After two years with the School ot Journalism, 
Rojas left, convinced that the students in his classes 
were not really interested in learning to write: " ••• me 
convene! de que no s8 pued8 ensenar lo que 88 ams s1no a 
44 
quien realmente lo ama tambi&n. 11 He returned to work on 
l!!J2,t gyt ll .!.1D2, a novel he had put aside two years before. 
After the publication or li!.J2l: al&! ll .I.1D2 1n 1958, 
Rojas resumed h1s teaching career. He had already received 
the Prem1o Nao1onal L1teratura in 1957 and lectured in 45 
the United States at the invitation ot the State Department. 
In 1959, he was invited to teach Spanish American literature 
in the eummer school program at Middlebury College in 
46 
Vermont. Subsequently, from 1961 through 196~, he was 
visiting professor of Spanish American literature at the 
Universities of Oregon and Waehington respectively. Hie 
estimation of North American university students ls Do 
higher than bis estimation of hie Chilean Journalism 
students: " ••• sue conocimientoe BOD tan cortos como au 
horlzonte, sumamente ignorantes de lo que no sea eu eetado, 
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au ciudad ya veces su pa!s." 
In August of 1962, in Cludad Ju,rez, Mexico, RoJae 
married a young Californian, apparently after a quick Mexican 
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divorce from hie second wife. At this writing they live 
in Santiago where he writes short articles and book reviews 
for Ercilla magazine and teaches some journalism classes 
at the Universidad ·~cnica. 
Since 1951, Manuel Rojas has produced his best and 
most complex works. ·lhe year 1951, of course, marks the 
appearance of fil.12 Al ladrop. his masterpiece and a land-
mark in tbe history of Chilean prose fiction. Seven years 
were to pass before the publication of hie next novel, 
H!.J2t SJa !l ,I!n2, the second in a trilogy dealing with 
the autobiographical character, Aniceto Hevia. In the 
interim, Rojas wrote and published a seven-stanza poem, 
"Desheoha rosa" (1954), recalling bis years of marriage with 
Mar{a Eugenia Baeza. Finally, in 1958, he returned for a 
visit to his nattve Buenos Aires. Here, after an absence 
18. 
of thirty•five years, he had an oppartunity to revisit 
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many of the scenes of his childhood. Shortly thereafter--
there is no date on the publication--, be brought out hie 
Imlgenee il 1nfagcia, a book of childhood reminiscences. 
lbe years following the appearance of l1!J2t ml! il 
.!Ji!l2 have been Rojas' most prolific if not in many ways his 
most brilliant. In 1960, two more works were published by 
Zig-Zag,~ .4! r1elee. a novel,and ll eiempre 
i!.t4!,a volume of essays. In 1961, the author himself 
edited his Q.m:u completae (really a Selected~), and 
in 1962 he compased a great deal of autobiographical com• 
mentary to accompany selections from his novels and stories 
in a volume called Antolog{a autob1ogrff1oa. Rojas' latest 
important work of fiction, Sombraa contra!,! rn, the final 
volume of the trilogy on Aniceto Hevia, was published in 
196~ by Zig•Zag. 
Recently Rojas has entered the realm of the literary 
anthologist and historian. In 1963, he published in Mexico 
an anthology of Chilean poetry called Escenciaa .wJ 
ch1lepo, and in 1965 Zig-Zag published his H1ator1a breve 
A! 1! literature cb1lena. Neither of these works have been 
well received. Pedro Lastra Salazar, for instance, 1n the 
Bolet{p Inst1tuto A! Literatura Ch1lena, says of the 
poetry anthology that " ••• ls invasi6n del territorio cr!tico 
llevada a cabo por Manuel Rojas en este l1bro, no fsvoreoe 
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en nada su justo prest1gio intelectual. 11 One suspects 
that these works were written or compiled 1n haste and purely 
for economic reasons, cap1tal1z1ng on bis already established 
fame as a creative writer. One suspects, too, that~ 
l!2.t M,x1co Wl Al!, a diary account of his personal experiences 
in that country, was done with much the same motive. 
Manuel RoJae' most produotive years came after he had 
passed his fiftieth birthday. Speaking of himself in h1e 
history of Chilean literature, he says with his accustomed 
irony1 "RoJas ha logrado, quiza gracias a que ha vivido 
tanto tiempo--no todoe los escritores tienen la euerte de 
vivir muchoe anoe, aunque a veces no sea una suerte--, 
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deearrollar a fondo eu proea." What stands out in hie 
biography, 1n any case, 1s a 11fe fully, actively, and 
productively lived, much of th1e owing to the robust health 
he has always enjoyed. In all h1e seventy years, he speaks 
only of one serious illness-- a gall bladder operation 1n 
1928. A giant of a man, he le well over elx feet tall and 
phyelcally strong. Recent photographs reveal him to be 
craggy-faced with a full head of snow-white hair. In spite 
of h1e enormous physical stature, he 1e generally portrayed 
by others as a rather e1lent, even t1m1d man, although not 
at all unfriendly, a man w1th a profound sense of d1gn1ty 
and genuine hum111ty. The literature he offers us 1s of a 
special k1nd because of its close relationship w1th hie 
every-day experience. In this regard, he 1s not unlike our 
own Mark Twain and Jack London. That he 1s a consc1ous 
literary artist, the following chapters will attempt to prove. 
20. 
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CHAPTER II 
NON-FICTION 
Manuel RoJas 11 known first and foremost as a creative 
writer. Since the 195O1 s, he has been considered primarily 
a novelist and only secondarily a short-story writer. Al-
though he can scarcely be thought of today as a poet, he did 
begin his career by writing poetry. Like many of his gener-
ation, however, he has also written works which lie outside 
the realm of the imagination. His expository writings, 
abOve all his essays on the subject of literature, should 
be treated first, before proceeding with the poetry and 
fiction. These writings span a variety of subject matter 
and may be grouped for the sake of convenience into the 
following classifications: Journalistic odds and ends; 
autobiographical reminiscences; sketches and observations 
on his travels; and essays: biographical, social, politi-
cal, and literary. 
Of the first type, the Journalistic miscellany, little 
will be said here. In terms of content, they uncover 
nothing of lasting significance. They are stylistically 
barren, composed on the spur or the moment to meet news-
paper deadlines. At most, they reveal the author's 
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voracioue reading in the sciences and humanities and his 
continuous efforts to educate himself. Likewise, the 
biographical, social, and political essays are peripheral 
and add little if anything to Rojas' prestige as a writer 
1 
or thinker. One essay, "M&ximo Gorki ha muerto," because 
it demonstrates Rojas' early interest in a writer with whom 
he has much in common, might be mentioned in passing; the 
content of the es•ay itself contains nothing concrete in 
terms of possible influences of the Russian on Rojas' own 
fiction. 
Rojas' autobiographical book of childhood rem1nis-
censes, Im&genes il 1nfanc1a, while it was obviously written 
with more perspicacity and attention to aesthetic effects 
than the above-mentioned essays, is decidedly interior to 
his autobiographical fiction. This work is classified in 
the author's Obras completes as a novel. Although doubt-
less there are some superficial resemblances to his novels--
numerous minor characters and the manner of their portrayal--, 
lm,genes il intanc1a le hardly a work of imaginative fiction 
and should not be considered as such. The content of this 
v~ry brief book is Rojas' own boyhood from the age of four 
to fourteen. In comparing it with !!!J2 il ladron. one 
notices some s1m1larities between Rojas himself and h1s 
fictional creation, Aniceto Hevia. 'l'he general circumstances 
of life, the absence of a father, the warm presence of a 
loving mother, and continuous movement from place to place, 
ae well as the character trait of timidity, are common to 
both indiv1duale. But the eimilarit1ee are superf1c1al. 
lbe book's charm lies rather 1n 1te pere1etent humor and 
lightness of touch, both in the portrayal of characters and 
situations. It ie a humor which stems primarily from 
amusing turns of phrase, most of which are used for the 
purpose of deflating the main character, Manuel Rojas. 
Speaking of hie sexual knowledge in early puberty, for 
example, the author remarks: "Mis ideas al reepecto eran 
tan confueae como las que ten!a y tengo aun eobre las 
matem&tlcas, y el he aprend1do algo eobre el eexo ••• no he 
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aprendldo nada, en camb1o, de matem&tlcas. 11 lbe incident 
depicting hie frog-hunting days also exemplifies Rojas' 
humorous approach. After falling into the slime of a canal, 
the great frog hunter could only return home, dripping with 
"agua y tango" and thoroughly humiliated: 
Emprend! ••• el m,e trlete de los regreeoe que 
un cazador de cualquler coea haya hecho hac1a 
eu hogar. Al llegar a ,1 reclbi la mejor de 
las palizae de la temporada. Renuncl& las ranae. 
lbe deflating effect of the understatement of the last 
sentence is typical of the manner in which many of the 
episodes, all of them lmpreeeionistic, are terminated. 
Like hie childhood rem1n1ecences, which are a series of 
"pictures," Rojas' accounts of h1e travels also demonstrate 
a preference for the concrete. In such works as "Ad16s a 
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la Habana", "Algo para Puerto Rico, 11 and Pee' mr Mfx1co 
Jm A!!, rather than expreee bimeelt entirely 1n the ab-
stract concepts or the academician, Rojae pretere to adopt 
a highly pereona1 point or view and to deal ae much as poselble 
with concrete people or groups or people in concrete e1tuat1one. 
In hie ettorte to synthesize the nation or Puerto Rico, tor 
example, the1r 1deae about independence, their attitudes 
toward the Un1ted Statee, economics, religion, pol1t1ce, 
etc., RoJae reproduces an 1mag1nary convereat1on among 
anonymous Puerto Ricans: 1t ie an 1mpress1onistic kaleido-
scope or Juxtaposed commentary. In h1s diary account or 
hie trip to Mexico 1n 1962-63, he attempts to present a 
more complete picture or that country through an account 
ot hie personal experiences, editorial comment, a generous 
epr1nkl1ng or quotations trom eminent Mexican h1stor1ane, 
eoc1olog1ete, and literary tlguree, synopses or Indian 
myths, and contrasts between Mexico and hie own country or 
the United Statee. It le a book, however, which displays 
minimal coherence, le bogged down by trivia, insulte the 
bypereeneitlve Mexican 1n its often condescending tone, 
and ls at times styl1et1oally artectat1ous in 1ts occa-
elonal 1noorporat1on or Mex1can1ems. Ae an introduction 
to Mexican lite and culture, when compared to the count-
less books that have been written on the subject, 1t merely 
demonetratee its own 1nter1or1ty and lack or direction 
and purpose. 
As an essayist on the subject of literature. however. 
RoJas has a great deal to say; moreover, be says it with 
conv1ct1on and authority. Because h1s 1deas here relate 
d1rectly to h1s own works. it 1s enlightening to d1scuee 
them 1n eome detail. He treate almost every ram1f1cation 
of the eubJect. not ae a theoret1cian but from the more 
practical vantage Po1nt of the creat1ve wr1ter. While he 
scarcely deale syetematically with the whole complex of 
themee implied in the word literature. at one time or 
another in his eesaye be is concerned w1th each of the 
following topics: the nature of literature (or more 
precisely 1ts function): the role of the critic; the genre 
of the novel; and the praot1cal problems of the craft--
structure. characters. aett1ng. and style. In the dis-
cuaa1on of hie concepts. rather than analyze each essay 
separately. it seems more expedient to attempt a synthesis 
of his ideas by outlining h1s thoughts on each of the above 
topics. 
To arrive at a precise definition of literature is no 
easy task. Rojas' thoughts on the nature of literature are 
set forth more by way of an indioation. a pointing toward• 
rather than as a clear and precise expoeition of a system 
of ideas: he has no doctrine to propound. Confronted as 
he 1e by the question ''W-hat 1e l1terature?",Rojae follows 
an oblique approach 1n the formulation of hie answer. 
Rather than state what literature is. he asks himself what 
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literature should do, or more exactly, what 1t should not 
do. Hie answer to the question formed in this negative 
way la that lt should not teach, that lte function cannot 
be didactic. wben he speaks of d1dact1cism, however, he 
baa in mind a much broader concept than the mere teaching 
of morale or ethics. As he sees lt, a literary work cannot 
teach anythlng-•phllosophy, sociology, politics, or even 
psychology. ro illustrate h1s point, be takes the example 
of Mariano Latorre: 
&Fue o no Latorre, oomo escrltor, un profesor 
que escr1bi6 con el obJeto de mostrar ode en-
eenar algo? La respuesta es, sin duds, aflrma-
tlva y esa reepuesta aflrmatlva nos encara con el 
primer problems: &ea convenlente o necesarlo que 
el escrltor--novellsta o cuent1eta, ya que de uno 
de ellos hablamos--tenga en su obra, aparte de la 
literature, otra intenci6n, una cualqulera, pol!tlca, 
h1st6rica, dldlctlca, econ~m1ca, f1los6f1ca? La 
respuesta es, ahora, negatlva.5 
Without for the moment defining what he means by the posi-
tive function of literature, Rojas goes on to say that 
"Oualqulera otra intenc16n, pol!tioa, h1st6rica, dldlctica, 
econ6m1oa, f1loe6f1ca, resultarl tan extrana como extrana 
resultar, a la Polttica, a la H1at6r1oa, a la Dldlctica, 
6 
a la Econdmica o a la Flloadflca una 1ntenci6n noveltetica." 
Expressed ln a positive way, literature muet have integrity; 
it must be true to itself as literature and should never 
masquerade as something lt le not. Latorre, ae Rojas sees 
him, 18 basically a teacher dressed 1n the garb of the 
story teller. 
RoJas• approach to the problem, however, 1a not only 
oblique. He states outright, and in a positive way, what 
he believes the function of literature to be. To b1a way 
of thinking, it la the writer's total commun1cat1on of bis 
personality. At the same time, he 1a cautious to warn us 
that this total oommun1cat1on of the personality 1a not 
to be confused w1tb autobiography. Rather 1t 1a the making 
manifest of "la var1edad infinite de mat1cea que cont1ene 
7 
au esi:r!ritu." 'lbe creative writer is seen as a man of 
inner struggles and contradictions. It stands to reason, 
therefore, that the greater the contradictions, anxieties, 
and spiritual uneasiness of the writer himself, the greater 
the work of art he will produce and the more the work will 
be, aa indeed it should, an agent of power as opposed to an 
obJect of knowledge. Rojas' example here is the Uruguayan, 
Horacio Quiroga 1 
Era un escr1tor de fuerza espiritual grande y 
de segura expres16n. Narrat1vo por excelenc1a, 
absorb!& lo que ve!a y lo que sent!s, lo v1v1do 
y lo pensado, yen sus l1broa se le ve trabaJar 
de cercs y se le a1ente resp1rar, v1v1r. Su 
aer se express en sus obras y hab!a entre su 
v1da, su esp!r1tu y sus producc1onee una estre-
cha relaci6n. ?are conocer a Qu1rgga personal-
mente no hay m,s que leer su obra. 
In such a theory of literature, cultural environment 
plays a formative role of no little importance. It becomes 
the crucible in which the creative writer's spirit is 
forged. In order for the writer to possess deep spiritual 
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anx1et1es, 1t 1s necessary that these same anx1et1ee be 
part ot the cultural environment 1n which be lives and 
breathes. It le precisely because bls own country lacks 
such an environment that Rojas believes Chile bas produced 
so tew novelists of transcendental worth. In Chile, what 
be calls the "lucha de las 1deae" bas never approached the 
1ntens1ty 1t has reached in Europe. What Chilean, Rojas 
asks, could possibly deal profoundly with the themes handled 
so well by such Europeans as Shaw, 01de, Unamuno or 
Dosto1evek1? '.lbese men reflect a culture which Chile 
quite simply does not possess. While he does not deny that 
Chile does have culture, he ma1nta1ns that lt le purely 
literary. As such 1t can not be instrumental 1n the forging 
of great personal1t1ee, the content of all great literary 
works. On the contrary, lt bas encouraged writers to look 
outside themselves to the picturesque landscape and to 
typical characters which they have proceeded to describe 
over and over again to the point of nausea. 
To illustrate hie thesis, Rojas takes the example of 
Miguel de Unamuno, a man of profound metaphysical anxieties. 
RoJas suggests that no small factor in the formation of 
Unamuno's 1nner struggle was the metaphysical concern of 
the Spanish people themselves, a concern which 1s reflected 
1n their culture and tradition down through the ages. 
Imagining, then, Unamuno transferred to Chilean soil and 
weaned on the Chilean cultural environment, 1t le obvious 
to Rojas that he would have been a leaser personality and 
therefore a lesser writer. Although he grants that there 
would still have been traces ot anguish in Unamuno's per-
sonality, it would moat certainly have been much lees in-
tense because the same anguish would not have been present 
in the culture. Chileans, according to Rojas, are anti-
metaphysical by nature, at moat ametapbyeical, To hie mind, 
Unamuno would doubtless have been either a fervent Catholic 
or a militant non-believer; hie inquietude, which was hie 
struggle between faith and reason, would have been resolved 
tor him to a great extent by bis environment. The same would 
have happened with Gide and Doetoieveki, two other examples 
used by Rojas. The writer, hie work, and hie environment, 
in a word, are inextricably bound up together, 
The ideee expressed above, although they approach the 
general problem ot literature from the vantage point ot 
the particular genres ot the short story and the novel, 
may be said to express Rojas' views on the nature ot liter-
ature l2!I: .!! and the tunotion of the creative writer in 
general whether be be poet, playwrite, short-story writer, 
or novelist. As concerns hie conception ot the genre ot 
the novel itself, the ideas stated above are particularly 
relevant. Each novel, Rojas would say, should exist as an 
expression ot its author's spirit in the manner of Gustave 
Flaubert's tamoue statement, "Y~dame Bovary o'eet moi." 
RoJae' conception of the novel. then, 1e that it ehould 
reflect f1ret of all the author h1meelf, To the degree that 
1t ach1evee th1e. 1t ie a eucceeeful novel; 1te greatneee 
1n turn 1e to be meaeured by the depth. intensity. and com-
plexity of the pereonality who compoeee it, Ae long ae 
th1e ie the author'e intention. there le no theme that the 
genre ae a literary form may reJect ae being oute1de 1te 
ecope or nature, In Rojas' own words. HLa novels lo 
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acepta todo,H An author may. of couree. reject a particu-
lar theme becauee he doee not chooee to deal with it, What 
Rojae le eay1ng ie that there are no themee which are in-
herently noveliet1c or anti-novel1et1c. Since the narrative 
mode. however. demande human beinge or at leaet the human 
condition. they cannot therefore be dispensed with, 'lbe 
only! priori requirement of tbe genre, then, 1e tbat it 
deal with people, 'lbie does not, ae it may at first appear. 
take the novelist outside himself, It ie Rojas' contention 
that there coexist within each novelist a multiplicity of 
pereonal1t1ee. Doeto1evek1, for example. 1e all of hie 
characters. or more exactly, all of hie charactere are an 
integral part of himself; he hae lived and felt the 
anguished contrad1ct1one present in each of them. He 
dramatizes himself. eo to speak, 1n hie novels. 
It 1e obvious from all that has been said that Rojas' 
concept of the novel ae a literary form 1e organic rather 
than claee1c, 'lbe novel hae no preconceived form into which 
is poured a content. lbe particular structure of a particu-
lar novel must grow organically from the nature of the 
theme that h to be treated. Rojas himself eays, 11 No hay 
tema o t&nica que la novels rechace 1 estilo o estructura 
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que no adm i ta." It w 111 become ev 1den t 1n the succeed• 
1ng analyeee of b1e fictional works that, for the most 
part, RoJae 11vee up to hie theor1ee. At the eame time, 
1t w111 be equally evident that, while he never contra-
dicte in practice what he etatee in theory, he on oocaeions 
abueee the apparent freedom that hie theory impliee. 
In the formation of hie conception of the genre of 
the novel, 1te historical development, which Rojas baa ex-
plored in eome depth, has been instrumental. From its 
history, for example, he hae been able to eee that the only 
absolute requirement of the novel hae been the presence of 
human beings. In his eesay1 "La novels, el autor1 el 
pereonaJe y el lector11 from !!I poes!a !. .!! reyolug1qn. 
be shows that the genre's development hae been one of a 
progression in the manner in which the author focueee on 
hie characters. He eeee three essential hietorioal etagee 
in th1e progression. The f1ret, which includes epic poems 
and their early deecendante, the characters eimply act and 
speak. Of the typical protagonist, for example, Rojas eaye: 
Se deeplaza como un cuerpo e6lido 1 unitario, con-
creto1 y eue accionee, tanto como eue reaccion••• 
eon simples: come, ama 1 duerme 1 rle, llora, 
pelea, vence 1 o muere. Sue estadoe de 4nimo 
eon tambi&n eimplee: eet4 alegre o triete, 11 
apac1ble o oollrico. Nada m4e o muy pooo m4e. 
Moat important 1a the character's lack of inner lite and 
volition. He does only what the author wante him to do 
and nothing more: 11 ••• y lo que el autor qu1ere ee que ee 
mueva y voc1tere, puee teme que al enmudecer o al inmovi-
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lizarN, deeaparezca o p1erda 1nter&e." Thie 1e the in-
fant etage of the novel and 1t 1e exemplified by Homer's 
1ll ~-
lbe second etage of the novel's development ahowe the 
character to have acquired the additional factor of hie own 
volition. No longer le he moved about at the whim of the 
author. At the eame time--and this 1s by no meane a con-
tradiction of the concept of volition--, economic lite 
begine to take on a formative role ae it influences the 
act1one and attitudes of the pereonagee. Such characters 
appear in all the novela ot Daudet, Dickens, and moet of the 
noveliete of the nineteenth century. 1'he novelistic human 
being, however, bas not yet, 1n this eecond stage, come 
into hie full peyob1o maturity. 
In the third phase, external adventure and action 
diminishes and environment and setting, which previously 
had been a purely extrinsic factor, ie now internalized and 
becomes an integral part or the character's physic being. 
l'he geographic radius or the action ie sharply reduced 
and the novel becomee, in terms of physical movement, 
almoet static ae the character is developed psychologically 
to hie fullest potential. Such internalization and 
reduction of action is by no means a handicap: 
Porque la vida ps!quica de un hombre, la vida de 
relaci6n ps!qu1ca, d1remos, moral, esp1r1tual, sex-
ual, etc., es de por s! tan marav1llosa y tan extra-
ord1nar1amente densa en cal1dad humans, que su sola 
exposicidn, au eola expresi6n, basts para dar alta 
oategor!a a una novels aunque en eea novels no ocur-
ra, exter1ormente, nada extraord1naria. Pero Jam,e 
deJa de ocurrir algo, pues la v1da de relacidn psl-
quica de un individuo eat, conectada siempre a otros 
1nd1viduos o con otros grupos de 1nd1viduos, con los 
cuales est, en conJunci6n o en oposic1dn. Por lo 
dem&s, es en eate ultimo aspecto donde interv1ene 
la real1zacidn literar1a.13 
Novelists of this third phase are Doato1evsk1, Proust, 
Lawrence, and Joyce. 
RoJas 1e aware that there may be certain technical 
d1ff1cultiee inherent 1n the psychological orientation of 
the latter-day novel. Characters of the psychic density 
described above can only be drawn from the model of the 
author's own psyche. In order to avoid confusion w1th auto• 
biography, therefore, it 1s incumbent upon the creator to 
take special pains to disassociate himself from the work 
and not intervene as author. The novel muet give the 1m• 
preee1on of be1ng an autonomous organism completely apart 
fr.om its creator, and 1t can not appear to be manipulated 
by b1m. In Rojas' words: 
••• el eacr1tor debe proceder, en esta nueva e 
1ntereeante manera de la creac16n novel!et1ca, 
de modo que au oonc1encia no 1mp1da la apari• 
cidn y la 11bre exprea16n de eaa m1eter1oea 
v1da, cualqu1era que sea la !ndole de ella. 
Debe tomarlae y expresarlae tal co~o aparecen, 
sin 1nterrump1rlae, sin 1nfluenc1arlae, sin 
entorpecerlae por medio del Juicio consciente. 
Loque realmente vale es lo autlntico, lo genuino.14. 
I'be novelht by all means muet expreee hie own epirit, but 
he muet expreee it artiat1cally; he is at all timee present 
in epir1t, but ae author he must be invisible in his creation. 
Although not nearly so eophisticated in hie articulation of 
an aeethetic ideal, RoJas would doubtless agree with Jamee 
Joyce, who said through one of hie charactere: "lhe artiet, 
like the God of creation, remains within or beyond or above 
hie handiwork, invieible, refined out of existence, indiffer-
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ent, paring his fingernans. 11 
Moving on now to his ideas on narrative prose style, 
it la evident that RoJas' conception of this spectre-like 
phenomenon corresponde in every way to hie concept of the 
novel as an organiem taking ite life from the dynamic 
interplay between form and content. That the problem of 
style has concerned RoJae deeply is clear from his reaction 
to those critics who maintained that his early short stories 
evidenced none and from the eubsequent research he did on 
the eubJect. lbe Frenchman Bufton, the Englishman John 
Middleton Murry, and the American Lionel Trilling, while 
not dictating ideas to him, most certainly have been in-
etrumental in helping him to articulate what in the begin-
ning were his own inchoate concepts. 
Style, like literature, ia difficult to define: and 
again, RoJaa does not boil his thoughte down into a definition. 
Nevertbeleee, b1e viewe on the matter are clear and coherent. 
For Rojas, prose etyle 1e neither a predetermined way of 
ue1ng language nor verbal ornaments taken from the writer's 
etorebouee of technical dev1cee to be used to dreee up an 
otherwise colorleee proee. While there 1e no doubt 1n b1e 
m1n~ that thie can be done, he prefers to call it "manner 
of writing" rather than "etyle". Still lees 1e etyle an 
objective uee or language. On the contrary, for RoJae ae 
for Middleton Murry and ·rr1111ng, 1t 1e a highly subjective 
uee of language, the expreee1on 1n words of a quality of 
life, a manner, not of writing, but of feeling and reflect-
ing. In abort, it 1e the communication of the writer's 
personal v1eion of experience. 
RoJae 1e by no means advocating sloppy wr1t1ng. He 
hae learned from years of experience that the commun1cat1on 
of a personal v1e1on of experience 1e an extremely difficult 
task; 1t ie a task, moreover, that demands the moat severe 
d1ec1pline. An awkward sentence structure, lack of balance, 
bad eubord1nat1on, wrong words, and all other technical 
errors detract from the desired effect. Even the smallest 
comma, seemingly 1ne1gn1f1cant to the novice, 1e of the 
utmost importance. While he 1e doubtful that style can be 
learned, be ie oonvinced that it 1e not the product of 
spontaneity (spontaneity ie always an effect that 1e the 
result of much pain). It comes rather 1n a gradual growth 
and process of maturation 1n the manner of any 11v1ng 
organism. 
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l'o conclude this analysis of Manual Rojas' ideas on 
literature, a few final words should be said relative to 
bis conception of the critic, eapecially as regards the 
latter's role in the Latin American countries in general 
and Chile in particular. As has already been seen in the 
above remarks, Rojas feels that writers 1n h1s own country, 
with a few obvious exceptions, have been superficial and 
lacking in personality. In hie own words, "Nos falta 
peraonalidad en la literatura, pereonalidad de peneamiento, 
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personalidad de esp{ritu y caei pereonal1dad de expresi6n." 
Thia has been the natural result of the fact that Chile 
lies outside the mainstream of cultural and intellectual 
currents. Therefore, what Chilean writers need is a spiritual 
and intellectual guide, a critic, indeed, more than a critic, 
a literary philosopher who will be "la fuerza, la creaci6n, 
el m,todo, algo que actua en una literatura como la exc,n-
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trica de una mlquina, graduando y regularizando au andar." 
In Chile and Latin America, this kind of critic 1s almost 
unknown. Instead, there 1s an overabundance of the book 
commentator, a parasite 1n Rojas' words, who lives off the 
production of the creative writer and who is rarely ahead 
of him 1n culture. irbat the writer needs, on the other 
hand, is a man who has devoted hie life to the great ideas 
and has steeped himself in the mainstream of world culture, 
a man who will orient the writer and indicate the way to a 
solution of his many questions: Where are we going? Can 
we break out of our continental provincialism? How can 
we get into the main currents of great literature? Are we 
too descriptive? Do we use time-worn techniques? Do we 
imitate too much? Are we too psychological or not psycho-
logical enough? Too historical? Too social? What should 
we do? Are we capable of doing it? Until such men come 
forth, Rojas sees little hope for greatness in Spanish 
American literature. 
In all of hla essays on literature, Manuel Rojas la 
involved in the crisis of crioll1amo which manifested itself 
in hie generation. It remains to be seen ln the subsequent 
chapters whether or not bis works represent a movement away 
from tbe local and picturesque, in a word the euperflclal, 
to a more universal view of experience. 
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CHAPTER III 
roEmY 
To say that Manuel Rojas is not primarily a poet would 
be a truism. He himself seemed to have sensed early in 
hie career that hie most natural medium of expression was 
prose and hie genres the short story and the novel. It 
will be recalled, too, that he himself was hie most severe 
critic as regards his very first attempts at poetry, refer-
ring to those poems as some of the worst to have been written 
in the hemisphere. These early efforts were ultra-modernis-
tic, filled with princesses and the conventional trappings 
of Modernism at its worst, while the poems published later 
in Tonada All transeunte are certainly a rejection of that 
movement, rooted as they are in the author's personal ex-
perience and generally concerned with the inner man, with-
out any of the artificiality so typical of the imitators 
of Rubin Dar!o. 
In general, however, Rojas the poet lacks the inten-
sity, complexity, and poetic imagination of the Chilean 
poets of the poet-Modernist period. He does not convey, 
for instance, the emotional ardor of hie contemporary, 
Gabriela Mistral; hie poetry lacks the conceptual 
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complexity, verbal finesse, aenee of rhythm, and 1mag1nat1on 
of Pablo Neruda: the metaphysical depth and careful archi-
tectural design, so indicat1ve of the poetry of Pedro Prado, 
are either absent from Rojas' verse or they shrink by com-
parison; and finally, he displays none of the experimental 
verve of Vincente Huidobro. Such comparisons are, to be 
aure, unfair to Rojas, whose total output 1n verse is in-
eignificant. Moreover, 1t ls doubtful that Rojas ever took 
his paetry quite so seriously. At the same time, such com-
parlaone do serve to give a clear idea of the quality of 
verse that was being written in Chile by his contemparar1es, 
and in this way they place his poetry in its proper 
perspective. 
In any case, although Rojas' verse may not merit 
analysis as exemplary poetry, 1t le worthy of study as a 
harbinger of h1e later prose works. l'he poems of Tonada 
del transeunte express a basic attitude toward 11fe which 
ls later developed and deepened 1n lll..12 il ladr6n. L1ke-
w1ee, the content of hie later poem, "Deehecha roaa," la 
reworked and expanded along the same basic structural lines 
in hie novel,~ .Slwt .!! l.!D2• Since twenty-aeven years 
were to elapse between the publication of Tonada !l:!n-
aeunte (1927) and "Deshecha roes," (1954), 1t seems adv1s-
able to discuss theee works separately. 
l 
Generally speaking, the poems in Tonada oec1lla te 
between two seemingly contradictory attitudes toward the 
human condition. At times, RoJas clearly states that lite 
ls meaningless and useless, tilled with senseless sutrerlng, 
pain, and angulsh. 'L'h1s attitude has its culmination in 
the death motlt seen as the great lire-negating torce 
which cute our existence short before we have a chance 
to tulr1ll ourselves. On the other hand, many ot the 
poems express a basic attitude of acceptance ot 11re. 
Here the poet sees lite as essentially harmonious, and 1t 
le his positive message that the 1nd1v1dual person should 
strive to become part ot th1e harmonious whole. In some 
poems, unity w1th the whole world le achieved through a 
kind ot pantbe1et1c, quas1-myet1oal experience; 1n other 
instances lire le simply accepted; a third attitude le the 
challenging ot life in open struggle. I'hle general attitude 
of affirmation, like the attitude or tu,ility 1n the other 
poems, also has 1te culmination 1n the death mot1t. rbis 
time, however, death is seen as the completion of existence, 
a log1calccnsum:n1t1on 1n terms ot the whole. 
Five poems 1n particular stand out as exprese1one or 
the futility of existence, "ABS," "Palabrae a ml coraz6n," 
"Balada de la pr1mavera," "Plaza de Juegoe," and "Sonam-
bul1emo." The first two reach their climax 1n the same 
motlt: 11te 1e negated by death. In the second pair, 
death 18 implicit rather than explicit, the dominant motif 
here being a var1at1on on the old~ ,U!.111 theme: one 
le surely destined to die eo one should live as intensely 
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as possible while here. Finally in 11 Sonambul1amo," Rojas 
takes a secondary motif from "ABS," the inability of one 
person to express his inner being to another, and develops 
1t as the central theme of the poem. 
In "ABS," our human existence 1a seen as useless be-
cause ultimately we must die: death removes all sense from 
existence. lbe poet brings this idea to bear in the very 
first stanza: 
Inut111dad de canter, de llo:rar y de querer, 
ouando nos tendremoa que 1r 
para nunca m,a volver (p. 17). 
lbe motif is then reiterated at the end of the poem: 
Bocas amigaa recoger4n nueetro oantar. 
Y lo cantar4n, en voz baJa, cuando qu1eran llorar. 
Y noeotroe, ya muertoa, no lo podremoa eschuchar 
(p. 20). 
It is typical of Rojas, who rarely expresses himself in 
emotional extremes, that the poem 1a more of a lament than 
a cry of anguish. What is more, this same subdued tone is 
maintained throughout the poem as Rojas laments the 1rrevo-
cab111ty of t1me--what was once beautiful must 1n time no 
longer be so--and the fact that hie life, as symbolized by 
a song and by the poem itself, must be unavoidably trun-
cated, out off prematurely. The same theme 1s developed 
1n "Palabrae a m1 coraz6n," death being set forth much more 
vividly through person1ficat1on: 
La muerte viene por los caminos del futuro. 
En las noches peroibo sue pesos claramente. 
~iempre al final de un canto veo su rostro oscuro. 
Nuestra v1da es s6lo un np1do aprend1zaje de la 
muerte (pp. 21-22). 
If death as the central absurdity of human existence 
is an explicit motif in the preceding poems, it la no less 
a force in the poems "Balada de la prlmavera" and "Plaza 
de Juegos, 11 albeit implicit. ''Balada" la quite similar, 
thematically, to those already discussed. Here, however, 
it is not only death which negates life but also suffering 
and pain. After the poet sings a joyful hymn to the flower-
ing of Spring, which in this case ls symbolic of youth, he 
ends on a note of ironic reversal with the realizstlon that 
such joy ie only transitory: 
Yoe& que, para nuestros corazones, 
tal vez no ha de volver 
esta clara estao16n del buen vino. 
Vsndr& la pens, hermano; 
vendra la angustiaL amigo. 
Nos pondremos huranoe y lloraremos (p. 26). 
Not only ls anguish and pain inevitable; it ls necessarily 
more prolonged than the time of joyful youth. lbe almond 
flower, as the image states, ls short-lived. The poet, 
therefore, in a gesture of brotherhood, offers his hand to 
a friend, not only that they may enjoy their youth together, 
but that they may also sustain each other in time of suffer-
ing. lbe variation on the .£!ill?! A!.!!! theme comes through 
in the tinal lines: "Pero, siquiera una vez, ya noB 
habremos Bonrddo'' ( p. 26). 
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diem and the motit ot youth aB the only delight 
in lite also comprise the poem, "Plaza de JuegoB." 
Retlecting a Blight Parnassian intluence, thiB poem, tor 
the most part, is a deBcription ot children at play. 
l'heir Joy is compared to the protound moment ot love-making 
among adults. Intensely involved in their play, they are 
unaware of the pitiless irony ot their situation, indicated 
tirst by the poet through reterence to the indifterence or 
Nature: 
Pero al sol, qui le imploran lo que serin manana. 
Para 11 es igual el tono verde de la eerp1ente 
que el dorado de la manzana (p, 41). 
l'he irony 1s then brought out with more cogency in the final 
line as the poet makes the Jolting comment regarding their 
play: "El unico truto dulce que da la ra!z de la angue-
t ia" ( p. 42) • 
But death, sutfering, and anguish are not the only 
agents of absurdity; there 1s also the problem ot the 
iaolation of the individual through the human inability 
to communicate at the deepest levels. l'his was a minor 
motif 1n "ABS": 
Nunes podremos darnos de lleno en la canci6n. 
Siempre ha de quedar algo dentro del coraz6n. 
&Qulin sabrtf la belleza de lo que nose pudo 
mostrar al sol y al viento, como un cuerpo 
desnudo? (p. 18). 
What was a minor motif of "ABS" becomes the central theme 
of "Sonambullsmo. 11 In th1a poem. the poet focuses on h1a 
relationship with a woman. He ls able to perceive externals 
such as movements. breathing. a smile. or the warmth of her 
body. but he is unable to hear her voice. symbolic here of 
her inner being. On those rare occasions when he does per-
ceive it. it seems to come from a distance. like a conver-
sation long past. In short. when he tries to possess her 
in both body and soul. she eludes him. In the last line. 
with resignation. he declares: 
Yo pienso que somos como dos son,bulos que nunca 
se encontrann enteramente. Siempre andaremos 
en la aombra: oylndonos s1n encontrarnos yen-
contrandonoa a1n o{rnos (p. 39). 
In these poems. there 1s not a little of the stuff of 
the ex1stential1st view of the human condition. Existence 
is viewed as essentially meaningless; there is a concern 
with the evanescent nature of the present moment; and the 
individual is to an extent isolated from others through 
his 1nability to communicate at any great depth. Yet there 
is none of the outrage and rebellion of a Camus. none of 
the anguished gnashing of teeth of an Unamuno; Rojas re-
mains stoical in the face of suffering and death. Nor does 
he raise man's hopeless condition to the level of cosmic 
tragedy; these are quite simply the initial utter1ngs of 
a young man's moods of the moment. l'hese same moods. 
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however, will appear later in his novels, deepened by 
experience, sharpened through irony, and generally devel-
oped in all the nuances of their true complexity. 
It the above poems are openly pessimistic in their 
expression of the uselessness and absurdity of life, those 
comprising the next group to be discussed reveal attitudes 
more similar to Rojas' later novels. These poems, for the 
moat part, do not deny the above attitude entirely, but 
they are not peaaimiatic: rather they show the author's 
efforts to come to terms with life. lbree poems, 
"Atardecder," "Viernes," and "Mar!a Estela," are closely 
related to the pessimistic poetry Just discussed in that 
they contain many motifs pertaining to human suffering. 
They are different, however, in that they go beyond the 
reaction of stoical resignation in the face of the seeming 
senselessness of human existence. Each of these poems, 
1n 1ta own way, suggests that there is harmony beneath 
the apparent chaos. 
"Atardecer" has some very concrete thematic affinities 
with the pesaimiatic poems. lbere is, for instance, the 
same preoucupation with the ephemeral nature of time. 
Each day, states the poet, brings a moment of beauty which 
will die with the coming of evening, never to return. 
Similarly, each day in our life ebbs away. But there ls 
a note of optimism here, an almost religious reverence for 
these evanescent momenta of beauty1 
Hermano: s, p1adoso ante el dla que emp1eza 
a ahogarse en el lago gr1s del atardecer; 
ante su m~erte, junta tus doe manos y reza 
porque manana vuelva de nuevo a florecer (p. 15). 
In other words, the beauty of life must be embraced, revered, 
and treasured. If th1e 1s done, order and meaning are 
brought to lite. And death, even though 1t may not open the 
door to a future life, comes tenderly as the harmonious con-
of existence: 
Y cuando ya la t1erra te llame t1ernamente, 
cuando todo tu cuerpo se sienta envejecer, 
lo miemo que tus dlas, tu vida, mansamente, 
ee ahogar4 en el lago gr1e de su a tardecer ( p. 16). 
If 1n "Atardecer" the poet attempts to bring harmony 
to existence through the reverent acceptance and intense 
cher1sh1ng of each moment of beauty, in "Viernes" he con-
fronts squarely the problem of human suffering and death. 
In this poem, the poet addresses himself to the suffering 
Jesus. It 1s more the human Jesus, however, rather than 
Christ the God, who interests him: 
61 tu no fueras m&s que un dlos ml coraz6n te 
echarla en olvido 
y tu nombre pasarla por ml esplrltu como un 
vien to por el des1erto ( p. ltO). 
Jesus as the archetypal symbol of human suffering and self-
eacrifice seems to be the theme here:. But it Jesus shared 
the suffering of all mankind, the poet, in turn, suffers 
for Jesus: 
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Desoansa en paz, maestro de las venas desangradas. 
En esta hora de tu angustia yo danzo sobre tu 
dolor como una hoja secs en el v6rtice de una 
ardiente llamarade ••• 
Eatoy en medio de tu incendio como un tallo 
reseco al sol (p. 40). 
It is through sharing each other's suffering in an act of 
brotherhood symbolized by Jesus' suffering tor others, 
which brings at least a semblance ot meaning to lite. 
l'his motif ot human brotherhood through sympathy is a motif 
which appears in one guise or another in almost every one 
ot Rojas' creative works whether poetry, short story, or 
novel. It w111 be seen to be of major importance to the 
theme ot !!1J.2. il ladr§n. 
The reverent, religious, even Christian tone ot the 
two preceding poems becomes even more marked 1n "Mar!a 
Estela." There 1s an almost Gabriela Kistral-like religious 
modulation to the story it tells. The poet, who has re-
cently experienced a lite ot spiritual desolation, has 
come to a convent to v1s1t a former sweetheartwho has be-
come a nun. Conditioned by his own spiritual emptiness, 
he expects to find her emotionally dead. Yet during his 
first few moments alone 1n the convent library, he feels 
coming over him a certain tranquillity and peace of mind. 
Finally when he does see Sor Mar!a Estela, he realizes 
she has found serenity and fullness ot lite in the love ot 
God. He, too, feels lite returni 
Y mi eap{r1tu que hab{s 
perd1do el d1vino don de la melod{a, 
siente, 
como en loe buenos tiempos de la 1lusi6n, 
hincharee oomo venas 
las tr&mulas flautae de la oanc16n (p. 31). 
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Less religious and more pantheistic, though no lees 
serene, is the poem 11 Canoi6n de otono." Here the poet ex-
presses the dee1re with1n himself to teal whole, to lose 
his ident1ty 1n order to become part ot the harmonious 
unity which is lite: 
&He sentido unas ans1as de ser otro conmlgo 
y de ser otro con todosl Y de ser m4s sereno (p. 10). 
It 1s through Nature images, allot them incorporeal and 
ethereal, that the poet reveals h1s dee1re to lose his 
individual 1dent1ty. He would like, for instance, to be 
like the soft perfume of freshly cut sandalwood. On another 
occasion, he wants to be 11ke the water and the w1nd, ele-
ments wh1ch seem to be everywhere at once. l'he tollow1ng 
image shows clearly h1s des1re to lose h1s 1dent1ty in the 
larger whole: 
••• ser una tuente 
yen un parque eombr{o 1r, momento a momento, 
muriendo en el murmullo del ohorro traneparente 
( p. 9) • 
:a.it he not only seeks to be diffused 1nto Nature. He wants 
also to be one w1th h1s fellow men: 
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Deeeoe de eer otro. De eer alg~n pastor, 
maneo, tranqu1lo y tuerte. Y gu1ando el ganado, 
1r tocando en las tlautas paatorales de amor 
Y hac1endo un ram1llete con las tlores del prado 
( p. 9). 
Xhe pastoral 1mage 1e s1gn1t1cantly trsnqu1l, re1ntorc1ng 
the mot1t ot harmony. Finally, s1gn1ticant too 1n the poem, 
ia the t1me ot year, autumn, the harbinger ot death. ?he 
implication here, although never actually stated in the 
poem, is that death is the agent of a pantheistic, almost 
Wh1tmanesqu~, harmony, the key to the meaning ot existence. 
All in all, however, this poem 1s not typical ot Rojas, 
primarily because h1s view ot things here 1s too 1deal1zed, 
even ingenuous. Witness, for example, h1s 1mage of the 
shepherd quoted above. Even though most ot his works reveal 
an eeaent1ally affirmative sp1r1t, Rojas almost always has 
his feet planted firmly 1n the hard tacts ot reality. 
It "CanclcSn de otoiio," therefore, seems 1ncompat1ble 
w1th the rest of Rojas' poems because of 1te facile, if not 
spur1ous, opt1m1sm, "Oueano!' although an aft1rmat1on of lite, 
1s much more 1n keeping with h1s real1st1c v1ew of things. 
The theme as always le simple and direct: l1ve 11fe serene-
ly, humbly, without pride, and have the patience to be 
creative. L1ke the caterpillar which turns into a beauti-
ful butterfly, it 1s incumbent upon each 1nd1v1dual person 
to create hie own essence. The central image of the meta-
morphosis of the caterpillar 1s brought out 1n the first 
l1ne and sustained throughout the sonnet: 
He pensado que el hombre debe crear lo su:yo 
como la mariposa sus alas de color (p. 11). 
A lite led in this way has its reward in the d~ep feeling 
of satisfaction with one's creations 
Yo, como t~, en m1 rueoa hilo la vida m!a, 
y cada nueva hebra me trae la alegr!a 
de saber que entreteJo mi amor y mi eentir (p. 12). 
Finally, with auch a life, death comes as a welcome con• 
clusions 
Deapu&a, cuando la muerte ae pare ante mi aenda, 
con mis aedaa mis blancas levantar& una t1enda 
ya au sombra, desnudo, me tenderl a dorm1r (p. 12). 
Implicit in this poem la the idea that lf there 1a any mean-
ing to a human life, lt must be created by the lndlvldual 
himself. Thie theme is also developed by RoJaa in one of 
hie short stories, "Un eap!ri tu 1nquieto." 
lbe last of the poems of affirmation to be discussed 
here may be dealt with summarily. fheae are the four poems 
comprising the "Poemae en la manana" which come at the end 
of l'onada traneeunte. l'wo of these are built around 
a sustained metaphor, much ln the manner of "Gueano." 
Life 1n poem 2, for example, is a ship, and the poet la 
on deck: he accepts the advent of the new day with open 
arms as a welcome challenge: 
!Eh, marinerol 
Estamoe liatos otra vez, suelta las amarres (p. 62). 
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lbh same element of challenge 1a present 1n poem -, where 
11fe is a wrestler. Each day the poet throws hlmaelf, 
fists clenched, against him. Nevertheless, it la a 
challenge he accepts willingly and wlth confidence, for 
the adversary la benevolent. 
Poem 4, unllke the others, a song to freedom and the 
simple lite, is not built around a metaphor. Here the poet 
1a returning 1n the morning from the hllla. He describes 
the beauties of Nature 1n contrast to the clty below. He 
realizes that in the clty freedom, and ultimately belng, 
is lost and that he must contlnuoualy rev1tal1ze himself 
in the elmple 11fe of the flelde and hllls. 
Finally, poem 1 is a bit more complex. As the poet 
and bis lover walk along the street early in the morning 
after a night of love, they recall a song which sang of 
"un smor que ae cort6 como un cordel" (p. 59). lbeir 
hearts are saddened by the prospect that their own love 
may end in the same way. lba final line, however, "Y la 
rama del d!a extendilndoee rosada y freaca" (p. 60), im-
plies an acceptance of the new day and the 1ntent to live 
it fully and with hope. 
'with the possible exception of "Canc16n de otono," 
the two views offered by the poems 1n thls volume do not 
in any real sense contradict each other. While it 1s 
true that tbe poems depleting futility otter within their 
own structures little by way of consolation, those 
depicting harmony for the moat part do not deny suffering 
and chaos and take a realistic look at 11fe. '.I'he fact that 
these two views may be synthesized is attested to by the 
title poem itself, "Tonada del transeunte." In this poem, 
the poet takea the seemingly contradictory motifs ot lite-
as-senselessness and lite-as-harmony and fuses them into a 
unified albeit paradoxical, attitude. '.I'he theme here is 
tbat our existence swings between the sense of being lost 
and tbe sense of possessing direction. '.I'he poet is seen 
walking along what are symbolically the streets of lite. 
In tbe first stanzas, there le an impress1on1at1c 1 almost 
kaleldoscoplc, description of the city as he walks along. 
He feels that his steps are leading to death, but he follows 
nonetheless "el ritmo sencillo e inexplicable de la 
estrella" (p. 50). In other words, 1n the midst of chaos 
there is at lea£t a vague sense of direction. Moreover, 
in all the confusion ("zona de sombra 11 ) 1 h1s soul seeks 
harmony: "lib4rtate oh alma en tu espiral de espacio" 
(p. 52). l'his feeling of harmony ls later actually ex• 
perienced in the "zona de luz." Witness, tor example, 
the following lines: 
abora soy un canto organizado 
el pecho profundo y armon1oso _ 
que vlene desde las pr1meras mananas del mundo 
con los bols1llos llanos de canc1ones (p. 53) 
h1jo d;l hombre co~ ands~ firm; de o;o (p. 54) 
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And yet thla is only a momentarv experience h 1 as e u timately 
beoomee loet on an unknown street: 
mi canci6n y mis pesos ban perdido au sentido 
Y vaoilan en el vertice de las rutae horizontales 
diagreglndose en la corriente eepesa de la mul-
tltud (p. 55) 
por qui tran;ito por est; cami~o des~onocido oh 
alma (p. 56) 
Since the poem ends with the poet's feeling lost and con-
fused, the more pessimistic aspect of the dual attitude 
seems to prevail. But it is precisely thls outlook on 
life which RoJas develops in a more elaborate structure 1n 
his novel, !llJ2 ,u ladrtSn. 
ro conclude this thematic analysis of Rojas' early 
volume of verse, 1t is necessary to examine four poems 
which fall outside the general scheme outlined above. 
Three of these are merely expreeeions of the poet's 
momentary feelings and express no essential outlook on 
life. rwo of them, "La i1lt!.ma palabra" and "Hembre," deal 
with women; the former reveals h1s passing emotions tied 
up with his being rejected as the object of a woman's love; 
the latter is a simple description of his erotic sensations. 
"Abismos" raises the question of whether his 11fe might 
not have been lived before; aometlmes--and who baa not ex-
perienced this--he bas the vague feeling that a particular 
set of circumstances in hle life has occurred before 1n 
exactly the same way. Finally, "Matilde," 1s a Parnasalan 
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descr1pt1on or the graceful movements or a young g1rl as 
she dives 1nto a sw1mm1ng pool. 
lbese, then, are the themes which Rojas treats 1n 
Tonada .£!! transeunte. If th1s early poetry is thematically 
related to h1s later prose works, the form and style here 
1s no less 1nd1cative in this regard. In these poems, as 
in his later novels, Rojas is unwilling, if not unable, to 
express himself in pre-established forms. He prefers free-
dom to the strictures of tbe classical tradition and lets 
the subject matter determine the structure. Two of the 
poems, to be sure, use the classical sonnet form, and one 
of them, "Gusano," is undoubtedly one of his beet. l'wo 
others, "Atardecer" and "CancitSn de otoiio," are written 
1n regular quatrains, the former following the rigid 
rhyme scheme in consonants (abab throughout), the letter 
employing the same pattern with an occasional .!.lllali2• But 
this is the extent of the ''regular" patterns. '!be rest 
of the poems are irregular in their "etanze1ng" es well as 
in their versification: many have some rhyme, to be sure, 
but it is never rigid, never regular. Most are of the 
free verse variety, the freedom end irregularity cul-
minating in "Toneda del transeunte" which hes no discernible 
stanza or rhyme pattern of any sort. It does, however, have 
a kind or rhythmic pattern, alternating short lines with 
longer ones. 
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lbe extreme simplicity ot the poems is due to a great 
extent to Rojas' consistent use ot normal syntactic patterns. 
Rarely does be invert syntax, and when such inversion does 
appear, it is never to any r&dlcal extent. Indeed, many 
of the poems, it rearranged on the page, would read llke 
rhythmic prose. 
Despite the slmpllolty and straightforward quality 
ot the poems, however, Rojas does use some very common 
poetic devices, the most frequent ot these being direct 
address. He may direct himself to a woman, an assumed 
brother or sister, a friend, or simply to the reader him-
self. Otten the device becomes apostrophe wherein a thing 
or an abstraction is addressed in personified form. Very 
tew ot the poems are without this common device. Yet in 
spite ot its frequency, none of the poems suffer from the 
rhetorical artif1cial1ty so often associated with it. 
Another common device used by RoJae is metaphor, which 
is rarely found in his later prose works. He abandoned 1t 
early, after using what he considered to be too many 
similes in Lanchas !n l! bah{a, on the grounds that figura-
tive language came unnaturally to him. Nevertheless, hie 
early poetry abounds 1n the use of metaphors and similes. 
l'he sonnet "Gueano," 1s constructed entirely around the 
extended simile of man creating his inner self like the 
caterpillar who creates its essential being in the form of 
the butterfly. Other extended similes are seen in the 
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"Poemae en la manana" where 11f i • e compared to a wrestler, 
a eh1p, and to a woman. 
It muet be admitted that Rojas• metaphors and a1m1lea 
are not highly 1mag1nat1ve; yet 1n spite of their lack of 
originality, they can often be effective poetically aa the 
following examples will show: 
&Qu1&n sabrf la belleza de lo que nose pudo 
mostrar al aol y al v1ento, como un cuerpo 
desnudo? ( p. 18). . . . . . . . . 
Mi deseo lo ronda con sue tardos pasos de oso 
y saborea tu preaencia como la lengua aaborea 
la fruta (p. ,r,). 
&Pudr16ae 
. . . . . 
ya tu cuerpo como fruta madura ••• (p. . . . . . . . . 
Hierve de larvae humanas la plaza de juegos (p. 
Pttjaro; en ei alba•nuest;as 
. 
vidas paean y se 
alejan ••• ( p. 59). 
:39). 
41). 
The following examples, too, will show how sensitively Rojas 
oan handle person1fication. The poetic effect of each of 
these 1s due fundamentally to their subdued nature; in no 
way do they call attention to themselves: 
Ese camino va perezosamente hacia el bosque (p. 66). 
Laa ac;quias•me 1n;itan dete~erme (p. 66). 
: •• el ;1ento.danza.alred;dor d;l mam;luco ;zul 
cen1do a sus caderas (p. 45). 
Xb1s, then 1s Tonada A!! traneeunte, a book w~lch baa 
never been popular and which made no literary reverberations 
upon 1ta publication. It ia, however, interesting reading 
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ln llght of lts author's later renown aa a novelist and 
ahort•atory writer. In miniature and inchoately, these 
poems reveal the Rojas of a later and more mature period. 
Evident in their content is the author's concern for the 
anguish of human existence, a concern tempered by an in-
destructible, 1f sometimes subterranean, optimism rooted 
in a basic confidence in the mystery of existence. Closely 
linked to this optimism la h1s implicit faith tn the 
brotherhood of men, a motif which becomes far richer and 
more ubiquitous 1n his later prose works. Finally, these 
poems reveal his preference for the freedom of form and 
the s1mplic1ty and directness of language. 
Moat likely because of his success as a short-story 
w~iter and novelist, RoJas failed to produce any more 
poetry tor the next twenty-seven years. Then, in 1954, 
he turned again to verse to express the nostalgia and 
sense of lose which he still felt over the death of his 
first wife, Mar!a Eugenia Baeza, who, 1t will be i~called, 
died 1n 19"!6. l'he result was the seven stanza poem, 
"Deshecha rosa," published in the literary magazine, 
~- It is an elegiac rem1niacence of h1s early years 
of love and marriage between 1928 and 1936. Although it 
18 patently autobiographical, RoJaa mentions neither hie 
own name nor Marta Eugenia's in the poem, and the characters 
rems in anonymous. 
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"Deebecha roes," 11ke a short story, has the elements 
of plot, obaraoter, and atmosphere. But 1t 1s by no means 
a narrative poem. All the elements are tightly compressed 
into a compact unit 1n which the emotional force supersedes 
narration. At the poem's beginning, the author's own 
character 1e delineated through the mention of hie essential 
characteristics of timidity, humble simplicity, and sexual 
paeaion. Salient events from hie experience are also sketch-
ed in to complete tbe picture: hie vagabond youth, hie 
aeeoc1at1on with anarchiste, humble laboring people, car-
penters, and actors. 
Hie own character, with its emphasis on his modest 
circumstances and hardship, is then Juxtaposed to here, 
a woman of a completely eelfleea nature. In parallel 
fashion, events from her life are recalled: the death of 
her former sweetheart from tuberculosis, her many companions 
from normal school, and the constant presence of school 
children in her life. Emphasis here 1s on the maternal 
and pathetic aspects of her character. 
Having sketched in the actors, the poet moves on to 
an account of their courtship, suggested through the im• 
pressionist1c mention of the places they frequented and the 
experiences they shared. Valpara!eo, the wind, the trees, 
rural Chile with its chicha and its .lllli.12.i, all of these 
images allude to the freedom and bliss of their first care-
free days together. They are then brought together sexually 
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in marriage. 'lb1e sexual side of their relationship goes 
beyond the mere physical and comes to symbolize their spirit-
ual relationship of mutual eelf-g1v1ng: they are able in 
their early years of marriage to achieve communication and 
communion at the deepest level. Finally, 1n a kaleido-
scopic synopsis of their eight years of marriage before 
her death, they mature together and achieve happiness 
even as sexual urgency declines. 1he1r children are born 
and begin to grow up while 1n the affairs of the Republic 
one president succeeds another. 
After recalling these images from the past, the poet 
brings us to the present and his own lament and sense of 
loss. He mourns the fact that he can no longer recreate 
her physical presence through memory. His visual images 
of her fade, and those that do appear intermittently are 
fleeting; she 1s paradoxically everywhere and nowhere at 
the same time. wb1le there is some consolation in the 
fact that he can see her smile at times 1n the faces of 
the children, she remains, in the end, a "deshecha rosa." 
The poem's stanza structure is very nearly symmetrical. 
lhere are, for example, two stanzas devoted to the depletion 
of character, two evoking the couple's married life, two 
dealing with the poet's lament at her lose, and one final 
stanza of consolation. Actually, a great deal of the 
formal coherence depends on this rather rigid symmetry, 
for otherwise the poem, which consists for the most part 
of impreeeioniet1c 1magee which flash by as 1n a kale1do-
acope, would scarcely hold together at all. It baa no 
rhyme scheme to give it form. Although there 1e an irregu-
lar rhyme in assonance 1 there ia certainly no r1g1d pattern 
of vereif1cat1on. It would seem, however, that this lack 
ot rigidity t1te th1a type ot poem 1n which recollections 
from the past are flowing freely into the poet's oonec1ous-
nese and 1n which emotion predominates over abstract 
concepts. 
As in h1a earlier poems, Rojas uses simple direct lan-
guage. It 1e easy to see the effects of his efforts to 
prune h1s style of metaphor. Figurative language is con-
spicuously absent. ?he only simile used bere 1s the rose, 
symbolizing at times the girl herself and at other times 
their love tor each other. It is unobtrusive, however, 
simply because 1t 1s such a universal poetic symbol, 
l'he 111ost important stylistic device used 1n "Deahecha 
rosa" 1s repeti t1on for rhythmic ettect. Most obvious le 
the repetition ot the conjunction z from which ls derived 
much ot the kaleidoscopic movement. All in all, the 
rhythmic effects are quite successfully achieved. Indeed 1 
there is an echo of Pablo Neruda in many of the lines. 
Compare, for example, the following lines from Rojas' poem 
wlth some others taken from Ner.uda's "Barcarola.h Those 
quoted first are Rojas': 
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Ahora, 
deade el fond o de mi aer, 
deede donde el sire ae transforms en aangre 
Y deade donde la aangre ae traneforma en eemen ••• 2 
And Neruda: 
ei eolamente me tocarae el corazdn, 
ei eolamente pueierae tu boca en mi corazdn, 
tu t1na boca, tue d1entes, 
el pusierae tu lengua como una flecha rcJa ••• 
'lhe e1m1lar1ty 1s manifest and le due to the alternating of 
long lines with short ones ae well as the devices of repe-
tition and alliteration. 
11 Deehechs rosa" 1s without a doubt Rojas' best work 
in verse. Unlike much of the poetry in~.£!.! !.£!.n-
aeunte. this poem can be read primarily for 1ts intrinsic 
merits rather than simply as a forerunner of one of his 
novele. It is important to keep 1n mind, nevertheless, 
that this same raw material will be treated four years 
later, and much in the aame manner although in a more ela-
borate way, 1n hie novel, Melor .Im! .tl !.ll12• 
To conclude this chapter on Y-anuel Rojas' poetry, it 
may be said that although he is not a great poet, adding 
nothing eignificant to the body of poetry of hie genera-
tion, h1e veree can not be termed a total lose. lbere is 
evidence, especially in "Deehecha roes, 11 that he by no 
means lacks the poetic spirit. Much of the success of his 
poems, to the degree that they are successful, is derived 
from the author's tone, that is, hie attitude toward the 
reader. He is humble and unpretentious, making no effort 
to be profound, original, or even complex. In all hie 
poetry the emotional predominates over the conceptual--
he has no 1ntereat 1n abstractions but 1s rather vitally 
concerned with life ln the concrete. All the poems, too, 
are aubJective; but although the "yo" 1s omnipresent, there 
is nothing of the bombaet so typical of the Romantic school 
and many neophyte poets. Like the novels of hle later 
period, it would be a mistake to try to place theee poems 
within the framework of a literary school. 
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CHAPTER IV 
THE SHORT 8'.roRIES 
Ae a short-etory writer, Manuel RoJae belongs to the 
generation of 1920. l'h1s group, which also includes Joe, 
Santos Gonzilez Vera, Lule Durand, and Marta Brunet, to 
mention only a few, wse responsible for the general break-
ing away from the purely deecr1ptive elements which had 
dominated Chilean proee fiction in the early yeare of the 
twentieth century. Thie latter manner, 1n which landscape 
dwarfed all other elements, reached its culmination in 
the short etoriee of Mariano Latorre whose interest 1n 
the Chilean countryside may be seen in hie collection of 
stories, Chile, J:l!1! rinconea. Here Latorre encompasses 
the whole of the nation's geography: the northern nitrate 
fields, the Central Valley and the Cordillera, the eouth, 
the eea, Chilo,, and Magallanes. A tourist in h1s own 
country, Latorre's stories, typical of the cr1oll1sta 
movement, often reveal a notebook technique and a lack 
of real personal involvement in what he wae writing about. 
Reacting against Latorre, Rojas' generation was much 
more disposed to writing about their intimate personal ex-
periences. Gonz41ez Vera recorded his early years in the 
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tenements of the city while Lula Durand baaed many of hie 
stories on the rural types he had known personally 1n the 
south. Like Durand, Marta Brunet wrote of the peasants 
from her native Chillin. Manuel Rojas bears a closer 
resemblance to Gonzflez Vera than to the others 1n hie 
preference for a more universal rather than a picturesque 
type of 11 tera ture. 
It has been said that Rojas 
1 
1a the moat genuine pro-
duct of the generation of 1920. :rhia would appear to be 
true to the extent that hie beat works explore a rich 
autobiographical vein. He offers the reader a faacinat1ng 
world, more often universal than local, and at times more 
real than f1ct1t1oua. What is more important, hie empha-
sis 1a on men rather than nature. From the very beginning, 
his interests gravitated toward people: "Conoc!, andando 
por el mundo, muchos hombres que narraban, en un csmpamento, 
en una estaci6n de ferrocarril, en una comisar!a, aus 
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historias y las ajenas. 11 :rhia interest in people is 
evident in almost all his short stories. It will be shown 
that his principal purpose in the beat of them is the revela-
tion of character. Indeed, to remember a short story of 
Rojas• ls to remember, 1n moat caaea, its protagonist. 
Manuel Rojas presents the reader with a gallery of 
character portraits observed from life. In fact, many of 
them are taken directly from his personal contact with 
them and transferred with very little stylization to the 
written page. Since they are portraits from h1e own per-
sonal experiences, the fact that they fall to embrace 
Cb1lean society from the aristocracy to the lower claesee 
1a not surprising. Rojas writes primarily abOut people 
from the uneducated and working classes, the kinda of 
people be knew 1n his formative years. Furthermore, hie 
characters are generally restricted to certain k1nde of 
occupations: railroaders, stevedores, transients from 
one job to another, and even thieves and bandits. Nor 1e 
1t surprising that most of hiB characters are men, since 
1t was with men that his job experiences brought him into 
contact. The few women who do appear 1n bis stories bear 
atr1k1ng aim1lar1tiea to each other, and one suspects that 
they were largely modeled after hie mother. 
Before proceeding to the analysis of Rojas' stories, 
it should be pointed out that the chronology of the three 
volumes, Hombres del 5.£ (1926), g del1ncuente (1929), 
'3 
and 'l'ravee!a (19'34), 1e not entirely without e1gn1f1cance. 
In the f1ret volume, the more picturesque cr1oll1sta aspects 
predominate: only one of the stories, for example, 1s urban 
in 1te locale. In fil del1ncuente, the author, 1n all but 
one story, deals with the dilemmas of the dispossessed 1n 
the large city: there 1a here a definite trend toward the 
more universal 1n human experience. Trayea!a shows the 
least unity of the three, the stories being nearly equally 
divided among the three categories of cr1oll1amo, the 
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univeraal, and the strictly entertaining. For purpoaea ot 
diacuasion, however, it w1ll be more convenient to divide 
RoJaa• atoriea into the following tour structural categories: 
tbose ator1ea 1n which a single character 1a presented 
tbrougb one or more incidents; those revealing more than 
one character through interplay, contrast or both; those 
in which there le a dual emphasis on character and external 
action; and those whose purpose is other than the presenta-
tion of character. 
From the first category, "Un mendigo" and "El vaao de 
leche" are character studies eim1lar in their slow-moving 
pace to those of Chekhov. Although they are not autobio-
graphical in their detaila--RoJae admits that the events 
of "El vaao de leche" actually happened to an acquaintance 
of his--, there are doubtless strong autobiographical over-
tones 1n the emotional feelings ot each ot the characters 
portrayed. 
In "Un mendigo," Lucas Fernfndez baa Just been released 
from a hospital 1n a strange metropolis. He 1e weak from 
bia recent illness, hungry, and without money. Remembering 
he has a friend somewhere in the city, he aete out to find 
him, can not recall hie address, and becomes lost 1n the 
labyrinth ot the city atreeta. When he holds out h1a hand 
to ask directions from a stranger, the latter mistakes 
him tor a beggar and condescendingly g1vee him money. 
Through this 1r&n1c quirk ot fate and his inability to 
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establish communication with another peraon, Lucas becomes 
exactly what he was thought to be, an anonymous beggar. 
'lbe unnamed youth in "El vaao de leche" 1s faced with 
generally similar circumstances. He has Just been put off 
a merchant ship in a strange port. Too proud to accept 
charity from an English sailor, he finds work aa a steve-
dore but is not to be paid until later. Alone, perplexed, 
and hungry, he finally enters a milk bar, knowing he can 
not pay for what he will drink. 'l'hrough the maternal kindness 
of the Spanish proprietress, however, he 1a fed and replen-
1ahed both physically and ,spiritually. He leaves the milk 
bar with a feeling of renewal. 
Both characters are unfolded before the reader's eyes 
through the way in which they confront their dilemma. 
Both are bewildered and confused, the youth because of his 
inexperience, Lucas because of hie physical weakness and 
helplessness. Each is handicapped from the start to meet 
his environment. Lucas ia plainly victimized. The youth, 
too, is at least a potential victim, saved only by the 
establishment of a kind of communion with another. Of the 
two, the youth ia the more successfully drawn character, 
the reason being that hie conflict is internal; he baa 
an intense desire to be a man, yet most of his acts reveal 
that he is still an inexperienced boy. Lucas' character, 
on the other band, depends almost entirely on the external 
facts of his illness. 
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In addition to ehowing hie characters in action, 
Rojas brings 1n evente from the past by way of flashback 
in order to delineate them more fully. Once again, the 
information given about the youth 1a more integral, since 
it bears on his inner conflict; it la suggested, for ex-
ample, that he left home 1n order to assert himself. What 
we learn about Lucas 1s purely extrinsic; he 1a from the 
north and h1a family still lives there. Even so, the 
mention of bis family does serve by means of contrast to 
intensify his feelings of alienation. 
In each of the stories, the author creates a realistic 
atmosphere for the action. But burdensome description ls 
avoided, and the characters are by no means dwarfed by 
their surroundings. In "El vaso de leche," the atmosphere 
is impressionistic, merely suggested by the deft sketching 
of a few salient points: the port by the mention of the 
ships ln the bay; the numerous beggars, and the stevedores 
busy at their jobs; and the milk bar by the mention of 
a single light on the cellins, tables and chairs, and an 
old man reading a newspaper. 'lbe atmosphere in "Un mendlgo" 
ls more exprees1on1at1c, the maze-like city being distorted 
somewhat as it la seen through the eyes of Lucas. In this 
way, the city ls made to reflect ln a symbolic manner his 
inner state of confusion, anxiety, and alienation. 
To conclude this analysis of the two stories, a word 
should be mentioned about the author's attitude. Given 
the circumstances of each caae, Rojas could easily have 
become sentimental. At the climax of each atory, both 
Lucas and the youth give free vent to thelr emotions by 
crying openly. Both, to be sure, are to be pitied. 
Nevertheless, it le to the author's credlt that sentlmen-
tall ty does not occur. 1'o a great extent, thle le due 
to RoJae' emotional detachment. Whlle he no doubt por-
trays hie characters sympathetically, he also malntalna 
an obJectlvity throughout and avoids the uae of emotlon-
packed words. 
Two more stories belonging to this first category, 
"Un esp!ri tu inquieto" and "La aventura de Mr. Ja1ba," 
like those just discussed, are slow-moving character 
stories. Unlike the others, however, they lend themaelves 
to comparison, not so much because the characters con-
front similar dilemmas, but rather because the author por-
trays them both ln a benevolently ironic light, emphasizing 
by way of contrast the incongruity between the way they 
really are and the way they see themselves. Again, al-
though neither story is autobiographical 1n lts surface 
details, personal experiencea very likely account for much 
that makes up the characters' attitude toward themselves 
and their circumstances. It would appear that to the ex-
tent that the author pokes tun at his creations, he is 
poking fun at what he sees in them of himself. 
Pablo Gonz&lez of "Un esp!ritu inquieto" 1s jobleBS 
anl1 generally diesat1af1ed with his lot. What 1s more, he 
18 a neura e then 1c who broods about 11eath. One morning, 
88 he walks along the streets of Buenos Aires, he 1e run 
down by an automobile and killed. As pure ep1r1t on the 
"other side," he learns the hard lesson that 1t had really 
been up to him to create a worthwhile life. Able now to 
see the purpose of b1e existence, he wants to return to 
the world to try again. When he 1s told that this 1e 
1mpoee1ble, 1n despair he leaps into the nearest river anl1 
1e dissolved into nothingness. 
Rai11 Seguel of "Ls aventura de Mr. Jaiba" 1e also 
without a job at the beginning of the story. Although he 
bas no talent as an actor, he accepts a job as a comedian 
1n a circus, hoping this will mark the beg1nn1ng of h1s 
proposed theatrical career. When he 1s humiliated by the 
circus clown and hissed down by the impatient audience, 
he vents hie rage on the latter and 1e forced by their 
ensuing anger to flee. In the end, however, be must con-
front himself; he comes to see himself as he really 1s, a 
man with no talent, throws bis actor's paraphernalia into 
the river, boards the nearest trolley, and simply falls 
asleep. 
As in the first two stories, the characters here are 
developed before the reader's eyes. Unlike the first two, 
however, where the author's tone was objective, each 
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character here is given sharp relief through a tongue-in-
cbeek presentation. Though anguish-ridden, a normally tra-
gic characteristic, Pablo Gonzilez is first pictured in a 
ludicrous light as he tries to attract girls with hie new 
overcoat at an incongruously early hour in the morning. 
He himself is unaware that he cute a ridiculous figure. 
Radl, too, is sympathetically ridiculed to some degree, 
believing himself to be a promising actor. Expository 
information given by the author really eete the tone, 
External facts about Radl, for example, ere presented 
through a flashback and concern hie former experiences 
with an itinerant acttng troupe. lbe author's good-natured 
mockery can be seen in the following paaeage: 
La gira fue deeaetroea, Raul Seguel volvi6 
con la miema ropa con que ee fue y con 
veinte peeoe en el boletllo. Ademie, durante 
la gira deecendi6 de categor{a, Su poco inter-
eeante ftgure, au voz sin tono y sin gracia, eu 
manera poco elegante de oomunicar en eecena y 
eu escaso equipaje, no eran cualidadee suf-
icientes para deeempenar un puesto tan impor-
tante oomo es el de gelin joven, c6mico y 
dramitico a la vez. 4 
l'he expressionistic presentation of atmosphere in 
"Mr, Jaiba," wherein the circus crowd, ae seen through 
Raul's eyes, by ite dtetorted and nightmarish qualities, 
heightens the irony. It also adds a note or pathos, for 
the reeder experiences through this the inner agony of 
hie failure. Atmosphere, on the other hand, plays little 
or no role 1n "Un eep!ritu." With Pablo and hie spirit 
friend v1ew1ng human experience from beyond, there le 
ample opportunity for satire. The satire, however, which 
le a predominant element in the story, becomes in fact one 
of ite destructive elements aesthetically since lt ls often 
merely prepoeteroue. At one point, for instance, Pablo, 
who le watching his own cremation, lletene to the im-
passioned dieeertatlon of a worm whose complaint la that 
the practice of cremation ie depriving the worms of suffl• 
clent bodies. The incident adds nothing to the story's 
theme. 
lbe four stories discussed above are structurally 
similar due to the presentation of a single character. 
lbe author's focus in each case never wanders from the 
central figure. Each of these stories le constructed 
along a llnear pattern, beginning .1P medias .a.!, followed 
by a brief expository flashback, after which the story ls 
resumed from the moment of 1 te 1nterrupt1on. "Un eep!ri tu 
1nqu1eto 11 ls the exception, being entirely chronological. 
In the handling of this general pattern, "El vaso de 
leche" ls the best artistically due to the pertlnency and 
integration of all elements. Whereas the flashback in 
the other stories ls somewhat artificial, too obviously 
expository, in "El vaso de leche" the author, by avoiding 
a chronological sequence of events from the youth's past, 
makes it appear 88 if these images were actually called up 
in the bOy's mind. 
In addition to the temparal pattern, these etoriea 
show an emotional proareeeion ae th c ey build slowly to a 
moment of climax followed by a rapid denouement. With 
the exception of "Un eep!ritu inquieto," which euffere 
from distracting ino1dente, each story is carefully con-
trolled in this regard and demonetratee Rojas' mastery of 
the craft of short-story writing. 
Whereas the above etor1es reveal a single character 
through a single incident, the following, "Laguna," "El 
bonete maullno," "Pedro el pequenero;• and "El trampal!n," 
depict a single character through a series of 1no1dents 
or multiple episodes. 
"Laguna" and "El bonete maulino," although among his 
earliest works, contain two of Rojas' moat memorable 
characters. Both are faster-paced stories than those 
discussed above, despite the fact that the latter, which 
runs abOut 10,000 words, 1s quite long for a short story. 
"Laguna" ls an account of some of the author's personal 
exper1encee on the Trans-Andean Railroad. According to 
Rojas, all the incidents ln the story are true and actually 
happened as they appear ln the work. The one exception 
1a Laguna's death: " ••• no murlcS en la forms que ae narra 
aqu! ••• : lo mat, por ex1genclaa de la compaalc1cSn liter-
5 maulino," on the other hand, while aria ••• " "El bonete 
not baaed on personal experience, 1e a story Rojas had 
heard many times from h1e mother's 11pe, It supposedly 
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deals with a real personage who used to live in and around 
the city of Talcs. 
Laguna is a pathetic, hard-luck J:2l2 who is seemingly 
unable to elude his fate. While working on the Trans-Andean 
Railroad as a construction band, he nearly freezes to death 
while on watch; barely avoids a falling poet; and seriously 
injures himself jumping for his life from a run-away rail 
car. He finally meets hie inevitable death while crossing 
the Andee on foot from Argentina into Chile, slipping from 
a snow-covered ledge and falling into the gaping precipice, 
below. 
Don Leiva, 1n "El bonete maul1no," is a paradoxical 
character who, after a dissolute life as a youth, marries, 
settles down to raise a family, and works hard as a cobbler. 
After years of this routine, to say nothing of the small 
income, be becomes bored and decides to join a band of 
robbers, thinking he can make some rest money. He accom-
panies them on numerous jobs before he decides to quit. 
After their final sally, he is forced to hide hie share of 
the loot and flee to Santiago where he must work, ironically 
enough, another seven years as a cobbler. At last, through 
a stroke of luck, his wife finds him and assures him 1t 1s 
safe to return home. He does return but forthwith contracts 
pneumonia, dying in a final twist of irony before he is 
able to enjoy his stolen loot. 
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Botb theae characters, despite the fact that they die 
1n the end, are depicted with the tongue-in-cheek irony 80 
typical of many of Rojas' stories, From tbe beginning, 
Ls!una ia seen in an amusing light. Physically he is 
skinny, bow-legged, and has a rat-like face. Moreover, 
he would often make fun of himself by telling in a melo-
dramatic way tbe sad tales of hie hard luck, In order to 
emphasize the tragic parts, he would cover his eyes with 
hie hands and grimace, only to peek through bis fingers 
to ascertain what kind of a reaction be was creating. 
However, although the reader can not help but smile at 
him, all this becomes double-edged 1rony in the end, for 
bis death is described in atark tones as the Andean winter 
leaves no traces of hie former existence. 
In Le1va'e case, the irony lies in his ever-changing, 
dual nature ae well as whimsical twists of fate, Even in 
death, the author makes some sport of him, as 1s indicated 
in the story's concluding sentence: 
Y cuando cre!a que su vida estaba ya arreglada 
por muchos anos, y que·ver!a real1zarse lo que 
en un t1empo tanto anhel6, una pulmon!a coglda 
en una Juerga, a la que se entregaba de vez en 
cuando para no olvldarse de ella completamente, 
lo despach6 en dos d!as, como a cualquler mortal 
de vida tranquil& (p. 247), 
The creation of atmosphere, to the extent that it brlnga 
into focua the ironic view of the character, is also impor-
tant. A good example is the scene describing in some detail 
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the robbery of a wealthy ranch house, :lbe atmosphere here, 
heavy w1th suspense and ant1c1pat1on, 1a 1n amus1ng contrast 
w1th Le1va, who, at the moment when the boas 1s des1gnat1ng 
spec1al jobs to each of the men, volunteers 1n the event 
of a scuffle to handle the cats, 
The creat1on of physical environment plays a greater 
role in "Laguna" than ln any of the stories analyzed thus 
far, lhe cold harshness of the Andean winter permeates 
the entire story and points in this way to the inevitable 
conclusion, Laguna's death at the hands of Nature. Here, 
ln the end, a superb climax is reached as the four characters, 
Laguna and his three companions, come face to face wlth the 
wind and the snow, transformed lnto an almost supernatural 
force through personlficatlon. Even so, Nature does not 
devour human beings completely. Laguna's death ls simply 
the inexorable outcome of the fatallstlc design of hls 
life. Ihe idea that Nature can be conquered, or at least 
outwitted, is evidenced by the fact that three of the four 
men reach Chile safely. 
Unlike the slow-moving character stories, "Laguna" 
and "El bonete maul1no" have more external drama and 
physical movement, and therefore a faster pace. 1bese 
stories are not entirely dramatic, to be sure, but they 
do have their dramatic moments. lbe general pattern of 
construction ls once again 11near. "Laguna" 1a simply 
compoeed of four or five incidents, each of greater 
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1ntens1ty than the last, which build to the cl1mact1c 
t1nale and illustrate the essential character1at1c or 
tatal1ty. "El bonete" begins with a rather long, cumber-
some, and somewhat irrelevant prologue describing Rojas' 
v1eit to a country 1nn where he discovers an unusual~-
While there, the proprietor tells h1m the story of the 
violent death or a bandit to whom the~ belonged. 
Even in the story proper or Leiva, different anecdotes 
are interspersed, one an incredible tale told by Leiva 
h1mselt, illustrating h1s picaresque nature. However, 
once the story of h1s escapades w1th the robbers begins, 
it. stays on the track and 1s carefully controlled. 'El 
bonete' s11 principal weakness, 1t would seem, 1s a panderous 
beginning. 
1be final two stories belonging to the first class1-
tication, "Pedro el pequenero 11 and "El trampal!n," are 
artistically inferior and may be dealt with summarily. 
1be t1rst is an attempt at a humorous tale, told by a 
grandfather to his grandchildren, and concerns en habitual 
drunk who met Christ and was saved. Although supposedly 
set in New Testament times, 1t is told with an abundance 
or Chilean colloquial1sms and takes the point or v1ew 
that Pedro was a Chilean .£2.!2• Depending tor the most part 
on the ch1len1smos for 1ts humorous effects, the story 
soon becomes tiresome and can not be reread profitably. 
11 El trampol!n" is obviously an attempt at a more serious 
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story wh1ch, 11ke "Laguna," treats the theme of fate. It 
concerns a murderer who, hav1ng k1lled his beat tr1end un1n-
tent1onally, 1a aea1ated after h1e arreat 1n hie attempt 
to escape just1ce by two caaual acqua1ntancea on a tra1n. 
The author 1a doubtless trying to el1c1t the reader's sym-
pathy here tor a murderer who haa been v1ct1mized by ad-
verse fortune; the result, however, ia one ot tr1teneas. 
Furthermore, the story 1a faulty in ita construction and 
poorly controlled as to climax and resolution; it ends 
without a proper emotional release and leaves the reader 
wondering and unsatisfied. 
Wb1le all the above stories do contain minor characters, 
none of them 1a developed to any great extent. Indeed, 
the1r development would have been a d1atract1on. 'Ihe absence 
of aupport1ng characters 1n "Un mend 1go" emphaa1zes the 
anguish of Lucas• loneliness. In "El vaso de leche," the 
maternal k1ndness of the Span1sh proprietreee serves only 
to stress the boyish aspects of this youth who wanta so 
much to be a man. In "Laguna" and "El bonete maul1no," 
the author b1maelf enters the picture as a minor character, 
establ1sh1ng a kind of factual bas1a wh1ch lifts them out-
side the realm of f1ct1on. The purpose ot these etor1es 
baa been very obviously the revelation of a s1ngle charac-
ter. And 1n all but two cases, the author has accomplished 
h1e task with considerable craftsmanship. 
The seven stories ot the second classification, on the 
other band, depict more than one character, and they do 
it through interplay, through contrast, or by a combina-
tion of both methods. Included 1n this group are "El 
del1ncuente," "Un ladr6n y su muJer," "Poco sueldo," 
"Bandidos en el oamino," 11 La auerte de Cucho Vial," "El 
tantaema del patio," and "La compaiiera de v1aJe." 
Because the first three in a general way resemble 
each other--they are set in an urban environment, are ob-
Jectively told, are essentially serious, and make at least 
an implicit social comment••• they lend themselves to 
comparison. 
'l'be theme of' "El delincuente" is that of' one man's 
discovery of the paradoxical nature of another. In more 
specific terms, it is Garrido'e discovery that while a 
thief is certainly pernicious, he also has hie human side. 
One evening, Garrido, a barber, surprises a thief in the 
act ot "rolling" a drunk in the hallway of' the convent1llo 
where be (Garrido) lives. As the latter and a friend take 
the thief to the police station, a camaraderie develops 
among them through their common efforts to move the drunk. 
Later at the gomlear!a, the thief otters Garrido a cigaret, 
an act wblcb bere transcends lts every-day triviality and 
comes to symbolize the growing human relationship between 
them. After the thief le divested of hls human dignity by 
tbe police interrogation, Garrido is tilled with compassion 
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tor a fellow human being. Yet despite his discovery ot 
the tbiet•s humanity. Garrido remains at moat ambivalent 
toward h1m. especially after vltnesaing the man's obvious 
dupl1c1ty when he 1na1sts that hie p1cklock is really hie 
house key. 
"Un ladron y eu muJer" also treats the subJect ot 
thieves. Although bere there ls the same attempt to 
humanize the thief as in "El dellncuente. 11 the real tbeme 
ot tbis etory le the martyrdom suffered by a thief's wife. 
When Pancho C6rdoba le Jailed for petty larceny. bis wife 
appears at the ja11 to bring hlm some clean clothes. After 
tbe guard takes the package. she le turned away and not pe:r-
mltted to see her husband. In the meantime. be escapee 
with two other prisoners. Upon learning of th1e• hie wife 
1s concerned tor hla life. Even though they are reunited 
in the end. it le clear that Pancho le quite unaware of the 
extent and intensity other suffering. It is evident. too. 
that sbe le resigned to her fate. for she makes no effort 
to communlca te her eufterlng to hlm. 
lbe tblrd story. "Poco eueldo." wh1le lt does not deal 
with the subject ot thieves. ls sim1lar to "El dellncuente" 
ln its portrayal of a man brought to an awareness of human 
suffering and misery. Too busy to take much notice ot his 
office band;yman, a business administrator la shocked into 
oognlzanoe when the poor man's wlte. atter her husband's 
sudden death• comes to blm requesting her insurance money. 
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He le shocked not only by her disheveled physical appearance 
but even more ao by the sordid story ot ber husband's habit-
ual drunkenness which baa, throughout tbe1r married yeara, 
caused continuous deprivations tor her and her small child. 
Despite the shock and the pity which results, the adm1n1a-
trator can not at the same time help but admire the woman's 
uncommon heroism. 
In each ot these stories, the author unmasks appearances 
and goes beyond stereotype to the human being underneath. 
In "Poco sueldo," the administrator is shaken beyond belief 
at the despicable person beneath the outward appearance 
or the handyman. On the other hand, the wire emerges aa 
tbe epitome ot human dignity in the midst of misery and 
deprivation. In the other two stories, we are toroed to 
lQok beyond the generic category ot thief. Although 
Garrido realizes that the police are probably right in 
the cynical way they handle the thief, nonetheless, be 
pities him as a suffering human being. Pancho Cordoba, 
too, ls humanized through the tact that he has a wife 
who loves him and worries about him. Even though he is 
unaware other martyrdom, he does reveal his humanity 
through his devotion to her. It might be objected at 
this point that RoJas sentimentalizes the whole matter. 
However, this 1s not the case. lhe reader ls never asked 
to overlook the despicable side of these people but simply 
to see them in all their human complexity. 
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In all three ot these stories, the creation of atmos-
phere adds immeasurably to their effectiveness. In each 
case, Rojas creates an atmosphere in which it is difficult 
tor the characters to see each other as human beings. In 
.. El delincuente" and "Un ladr6n y su muJer," it 1B the 
cold, dehumanizing surroundings of the jail as well as 
the impersonal and objective way in which people are treat-
ed by the police. This atmosphere is intensitied by the 
author's emphasis on sustained silence in which metallic 
sounds like the jingling of cell-door keys or the turning 
of a lock stand out by contrast. In "Poco sueldo," Rojas 
suggests the impersonal efficiency of the administrator's 
office by 1nsisting on the routine and by the detailed and 
matter-of-tact description of the personnel and furniture. 
The use of the present tense in this instance is especially 
effective: 
El secretario es un hombre joven, casi un 
mucbacho. Viste de negro, pulcra pero pobre-
mente. Su cars es de forms irregular y no ee 
la ateita todos los d!aa ••• 
En la tercera hab1taci6n, que da hacia la 
calle, hay que entrar con el sombrero en la 
mano. Es amplia, llena de luz; los muables 
eon m4s numerosos y o6modos queen las ante-
riores. Hay una imponente caja de rondos, un 
eeoritorio grande con cublerta de vidrio Y 
cajones que se abren suavemente, llenos de 
papelee en orden ••• (p. 151), 
In their construction, these stories differ in some of 
thelr details although they all develop in a chronological 
fashion from beginning to end. 11 El delincuente" represents 
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one of the few examples· of Rojas' use of the aaeumed first 
person narrative, a device which he uses with greater fre-
quency in hie novels. Here the choice of the first person 
point of view is appropriate to the story's theme, bringing 
the reader into a closer association and greater intimacy 
with the character within whom the change 1n attitude 
occurs. Besides the viewpoint, however, this story is de-
veloped artistically through a series of epiphanies or 
revelations which culminate in the exposure of the thief's 
p1cklock: "Pueo el cabo sobre la felpa verde del escritorio 
una ganzua larga y fins, que brill6 a la luz como un pece-
c1llo plateado al sol" (p. 179). l'he simile here as well 
as the contrast made by the metal against the background 
of green, call such attention to the picklock that it can 
be nothing less than symbolic of the total revelation of 
the thief's duplicity in the eyes of Garrido. 
Whereas "El delincuente" retains the assumed v1ewpo1nt 
of one character throughout, "Un ladr6n y su muJer" uses 
the angle of the omniscient narrator who, in this case, 
shifts back and forth, focusing alternately on the two 
characters. In this way, the author is able not only to 
show the wife's suffering by concentrating on her, but be 
can also show in a concrete way why she suffers by focusing 
on her husband's activities. The reader has a much deeper 
understanding of her agony and concern for her husband's 
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life after witnessing at close range Pancho's rather danger-
ridden escape from Jail. In addition to these 
Rojas also suggests her inner euffering through physical 
description: 
Una tarde de principioa de 1nvierno, en 
aquel pueblo del sur, una mujer aparec16 ante 
la puerta de la clrcel. Era una mujer joven 
alts, delgada, vest1da de negro. El manto c~br!-
ale la cabeza y descend!a hac1a la c1ntura, en-
volviendola completamente. 
El v1ento, que a lar2as zancadas recorr!a 
las sol1tar1as callejueias del pueblo, cen!ale 
la ropa contra el cuex,>o, haciendola ver mis 
alta y delgada (p. 187). 
The construction of "Poco sueldo," unlike the other 
two, is based on a unity of place, all the action occurring 
in the administrator's office. Although this story shows 
the use of the objective narrator, there is in reality a 
breaking away from this viewpoint as the woman g1ves an 
account of, her husband's drunkenness and death. 'Ibis con-
stitutes a story with1n a story, a dev1ce already pointed 
out 1n "El bonete maulino" and which becomes st111 more 
common and more sophisticated in Rojas' later novels. 
What le uncommon 1n the construction of th1s story, as 
far as Rojas 1s concerned, is the extended stage setting 
at the beg1nn1ng. Ordinarily Rojas prefers to suggest 
setting by interspersing ssl1ent points throughout the 
story. 
While the above stories have urban settings and po1nt 
in the direction of Rojas' later novels, especially .!il.12 
il ladr6n. "Eandidoe en los caminoa," another or the mult1ple-
c~aracter stories, is set in rural Chile. It bears a aim11-
arity to "El bonete maulino" in 1te treatment or rural ban-
dits, but it is by tar inferior aa a work or art and seems 
hastily written. lbe story tells or two bandits who, 
after years or separation, are reunited and decide to work 
together again. Out in the country on horseback, they 
chance upon a~ in wh1ch a young wife baa been left 
a1one by her husband. Ibey do not harm her, but her husband 
returns in time to find them still in the house. He knows, 
or course, that their purpose is to rob him, but he is 
nonetheless grateful to them tor having acquitted them-
selves honorably with hie wife. In the end, be lets them 
take hie money without a fight. lbie story ia little more 
than an exaltation or the tree and uninhibited life or a 
bandit. Despite the tact that the characters show paradox-
ically that they live by a code of honor, they are hardly 
individualized and remain idealized stereotypes. 
A somewhat better story ie "La euerte de Cucho Vial," 
which baa elements or both the urban and rural environs. 
It is Rojas' purpose here to contrast the two ways or life 
and the ertect or the different environments on character. 
Cucho Vial, a lnli.12 and rugged 1ndiv1dualiet who baa been 
aucceeetul in the animal business, comes to the city or 
Osorno where he rune into Etchepare, an old friend. lbe 
latter baa become a euoceestul city lawyer. In a card 
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game, Cucho wins one or Etcbepare's mietreesea. Unable at 
first to take hie friend seriously, Cucho comes to realize 
tba t Etchepare means to keep his word. lhe lW!.12 decides 
to take the girl with him but only on the condition that 
ahe be given a free choice in the matter. As it turns out, 
she chooses to go with Cucho, but what started out as a 
rather cruel Joke on Etchepare's part turns out to benefit 
the girl, for she begins to blossom in the healthier air 
of the country. 
Here the characters are 1ndividualized through contrast. 
Cucho seems to have thrived both physically and morally 
from the more wholesome rural surroundings while Etchepare 
bas become decadent from city llfe. lbe former 11 ••• habla 
tenido que luchar, trabJar, sufrir un poco, esforzaree, 
para aumentar el reducido caudal que sue padres le 
ofrecieron al manifestar su deseo de trabajar solo" (p. 258), 
Etchepare, on the other hand, '' ••• vi v la e imul taneamen te 
en dos casas. En la primera ••• habitaba una mujer rubia, 
alta, Joven, elegant!sima, muy alegre y muy amable. En 
la otra, una mujer morena, mfs baja de estatura que la 
rubia, muy atenta, un poco silenciosa y triste11 (p. 258). 
The characters, however, are broad types, although more 
real than the bandits of "Bandidos en los camlnos. 11 The 
story suffers prlmarlly from an incredible plot, 
If "La suerte de Cucbo Vial" 1s not one of Rojas' 
best stories, it does nevertheless sum up hie attitude 
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toward the city and the country. Often in hie urban stories, 
be portrays human beings ae confined, boxed in, and dehuman-
ized by tbelr environment. His non-urban characters, while 
tbey are many times victimized 1n other ways, at least 
bave tbe freedom to move about 1n the open spaces and thla 
often has a salutary effect. 
Of the mult1ple•character stories, there remain to 
be discussed '1El fantaema del patio" and "La compaiie:ra de 
viaJe." Both of these are manifestly humorous and reveal 
character through exaggeration and confrontation with un-
real situations. In neither case, though, does Rojas go 
eo far as to make caricatures of them. 1'hose of the first 
story are, according to Rojas, modeled after the members 
of the family of hie first wife, Marla Eugenia Baeza. 
lbe plot itself, however, is imaginary. After an evening 
of gho1t stories, the household ls aroused by a mysterious 
apparition in the patio. It is the family dog, so they 
learn after killing it, with his bead stuck 1n a milk Jug. 
The resolution le somewhat of a letdown, to be sure, but 
the characters are indeed comic as they react 1n different 
ways to the appar1t1on. While Don Carlos " ••• hablaba como 
el ya estuvlera enterrado" (p. 109), Don Jorge, by contrast, 
" ••• ,1uzg6 oportuno observer primero la s1 tuac16n" ( P• 109) • 
The contrasting reactions of the. ~iderly couple, Dona 
Fortunata and Don Eleuter1o, when told of the appar1t1on, 
While the former shouts "I Ave Mar!a ls even more amusing. 
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purhima" and " ••• buecando su roeario reanudd precipitada-
mente eua interrumpidas oraciones" (p. 111), her husband, 
prone to ca tohing colds, " ••• se agachd y buscc5 a t1entas 
BUB zapatos Y sue calcetinea; los enoontrc5 y, eohando la 
ropa un poco atria, prooedic5 a pon&raelos oon toda calma" 
(p. 111). In short, the success of the story's humor lies 
entirely in tbe portrayal of the cbaractera, a fact which 
redeems it from its contrived ending. 
"La oompaiiers de viaje" 1B leae successful. Here the 
characters are again set against each other by contrast. 
Tbe viewpoint is the first person. A debonair and cultured 
diplomat in Italy tells some friends how, after meeting a 
shy, innocent young lady on a train, circumstances led 
them to a torrid moment of temptation in a hotel room. 
After leading his listeners to th1s suspenseful moment, 
however, the gentleman relates how he d1d not have the 
heart to deflower the young lady. Along with the fact 
that the story fizzles at the end, Rojas 1a unable to do 
Justice, even in a humorous fashion, to the upper-olsse 
nobleman. "La compaiiera de viaJe" is a complete departure 
from bis personal experience and moat likely suffers on 
that account. 
Tbe majority of the stories discussed thus far in 
the preceding pages, whether they portray a single char-
acter or more than one, are typically slow-moving with 
little physical action or drama. Exceptions to this rule 
are "Laguna" and "El bonete maul1no." The group of stories 
to be discussed next, on the other hand, make use of a 
great deal of physical movement, action, and adventure. 
These elements become at least as imPortant as the Portrayal 
of character and at times even outweigh it. l'he fact re-
mains, however, that the element of character, even when 
subordinate to drama, gives these stories much of their 
literary worth. 
The three which make up this group are 1'El cacborro," 
"El hombre de los ojos azules, 11 and "El rancho en la 
montaiia. 1' The first, although one of Rojas• earliest 
stories, is by far the most artistic of the three and one 
of the two or three beet of his entire short-story produc-
tion. Like 11 Laguna, 11 it exploits hie personal experiences 
in the Andes. The protagonist is a youth named Vicente 
Mart{nez. ~bile the boy was still quite young, hie father, 
£1 Lloica, a construction worker on the trans-Andean Rail• 
road, was baited by an Argentine into a knife fight after 
a card game; he killed his antagonist in self defense. 
While fleeing with his young eon, Vicente, El Lloica was 
shot in the back and killed by police sergeant Chaparro. 
Some years later, Vicente 1n turn is goaded by the same 
sergeant into an act of vengeance. Silently and patiently 
awaiting hie moment, the youth knifes Chaparro in a railroad 
tunnel. He must afterwards flee, thereby sacrificing a 
possible happy life married to hle foreman's daughter. 
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Three characters take on sharp relief 1n this story, 
El Llo1ca, Vicente, and Chaparro. 1he colorful personality 
of the first 1a delineated 1n a kind of thumbnail sketch: 
Jug~dor y pendenc1ero, trabaJador infatigable 
el Lloica era querido por los guapoa, por los' 
tlmidos y por los ind1ferentes, porque nadie 
lo vio Jamie anderezarae contra un d&bil 
achioarse ante un valiente, o decir que ;o 
cuando el trabajo era duro y se necae1taban 
hombres f1rmes.6 
The author goes on to say that ha always paid hie debts 
and was a good father to Vicente. H1s only fault, a tragic 
flaw as it turned out, was hie addiction to gambling. In 
addition to the thumbnail sketch, El Lloica's character 1s 
:revealed through his actions. H1s violent nature stands 
out during the knife fight as does h1s ab111ty to take care 
of himself. He is seen to be a man of honor and courage. 
When hie friends move in to help him, he turns them back 
and takes up the challenge alone: 11 .No compai'ieros. Esta 
naipada es para ml solo. Soy el tallador y tango la 
7 
banca. IDoy cartel" 
Vicente, the protagonist, is a lees colorful character, 
but he is more essential to the drama. By denying the 
reader access to his thoughts, Rojas creates a character 
who 1a en1gmat1c: "No Jugaba nunca, apenae beb!a, era ser1o. 
51n embargo, en el rondo de sue oJos v1v{a el recuerdo de 
8 
BU padre ••• " Even as he 1s goaded by Chaparro, he remains 
uncommunicative, at most laconic. Moreover, be ls presented 
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aa a creature of destiny: " ••• la fatal1dad del padre ae 
9 continuaba en el hi Jo." And h1B final act or vengeance 
la foreahadowed by his comparison to a tiger: "Pero el 
cachorro ya no era tal. Le crecieron las garras en la 
10 
deagracia. ••" Not only do these techniques create a 
brooding character but a dramatic suspense as well which 
adds considerable impact to the final act of violent 
revenge. 
lbe third character, Chaparro, is presented in simpler 
terms, the embodiment of cowardice and meanness, a man who 
is entirely deserving or the kind of death he receives in 
the end. He is the antithesis of both El Lloics and 
Vicente, the dramatic foll and catalyst for the action. 
As already seen in the character of Vicente, there ie 
a dark augury of fatality which hangs over this story from 
beginn1n! to end, a fatality which lends it a tragic dimen-
sion and raises it above the level of the melodramatic. 
l'he style, too, terse, direct, matter-of-factly understated, 
and devoid of emotional adjectives, shears sway any melo-
drama. Furthermore, the atmospheric effects add to the 
tension. lbe knife fight between El Lloica and the Argen-
tine takes place at night, the steel blades flashing in 
the moonlight; and Vicente watches silently as the sil-
houette of Chaparro approaches him in the darkness of the 
tunnel. Even the harsh Andean environment plays a role in 
turning the youth into the animal he becomes in the end. 
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Finally, as to rising action, climax, and resolution, this 
etory 1e a masterpiece of control. In short, "El cachorro" 
demonstrates a near-perfect balance among the elements ot 
drama, character, and atmosphere. 
In "El rancho en la montai'ia" and ''El hombre de loa 
oJoa azulee," wh1le there ie still character interest, the 
balance le tipped radically toward violent physical action. 
lbe latter story owes something to Bret Harte, although 
1t 1a by no means an 1m1tation. Rojas himself admits to 
a al1gbtiplagiariem: "Por los diaa en que eecrib{ eae 
cuento hab{a le!do loe Bogetoe cal1forn1anoe de Bret Harte, 
y baJo au 1nfluencia bautic, a doe de m1e pereonaJee con 
nombree de individuos de ese libro: Kanaka Joey Pedro 
11 
el rranc,a." A quick check reveals that both these 
n~mee are men tLoned in "lbe Luck of Roaring Camp." But 
Rajas only pilfered the names; the characterizations re-
main his own creations. 
In th1e story, a group of smugglers, Mat{ae, Juan el 
Puelche, and Maril uan (an Indian), know the whereabouts 
ot a lost Andean gold mine. But some rivals, Kanaka Joe, 
a Californian, and Pedro el frencls, learn of their secret 
by getting the Indian drunk. When the three finally set 
out into the Andee to find the mine, they are pursued by 
Kanaka and Pedro, In the final climactic encounter, after 
the chase has gone on for days, all are killed off with 
the exception of Kanaka and Mar1lu&n. l'he Indian then 
lugubr1oualy prophecies Kanaka's death. In fulflllment of 
the prophecy, although he f1nds the gold, Ksnaka slowly 
freezes to death 1n the Andean winter under the 1ron1c 
hallucination that he has gotten away. 
11El rancho en la montaiia" also deals with smugglers. 
In this story, Don Floridor Carmona 1ndustr1ously turns 
an old abandoned mountain ranch into an inn for transients. 
Hie son, David, however, uses it to hie own advantage, un-
known to h1s father, for smuggling animals between Argentina 
and Chile. One of David's gang, El Negro lsidro, a legend 
in the vicinity, is captured by the border guards, escaping 
later wlth the help of h1s companions. During the rescue, 
Ia1dro is tled to a mule, dragged along a precipice, and h1s 
face 1s badly mutilated. Finally, in a last wild dash for 
freedom, they manage to elude the law, wounding in the pro-
cess one of the border guards. In the end, because of his 
eon, Don Floridor la forced to vacate the ranch. 
In the flrat of these stories, the characters of the 
smugglers are highly indlvidualized while those in "El 
rancho" are 11 ttle more th~n the broadest types. Mat{ae, 
Juan el Puelche, and Mar1lu4n, aa well as Kanaka Joe, are 
characterized mainly by synoptic character sketches, passages 
which narrate past adventures and exploits. wbat is made to 
stand out ls their loyalty to each other despite the fact 
that they have all committed crimes and are fugitives from 
Justice. In 11E1 rancho," Don Floridor and hle wife are 
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seen to be tireless workers, and the latter 1e a good sing-
er, but beyond this they are not developed. Isidro, too, 
1s quite one-d1mene1onal, strong, quick, summed up 88 the 
"very devil." In both these stories, the author would 
have us look sympathetically at the social outcast, not 80 
much because he feels that we should be cognizant of their 
humanity, as was his purpose 1n the urban stories with the 
thieves, but as a way of getting us involved 1n en inter-
esting and exc1t1ng adventure yarn. 
Even 1n this 11m1ted purpose, however, Rojas 1s only 
partly successful as some analysis of techniques will show. 
The use of Nature 1n "El hombre" 1a certainly integral to 
the creation of an a·tmoephere of fatality and heightens the 
tension; moreover, 1t becomes an instrument of sardonic 
irony 1n the end. On the other hand, the story's construc-
tion, wh1oh depends upon the device of the chase, is faulty. 
It 1a slow getting started, as Rojas must f111 us 1n on 
the past exploits of all his characters and show us how 
fortuitous circumstances brought them together. 1b1s pre-
lude constitutes about one fourth of the total narrative. 
Although this technlque le successful for cheracter1z1ng, 
it is also destructive of the very dramatic tension he le 
trying to create. The story has other weaknesses es well. 
The chase itself, tor example, drags on and on, and there 
1s an awkwardness 1n the tact that during the chase the 
pursued keep seeing Kanaka behind a bush or a rock; this 
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goes on il nauseYDI, and the monotony which results quite 
obviously works against the author's purpose. "El rancho" 
la a much more tightly constructed story, but paradoxically 
baa very little character interest to sustain it. What 
1a the virtue of one becomes the defect of the other and 
vice versa. 
In the stories discussed thus far, there are many 
memorable characters. Most have an authenticity about 
them as though quite possibly they had existed 1n flesh and 
blood. Furthermore, each has an 1ndividual1ty about him 
which keeps him from being confused with any other. In 
the last group of stories to be discussed, however, the 
dep1ot1on of character 1s subordinated to a great extent 
to aome other story element, either an 1dea, pure suspense, 
folklore, or atmosphere. Making up this group are "El 
hombre de la rosa," "H1etor1a de hospital," both of which 
rely almost entirely on suspense, "Canto y ba1le," an 
atmospheric place, "El colocolo," a folklore tale, and 
"El Lec5n y el Hombre," an animal parable. 
"El hombre de la rosa" and "Historla de hospital" may 
be compared as regards their handling of suspense. £he 
former treats the theme of black magic. One day a mysterious 
stranger confesses his knowledge of the black arts to Padre 
Espinoza, a Capuchin friar. After trying to persuade the 
man that this 18 only a superstition, the padre, perhaps 
because of a spark of belief, agrees to let him prove h1s 
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powers: within the hour the man must bring a rose from 
the C&puch!n monastery in Santiago while locked 1n a cell 
in Osorno. When the fr1ar out of cur1oa1ty opens the cell 
door before the allotted t1me 1a up, he 1e astonished to 
find the decapitated but still living body of the man. 
Horrified, but still curious, he awaits hie return. And 
return he does; moreover, be has the roee. lbe friar will 
ever after be followed by "el hombre de la ro ea." 
Although character is subordinate in tb1a story, the 
friar is sympathetic and credible, a comb1nat1on of prag-
matism and naivet&. H1e hard-headed d1ebel1ef 1n black 
magic is tinged with uncerta1nty and herein lies the humor. 
Because of this flicker of uncertainty, he is tricked by on, 
who could very well be the Devil himself. lbe story is 
well conetructed to build suspense, starting slowly, but 
moving cradually and effectively to ite climax and resolu• 
t1on. 'Ihe final words, too, have a forceable dramatic 
tbruet and contain no little 1r~ny: 
El padre Espinoza volver!a hacia Valdivia. 
Pero ya no lba solo. A eu lado, montado en un 
caballo oecuro, eilencloso y p,11do, 1ba un 
hombre, alto, nerv1oec, de oJoe negroe Y 
brillantes. 
Era el hombre de la roes (p. 225). 
While "n hombre de la roes" 1s an excellent example 
of a suspense story, "Hletoria de hoepltal" ls little more 
than an extended Joke, and not a very good one at that. 
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Here some hospital interns are led into the operating room 
as surgical assistants in whet appears to be a lite and 
death situation tor one or their friends. 'Ibey learn, 
however, that it is alls trick when the patient st the 
critical moment aita up and begins to laughJ it is the 
twenty-eighth or December, el D!s de loa 'lnocentes. Need-
less to say, the reader feels as much the butt of the joke 
as the interns. 
One or the best stories or this group is the atmos-
pheric piece, "Canto 1 ba1le." Here Rojas paints a picture 
of the low-class brothel. I'he effects are achieved by 
means of the following devices: a description of the 
crass interior of the house, especially its furniture, 
avoiding a static presentation through a subtle person1ti-
cat1on; the subsequent attention to the music, insisting 
on the monotonous rhythm or the~ played over and over 
again, and the reproduction of the chorus or a popular song; 
and the dizzying description of the dancing and drunkenness 
as it contrasts with the madam who ", •• sentada junto al 
piano en una amplia e1lla de paJa, desbordante de grass 
y de trapos, contemplaba la baraunda humans ••• " (p. 209). 
From this, the author proceeds to a description or the 
character types who frequent the place, the women them-
selves, and the finally the thieves and toughs who form 
two distinct rival groups. 'Ibe description finished, a 
dramatic incident is added to round off the total effect; 
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the rivalry between the thieves and the tough 9 over the 
women comes to a dramatic and violent climax 1n a knife 
fight between the leaders of the two groups. '.Ibe denoue-
ment le then effected rapidly 1n a few lines: 
Cuando la pol1c!a, proced1da de la duena 
de la caea, entr6 al eal6n, encontr6 en el 
suelo al Maldito Atilio que ae deeangraba 
copiosamente yen los eillonee a tree borra-
cboe que dorm!an a pierna suelta. Los dem4e 
hab!an desaparec1do, 
As! term1n6, en la caea de dona Mar!a de 
los Santos, aquella noche de canto y ba1le (p. 217). 
"El colocolo," the folklore story, is lees successful, 
for once the reader learns what this Weird thing is there 
1s no reason to return to the story. 'lbe oolocglo is a 
mythical bird-mouse which slowly drains a man ot hie lite 
by sucking his saliva. 'lbe story concerns a .!Wil2 named 
Vicente who believes only what he can see. As he listens 
one evening in a drunken stupor to a friend's account of 
how his father was nearly killed by a colocolo. the seeds 
of fear are sown 1n his mind. 'lbat evening while riding 
home on horseback, he thinks he sees one in front of him. 
After he 1s thrown from hie horse and knocked unconscious, 
be awakens to "see" an "eye" glaring at him trom the dark-
ness. Remembering vaguely the story and how the animal 
had been crushed to death, he smashes the "eye" only to 
discover later that 1t wee hie beloved Waltham watch which 
had fallen from hie pocket. 'lbe characters here are .llll!.!21, 
buffoons who add some low humor and serve as vehiclea for 
an otberw1ae incredible story. "El oolocolo" 1s constructed 
around anecdotes (there is also a pseudo-ghost story pre-
ceding the account of the colocolol, ia loose, hastily 
stuck together, and has little real unity, 
The last story, "El Le6n y el Hombre," is an animal 
parable modeled after those of Horacio Quiroga. lbe char-
acters of the man and the lion are symbolic ot civilization 
and nature respectively. '.lbe 1dea here is that civilization, 
which is man-made, is gradually encroaching on the freedom 
inherent in the natural state. Variations on th1s theme 
have already been seen 1n "La suerte de Cucho V1al" as 
well as 1n some ot the poems in~ ,4!l tranaeunte; 
the theme 1a by no means alien either to the later novel, 
lilJ2 g ladron. and other of Rojas' subsequent wr1t1nga. 
In "El Le6n y el Hombre," the att1nity that the author has 
tor the freedom found in nature 1s expressed in the lyrical 
description of the countryside, seen trom the point ot view 
of the lion. The following is a good example: 
Aquella manana, echado al sol sobre el v1entre, 
con la cabeza levantada y los sentidos en tena16n, 
el Le6n joven oteaba la lejan!a. M1raba el r!o, 
los bosques colgados de la taldas ampl1as de 
las montanas, las vert1entes que salran de los 
mao1zos de &rboles, br1llando entre ellos como 
pequenas culebras plateadas; ••• El cielo estaba 
de un azul rad1ante y el aire, alto y puro, 
llenaba haste los bordes el cuenoo del espac1o 
(p. 250). 
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From all the above analyses, 1t 1s possible to form-
ulate some general1zat1ons about the short stories ot 
Manuel Rojas. 'lbe contl1cte are of two kinds: man 
versus h1e environment and man versus man. In the case 
ot the former, Rojas' characters are revealed ae 1nd1v1duals 
who are inadequately equipped to carry on their struggle 
effectively. They are v1ct1me ot bad luck, chance, hunger, 
or illness; often 1t 1s a comb1nat1on of these things. 
It is evident, too, that one ot Rojas• recurring themes 
1a the 1nsutf1c1ency of the 1nd1vidual unto himself. Yet, 
while 1t 1s true that h1s characters need others, they are 
not always successful 1n commun1cat1ng these needs. They 
ar.e for the most part withdrawn into themselves and shy. 
Consequently we see them alone, alienated, boxed 1n, yet 
~aching out, awkwardly to be sure, 1n a truncated attempt 
at commun1oat1on and communion. Those transitory moments 
when the real presence of another is felt by the character 
are revealed through allusive symbols, evanescent epiphan-
ies like a gesture or an expression, or the spiritual, 
wordless communicat1on that comes from the offering of a 
oigaret, of milk and wafers, or a simple act of kindness. 
In spite ot such d1ff1cult1es 1n establishing communication, 
what shines forth 1n all Rojas' characters ls their human 
d1gn1ty. Regardless of what they may be--thief, barber, 
prisoner, or just plain poor••, they are all of them men, 
human beings above all else. 'l'o deprive them of their 
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d1gn1ty, Rojas seems to be saying, ls to deprive them of 
being men. 
While the above conflict of man versus h1s environment 
1• found 1n Rojas• moat serious stories, the conflict of 
man versus man 1s generally treated on the lower level of 
pure adventure. Ibe one exception to th1s 1a "El cacborro," 
a story which develops with the inexorability of genuine 
tragedy. In most cases, however, we are dealing here 
with stories written primarily tor their entertainment value 
rather than tor the purpose ot w1den1ng our concept of 
reality. The same may be sa1d of the purely humorous 
stories. 
In matters of setting, 1t has been shown that at all 
times Rojas 1nslsts on a functional approach rather than 
a picturesque one. Betting la always somehow related to 
character, either as an antagonist, as a projection of 
inner feelings, or simply in terms symbolic of a mental 
state or condltlon. Rarely 1s deacr1ptlon used merely 
to create picturesque background. Although atmosphere 
la surely suggested at times, he never weaves dense tex-
tures, always permltt1ng h1s characters to stand above 1t. 
Finally, if he is descriptive, he always seeks to bring 
his descr1pt1on to 11te and never otters a static picture. 
Rojas' torte la the creation of characters. Few 
Chileans of h1s generation rival h1m 1n tb1s regard. 




some occasions, Don Leiva for instance, hie characters 
go through a process of change; they are dynamic. Never-
theless, such changes are never complex; nor does the fact 
that they change mean that they cease to be essentially 
one-d1mens1onal. At the same time, although they are flat 
characters, they appear vivid and real, people of flesh 
and blood. Rojas achieves tbie illusion of reality through 
character description, character synopsis, and by showing 
individuals in action; he also reveals, though to no pro-
found extent, their thoughts and feelings. While they are 
by no means complex psychological beings, we do see them 
come to life on the page. 
As regards techniques, Rojas is seen to use the time-
honored devices of polnt of view (omniscient narrator or 
first person) and temporal development (.1!) medias.£!.!, lin-
ear). He makes absolutely no conscious effort to experi-
ment with such problems of the craft. His stories are 
told, however, with spontaneity and naturalness, and ln 
no instance does technique call attention to itself. In 
matters of technique, be bears a great deal of resemblance 
to Maupassant, Bret Harte, Jack London, and Horacio Quiroga. 
Since in its general characteristics Rojas' style 
remains the same in all his short stories, an understanding 
of 1t can beet be had by examining closely only one. For 
this purpose, 0 E1 vaso de leche," perhaps his most accom-
plished, has been chosen. 
In the f1rst place, 1n h1s attempt to convey an agon1z-
1ngly slow rhythm (the youth's 1ndeo1s1on to act perhaps 
demands such a pace), Rojas uses many long, rather involved 
sentences. For example: "Una nueva ola de llanto le 
arraatr6 los ojos y llor6 con tanta fuerza oomo la pr1mera 
vez, pero ahora no angustioeamente, s1no con alegr!a, s1n-
t1endo que una gran frescura lo penetraba, apagando eeo 
oal1ente que le hab!a estrangulado la garganta" (p. 186). 
On the other hand, breaking the slow rhythm from time to 
time in order to give the story st least a semblance of 
movement and contrast is the more dynamic .!!lll-v1d1-tl,g! 
construction based on three preterite verbs. lbe follow-
ing is one of many instances: "Acudi6 la senors, pae6 
un trapo por ls cubierta de la messy con voz suave, en 
la que notaba un dejo de accento espanol, le pregunt6" (p. 185). 
In sddition to the predominantly long and leisurely 
sentence structure, other devices employed to produces slow 
r.hythm are l) repetition and 2) parallel constructions. 
Examples follow: 
l) Se fue inclinsndo, inclinando ••• (p. 184) • 
• • • lo im~rtant; era ~omer, comer, comer,.•• 
(p. 184). 
Hscis tre; d!s justoe 0 que no com!s, tree largos 
d!se (p. 192). 
No pod!s bscerl~. no ;od!a hscerlo nuncs (p. 192). 
2) y m4s por tlmidez y verguenza •• • (p. 182) • 
••• que contuviera reetoe de guieoe y trozoe 
de carne (p. 182). 
callejuela; llen;e de tabernae y poeadae 
pobree ••• (p. 182). 
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Most likely because he le not trying to create a dense 
atmosphere, Rojas' style 1s singularly free of metaphors 
and e1m1lee. Perhaps for th1B reason those be does use 
become doubly effective. One simile, for example, which 
1s also a pereon1f1cat1on, 1mpl1ee the whole psychological 
basis for the characterization of the youth--h1e need to 
assert himself ae a man: 11 Eetaba poee!do por la obeee16n 
terrible del mar, que tuerce las v1dae m4e lieae y de-
f1n1dae como un brazo poderoeo una delgada var1lla 11 (p. 182). 
Here the sea le transformed into an adversary against whom 
he must struggle. On another occasion, a simile ie used 
not for psychological reasons but rather to stress an in-
tense physical sensation, in th1e case hunger: "Un hambre 
que lo doblegaba como un lat1gazo pesado y ancho 11 (p. 183). 
Finally, RoJas employs a simile to describe 1n a v1v1d way 
the pitifully useless lives of the beggars on the pier: 
11 ••• atorrantee abandonados al oc1o, que ee manten!an de 
no ee eabe qu&, mend1gando o robando, paeando los d!ae 
como las cuenta s de un rosar1o mugriento ••• " (pp. 182-183) • 
As regards Rojas' vocabulary, 1t 1s simple and concrete, 
eschewing the colorful, the extravagant, the regional, and 
the picturesque, characteristics so typical of many W2.ll-
1stas. More narrative than descriptive or analytical, the 
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story is naturally built around the use of the verb and is 
economical in the use of the adJective. One idiosyncrasy 
of RoJas', and it cannot be said whether this adds or sub-
tracts from the story's effectiveness, is the inordinate 
use of the enclitic form of the verb (sac6se, envi4ronlo, 
contest6le). One tends to consider them an affectation in 
a style that is otherwise entirely free of them. 
Such are the short stories of Manuel Rojas. Whereas 
bis early poetry made no literary reverberations, these 
stories were an immediate success and brought hls name 
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CHAPTER V 
BEGINNINGS AS A N~Isr 
¥.anuel Rojas' last volume ot short stories, I'rayes!a. 
was published in 1934, two years after the appearance of 
bis first novel. Nevertheless, all of the stories in 
that volume bad been published separately in newspapers 
between 1927 and 1930 and were behind him when he started 
to write novels. In a sense, he had served a kind of 
apprent1ceahip as a short-story writer before graduating 
to the more complex genre. Even so, his first two novels, 
Lancbas !ll .lt and 14 il 12! phares. should 
more properly be viewed as transitional works, since it 
is quite evident from their structure that they can not 
be considered novels in the fullest sense. lbey are little 
more than expanded short stories. Nor is the similarity 
merely structural; there are thematic attinities as well. 
Lancbas !.11 .lt bears a close resemblance to both 
"El vaso de leche" and 11 canto y ba1le. 11 Like the first 
story, this novel portrays with strong autobiographical 
overtones the character of an adolescent in the ambivalent 
stage between boyhood and manhood, alone and away from 
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his family 1n a strange port c1ty. The s1milarity with 
"canto y ba1le" is seen in th e depict1on of the atmosphere 
of the low-class brothel. 
It is also 1nterest1ng that these first two novels 
show the same general dichotomy evident in the earlier 
stories. Whereas Lanchae !Ill!~ has an urban en-
vironment and is a serious study of character and circum-
stances, the second novel,,&! ciudad de loe c&saree, with 
its suspense plot, recalls the Rojas of "El hombre de loe 
ojos azules," the writer of entertaining adventure stories. 
While the former indicates a deepening of the author's 
powers of observation, the latter shows him to have become 
more superficial, perhaps less interested in adventure 
for adventure's sake. 
In beginning the discussion of Lanchas .2ll l! bab{a, 
tt ts enl1ghten1ng to examine some of the circumstances 
surrounding 1te origins. In 1930, Rojas read 1b! Informer 
by Liam O'Flaherty. By hie own admission, rarely has a 
novel left him with a deeper impression, both in terms 
of its content and its form. Reflecting on this book, 
he says: 
He le!do, con seguridad, antes y despu&s 
mejores novelae ••• , pero ninguna me dio, con 
tanta evtdencis, una imagen de lo que llegar!a 
a ser la novels nueva; el tratsm1ento del tiempo, 
la relaci6n entre pensam1ento y aco16n, el 
desprecio por los detalles, el manten1miento 
de una tens16n mental, la robustez de la prosa, 
el sentimiento de la humfnidad, me dejaron 
adm1rado y entusiasmado. 
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Perhaps even more important, because of the more dis-
cernible influence made on Rojas• own novel, was the mag-
netic attraction of O'Flaherty's central character, Gypo 
Nolan, who was to become the model, if not entirely at 
least in part, for Ruc1o del Norte, the most fully developed 
minor character 1n Lanchas .!P !!, bah!a, Of Ruc1o, RoJaa 
says: 
,,,se parece, f!sica y mentalmente, al personaJe 
de O'Flaherty, con las diferenc1as morales y 
psicol6g1cae que se pueden apreciar en las dos 
novelas: Ruc1o del Norte no eer!a Jamie un 
delator .. ,2 
The circumstances of the reading of lb! Informer were 
compounded when 1n the same year the Santiago dally, kl! 
Naci§n. announced that 1t would sponsor a novel contest, 
Rojas decided to enter, 'lhe raw material he planned to use 
involved his experiences 1n 1914 as a stevedore and night 
watchman on the docks of Valpara!so. However, it was 
lb.! Informer. especially the character of Gypo Nolan, 
which furnished him with the idea as to how he could in-
tegrate these personal experiences into a novel. 'lhe 
idea was to create the chars cter of Rucio del Norte as 
3 
" .. ,el ser-s!mbolo del lanchero portei'io." With the con-
cept of the novel now vividly in mind, Rojas began to 
write in extended bursts of enthusiasm and as intensely 
as possible. In this way, he attempted to finish the 
novel in the briefest span of time possible in order to 
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maintain the mental tension he desired. It was hie belief 
that this method would lend hie novel the same dynamic force 
be had admired 80 much in lb! Informer. whether or not 
th1s was the case la a moot point. In any event, he shared 
4 first prize 1n the contest with Magdalena Petit. 
The theme of Lanchaa .!n lJ. J2!h1!! is limited in scope; 
it is the simple story of a shy and inexperienced adoles-
cent's struggle with himself to assert hie latent manhood. 
Having left home and family, Eugenio Baeza comes alone to 
Valpara!so where he finds a job &8 a night watchman on a 
t'elucho. After only a few nights on the job, he f.alls 
asleep and gets himself fired. The following day, with the 
help of a union leader named Alejandro, be goes to work on 
the docks as a stevedore. Hare he becomes acquainted with 
a gruff and exuberant langhero, Rucio del Norte, and a 
warm friendship develops between the two. Rucio, unlike 
Alejandro the union man, would rather spend his time off 
taking pleasure in wine, woman, and song. Ha asks Eugenio 
if he would 11ke to go with him to a house of prostitution. 
Unsure of himself, the boy vacillates but finally agrees to 
go. along. That evening, he meets a young prostitute named 
Yolanda and forthwith falls in love with her. He returns 
to see her on different occasions and ultimately decides 
that ha must take her away from such a lite. At this 
juncture, however, a complication arises when a merchant 
sailor, one or Yolanda's boyfriends, returns to Valpars!so 
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and comes to see her. When Eugenio sees them together, 
he becomes irate and Jealous. In b1s rage, be resolves 
to have a showdown with his rival. He and Rucio return 
to the brothel together where Eugenio finds the sailor 
dancing with Yolanda. Eugenio provokes s fight, is arrested, 
and must spend the next seventy days 1n Jail. when be ls 
released, be feels he has gotten everything out of hls 
system and has finally asserted himself as a man. Ib1s, 
he realizes, and not Yolanda, was his problem all along. 
Feeling himself to be a new person, he will now accompany 
Rucio and Alejandro to Guayaquil as a sailor in the merchant 
marine. 
Eugenio's character may be viewed as a conflict between 
hie efforts to assert hie manhood and his adolescent feel-
ings of insecurity, expressed in bewilderment and confusion, 
ae to how to go about it. Throughout the novel there is 
an amusingly ironic contrast between the end he seeks and 
the efforts he makes to achieve it. Indeed, since he le 
telling the story, reflecting back on his own experiences, 
the irony with which he views the events is directed at 
himself. 
At the beginning of the novel, during his first night 
on board the ralucho. having been warned ahead of time to 
be on the lookout for pirates, he is afraid that everyone 
be sees is a potential pirate. When he does in fact en-
counter some, be ie fearful of appearing ridiculous in 
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the eyes of others 1f he attempts to tum them 1n--they 
may not be pirates after all--, and he therefore lets them 
go. Ironic, too, are the circumstances of hie living with 
an older couple. He has left home and family to prove to 
himself that he can be independent. Yet he muet depend on 
Miguel and hie wlfe just as he had moat likely depended on 
hls own mother and father. Even the voice of Miguel's wlfe 
has a maternal rlng to 1t that reminds Eugenio ot hie own 
mother. Each incident 1n the novel sharpens the irony as 
he la seen more and more through amusing contrast. While 
on the job as a stevedore, he ie overly conscious of his 
high-pitched voice which contrasts with the rough masculine 
tones of Ruc1o. From time to time, he glances at the 
muscles ln his arms to see whether they are growing from 
tbe heavy l1ft1ng. And just as he thinks that he must be a 
man after all, he becomes so frightened as the first load 
le lowered from the ship that he feels the urge to run and 
hide. 
It le the central 1nc1dent 1n the novel, however, which 
brings the ironic view to 1te culmination. As Eugenio walks 
through the dimly-lighted brothel district, in hie appre-
hension he is scarcely able to keep from trembling, yet 
he wants to show Rucio that he le completely self-assured. 
Hle atate of mixed emotions at this point makes a parti-
cularly amusing oontrast--he wants desperately to turn back 
but realizes that such a suggestion would expose his boyish 
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weakness to the very person he 18 trying to impress, At 
the brothel, he 1e conep1cuouely shy and eelf-consc1oue 
when Yolanda speaks to h1m, He looks r1d1culouely 11ke 
the child he 1e struggling not to be when he later cuddles 
up 1n her arms; 1t 1e almost as 1f she has become tor the 
moment h1e maternal protector, 
Eugenio's adolescent 1neecur1ty 1e brought 1nto 1te 
sharpest focus, however, through juxtapoe1t1on with the 
contrasting character of Ruc1o del Norte, Physically, 
the latter 1e robust, muscular, and powerful; Rojas compares 
h1m both to an oak tree and an elephant. He 1e the reposi-
tory of a prod1g1oue physical energy as seen 1n h1e bellow-
ing laugh, h1e grotesque eating habits, h1e love of wine, 
prostitutes, dancing, and a generally boisterous good time, 
But he 1e a paradox too, since contrasting somewhat with 
th1e massive physical image is h1e benevolent, even gentle, 
nature, In both h1s physical and psychological traits, 
Ruc1o 1e the obvious fo11 to Eugenio, On the physical 
e1de, Ruc1o 1e powerful and robust while Eugenio 1s stooped 
and thin. On the psychological level, the lanchero 1s im-
pulsive and oblivious to what others think of h1m; Eugenio 
1e overly cautious in h1s actions, fearful in h1s 1nsecur1ty 
of appearing childish 1n the eyes of others. Finally, 
Rucio is at home and self-assured in the company of pros-
titutes, wisely avoiding emotional attachments; Eugenio, 
on the other hand, becomes emotionally involved with Yolanda 
and gets himself entangled 1n a triangle, 
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Lanchaa ll .l!. bah!t. however, can not be viewed entire-
ly aa a novel of character; lt must be seen ae a novel of 
atmosphere aa well, Besides the creation of character, 
it was Rojas• aim to evoke the eurroundinga--the docks, 
the city of Valpara!so, and the low-class brothel, Never-
theless, the atmosphere la no mere backdrop. It is inte-
grally bound up with character since 1t la presented through 
Eugenio's sense perceptions and at times becomes lndicatlve 
of hie inner feelings, 
In the early chapters, the author gives ue an impree-
eionlet1c picture of the wharves at night: 
Empezaba la hors trlete del mar, la hors en 
que todo movlmlento energlco cesa, la hors en 
que prenden las lucee de los barcoe, haclendo 
ae{ m4s obscure la soledad de la bab{a, Las 
ultimas vocee decllnaban frente a la noche, 
Empezaban loe desllzamlentos rurtlvos, los 
ruidoe fugaces, los movlmlentoe reptantes, 
el desfllar de loe cbinchorros trlpulados 
qui&n sabe por qulen y que se dlrigen quien 
aabe hacia d6nde. Hab!a ya lucea en la 
eluded en el plano, en loa cerroe, y ee 
extendlan en rac1moe, en gu1rnaldaa, como 
en honor de alguien, dando a la atmoefera 
que ~ravitaba eobre el puerto un tono roJlzo 
y blanco, Una imagen de la Virgen, rodeada 
de lucea, refulg{a oomo un dlamante en el 
pecho de un cerro,5 
1'he passage reads like a Modernist description with its 
emphasis on visual and auditory images depleting the ephemer-
al twlllght between day and nlght, Worthy of special atten-
tion ln this regard are the references to the sounds as 
tugacee and the effect of the llgbt as J::2.ll.&2• 
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Enhancing the effect of loneliness on the quiet wharves 
la .Rojas' use of auditory devices. lbe reader hears the 
sounds of anonymous voices amidst the silence and solitude 
of the night: 11 IIza I I Un poco mis I... IArreal JGuarda 
aba Jo I" (p. 284), Even more effective, 1n the chapter de-
voted to Eugenio's first night on watch, is the repetition 
of the anonymous call, "1Guach1man de la WI II Moreover, 
Rojas captures the poetic effect of the cry as it echoes 
in the night: "IGuachiman de la w1 ••• 1 ••• de la w1 ••• 1 ••• 
de la WI" (p. 249). In addition to the anonymous shouts 
of human voices we hear repeated the tolling of the ship's 
bell marking the hour: 11 1'.I'anl Launa. ll'an, tan! Las 
doe. 1'.I'an ••• 111 (p. 285). 
In his description of the red-light district, however, 
Rojas abandons the 1mpress1on1st1c mode 1n favor of the ex-
preesionistic. Here the atmosphere becomes a reflection of 
Eugenio's inner anxieties. As he goes deeper and deeper 
into it, the district becomes more and more distorted. 
At first, for example, " ••• La Plaza Echaurren ••• parec!a 
un pozo de sombra d1vid1do por la amar1llenta faja de luz 
de la calle" (p. 304). Some moments later, the people mov-
ing through the darkness are described as 11 ••• seres que se 
mov!an en ells como en agua fangosa" (p. 304). l'he street 
itself comes to look as though it were illuminated " ••• a 
trav6s de un grueso v1dr1o p1ntado de rojo, de blanoo, de 
azul, de verde" (p. :105). lbe prostitutes along the way 
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are dizzying ln their variety and grotesque ln their appear-
ance: "Las hab!a morenas y rublas, blancas y pilldas, 
esbeltas, gordezuelae y graclosss como cacharros, monstru-
oue oomo eapos, r1endo conversando las m,s serlas y graves 
como mercaderos las menos" (p. 305). ro Eugenio 1t seemed 
as lf he had been thrown lnto " ••• un mar revuelto, donde, 
marlnero 1nc1piante, lba a flotar como una cbalupa deJada 
al garete" (p. 306). rhls entire scene, atmospheric as 
it ls, ls much more than decoration. By the mere tact 
that it represents Eugenio's inner fears, it oontrlbutes 
to the irony with which the character la drawn. 
?urning attention now to the construction of the novel, 
it should be pointed out that were lt not tor Rojas' own 
words regarding the method employed 1n writing the work, 
that is, that be conceived lt as a whole before he started, 
the reader might very well question the unity ot purpose. 
Tbe first ohapter ls very nearly a self-contained unit, 
almost a short story in ltselt. Moreover, the character 
ot Rucio ls not brought 1n until the novel 1s well underway. 
It le only after his appearance that the story seems to take 
on new lite and a new direction through a contrapuntal 
presentation ot the characters. l'hls apparent lack of 
direction at the beginning can probably be best explained 
by the author's use of autobiographical material. Evidently 
RoJae starts hle novels with hls personal experience 1n the 
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raw and then attempta to form a looae pattern around 1t 
rather than deciding first on a theme and then drawing on 
b1s peraonal experiences, selecting only those things which 
would contribute to the development of the theme. And yet, 
there le a kind ot paradox here, for 1t 1s most likely 
this method which, although 1t begets some minor structural 
weaknesses, le in part responsible tor the vitality and 
.,real-life" authent1c1 ty found 1n almost all of Rojas• 
t1ction. 
The structure of Lanchae !!11 l! ~. as bas been 
suggested, 1s essentially that of an expanded short atory. 
l'be number of actors is limited, and what plot there is in-
volves the simple solution of a single dilemma. Preceding 
the central episode concerning Yolanda are some loosely 
connected "pre-plot" chapters depleting Eugenio as a night 
watchman, as a stevedore, and developing h1s relationship 
with Miguel and hie friendeh1p with Rucio. To the extent 
that they pre-establish character, they are integrated with 
the principal episode; considered strictly from a plot point 
ot view, they seem "tacked on" and could easily have been 
omitted. However, once the plot itself begins, the author 
aeema to be 1n complete control of b1a medium; be is on 
the old familiar ground of the short story. As 1n the 
earlier aborter works, Rojas builds slowly and deliberately 
to the moment of climax after which he effects a rapid 
denouement. Furthermore, the central character 1a brought 
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to a moment 1n t1me when he 1e toroed to look at b1maelt 
1n a d1fterent 11aht. It 1 tt c s a pa ern, 1n short, wh1.ch he 
has already shown h1maelf quite capable of handling w1th 
a high degree ot artistry. 
If the above devices are common to the short ator1ee, 
the uee of the artistic motif to unify 1ndividual chapters 
and to connect others 1s something new tor Rojas. One 
suoh motif which unif1ee the first three chapters, tor 
example, 1e the repeated phrase "Guach1man de la w." Chap-
ter tour 1e framed by the mention or the Plaza Echaurren 
both toward tbe beg1nn1ng and aga1n at the end. Eugenio's 
career as a night watchman, although 1nvolv1ng two chapters, 
1s framed 1n a e1m1lar way: at the beg1nn1ng of chapter one, 
alone on the falucho, he watches hia companions pull away 
1n a small boat: "El motor resopl6 como lobo que sale a 
flote, giro la h411ce y la lancha deaatrac6 a oabezadaa" 
(p. 281}; again, when he bas just been fired, he watchee 
the same boat pull away once more: "Reeong6 el motor y 
la lancha deepert6 eobreealtada, movi6ee, retroced16 un 
poco y despu&e de v1rar a eetr1bor empez6 a oorrer euave-
mente" (p. 294). In each case, 1t may be ea1d to RoJae' 
credit that the use of the motif 1a subtle and restrained, 
never calling attention to itself as a device. 
In matters of style, Lanohas !.11 l! shows no 
essential change from that of the short stories. There 
1e 1n general the predomlnanoe of the long, involved 
eentenoe. However, 1n the more 1ntrospectlve passages, 
where Eugen1o is alone w1th hls thoughts, such convolu-
t1ona must be viewed as the germinat1on of the more com-
plex atream-ot-oonsciouanees type of syntax developed 
later by RoJaa in fil.J.2 .£! and l:!!...l2t .SW!. .tl I.!n2• 
The following example will 1lluatrate this po1nt: 
Olvidado de mi personalidad real, vac!a mi 
conciencia, viviendo en ese 1netante como 
olvidado o aparte de m! mismo, transformado 
en una espec1e de tubo de cr1stal, sin que 
loe acontec1mientos preter1tos o futuroe 
empenaran rel superf1cie, la v1da llenAbame 
de un agua clara y fresca, dindome la 
eeneac16n de clar1dad y frescura que 
sent!a (p. 293). 
The one outstanding difference between Lancbae mi 
!! bah{a and the etorles, as well as with the later novels, 
la the number of eimllee. Although RoJae considers them 
to be the principal defect of the work, moat of them are 
qulte effective. To the extent that they show any pattern 
at all, many of them refer in some way to the sea and there-
by contribute to the creation of the atmosphere of the 
port city. On two occasions comparison le made to the 
sea gull. On another, a fleet of boats le compared to 
11una bandada de pa tos que se hubleran aba t1do sobre la 
bab!a para pssar all! la noche" (p. "326). Other animals 
used are the fish and the seal. l~any of the similes, on the 
other band, falling into no pattern, are used simply to 
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make a descriptive point more vivid: "La converaacion 
giraba siempre alrededor de los mismos motivos, como un 
murci,lago alrededor de la misma torre" (p. ,1s). 
If Lanchae .!n l!. bah!a can by no stretch of the imagina-
tion be considered a great novel--ite theme is much too 
l1m1ted--, there is no doubt that 1t marks a felicitous 
beginning for Rojas in the genre. Its charm lles in its 
simplicity, in its honesty, and 1n its naturalness of 
style. Rojas• second attempt at the novel form, however, 
J4 c1udad .l2.i oharee, must be regarded as his worst 
work 1n any genre. Considering b1e apprent1oesh1p, 1t ls 
l'he utter mediocrity 1s undoubtedly due to 
the c1reumstancee under which 1t was written: 
••• eecri ta a instancias de don Carlos Silva 
Vildosola para publioarla oomo follet!n en 
el d!ario fil Mercurio. La esor1b! a medida 
que ee publioaba, lo que me impidio corre-
girla o reanimarla, a lo que se debe sin 
duds su irreparable mediocridad, l d1go 
irreparable porque despuls pgocu~ arreg-
larla y creo que quedo peor. 
Rojas goes on to po1nt out that some impetus was given to 
the novel by 8 Stanford University professor who edited 
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1t for North American college students, but he leaves 
little doubt that he would like, if it were possible, to 
disown the work. It does not appear in h1s completes. 
!4 o1udad 12! gfearee is based on a Cb1lean version 
ot the El Dorado legend. According to the story, somewhere 
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in the southern Cordillera there exists a lost city, rich 
in gold, founded and colonized by a group of Spaniards, 
both men and women, who had been shipwrecked in the Straits 
of Magellan during the colonial days. While searching for 
fellow Spaniards, they became lost in the mountains and 
were never able to find their way out. Resigning them-
selves to their fate, and with the help of the Indiana, 
they established their city of gold and have been living 
there unknown to the world for generations. 
l'he legend outlined above appears in the second half 
of the novel, the first half being devoted to the bringing 
together or a motley band or adventurers. A synopsis or 
the story runs as follows: Onais!n (an Ona Indian), 
Enrique (Onaisfo' s white friend and companion since boy-
hood), Smith (a crusty gold prospector), Queltehue (an 
adventurer and cook for the group), and Henr!quez (a Spaniard 
and mysterious stranger), after a series of chance events 
brings them together, embark upon a search for gold in 
the Cordillera or southern Chile. Like the smugglers 1n 
"El hombre de los ojos azules," they have a map. After 
some months or tramping through the mountain forests, they 
quite by accident come across the lost city of the Caesars, 
Ibey are at once taken prisoners, During their imprison-
ment, they learn that after hundreds of years or peace and 
harmony the city now finds itself divided between the 
"c6sares blancos" (the Spaniards) and the "c,eares negros'' 
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(the Indians). Motivated by greed, the leaders ot the 
whites are determined to collect their share ot the wealth, 
leave their city, and strike out tor civilization, l'he 
Indiana, on the other hand, are just as determined to keep 
them from leaving, Our heroes, too, have become divided: 
Smith decides he will lead the whites back to civilization 
since they have offered h1m substantial amounts of gold; 
Henr!quez will accompany them as well, but he will return 
later to help the Indiana left behind; ~'nrique and Onaia!n 
take no a1dea 1n the conflict but will aid 5as1ulp, a young 
Spanish woman who as f1gurat1ve leader of the city la caught 
between the desires of the conflicting factions, Enrique, 
however, is imprisoned by the whites only to regain bis 
freedom almost immediately. Meanwhile, Onaia!n, enraged 
at his friend's imprisonment and unaware that he has escaped, 
informs Smith of the whites' treachery, and Smith returns 
to h1s friends, Finally, 1n a massive confrontation between 
the two factions and a model of anti-climax, a bloody war 
le avoided; the whites are made to realtze that they have 
been misled by the greed of their leaders, and they decide 
to return to the1r city. What le more, our heroes also 
decide to remain. Enrique will marry Saslulp; Queltehue 
will marry an Indian girl; Hern&ndez, as it turns out, 1e 
a friar in disguise, and he will become the city's reli-
gious leader; Smith will return to clvilization but only 
for the purpose of bringing back hie wife and children 
to this newly-found Utopia. 
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l'h1s 1s the story of 1!, il 121 gharea. 'lbe 
novel itself 1e not much less ridiculous than 1t sounds 1n 
synops1e form. lbe theme, 1f the book may be said to have 
a theme--"honor overcomes greed" perhaps--, 1e presented 
in the most puerile and na1ve manner imaginable. Moreover, 
the characters are never developed beyond the most simple 
outlines. wealmees of theme and character ls surpassed 
only by the weakness of the plot. From tbe very beginning, 
it moves along as if the author himself had no 1dea of 
where 1t was beaded. There is, for example, a great deal 
of exposition on Onaie{n 1n tbe 1n1t1al chapters, inordin-
ately more than on the others, and yet be assumes no more 
important a role than they do; indeed, as the story pro-
gresses he assumes less. Furthermore, as Rojas walks bis 
characters through tbe forest, 1t would appear that he 
baa no clear idea where he 1s sending them; consequently, 
he has them pause, obs~rve, and talk about the exotic 
birds and plant.a along the way. lihenever he feels the 
story needs a bit of suspense or drama, he gets one of his 
characters captured or in trouble; 1t then becomes necessary 
for the others t.o come to hie aid, l'he whole plot, 1n 
abort, is of the cheapest hero versus villain type. 
1bere is even the time-worn recogn1t1on device 1n the 
case of Hernfndez, the adventurer who 1s really a priest. 
Finally, the language, and especially the dialogue, 1s 
stiff and unnatural. Considering Rojas' proven 1ntegr1ty 
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as a writer, Id!. oiudad g,! 12! ceearee le difficult indeed 
to explain. 
There are, in conclusion, no radical trends in Rojas' 
first novels away from what he was already doing 1n the 
short stories. In terms of theme and character, he 1a again 
at his beet when he remains close to hie personal experiences. 
It would seem that in Langhas tn .l! ll!b.1!, any awkwardness 
in hie handling of the structural problems inherent ln the 
novel form itself is overcome by the simple honesty with 
which he treats hie theme. It is evident in Id!,~ a 
12! c,ean,. on the other hand, that in his attempt at a 
story that demanded a more involved and at the same time 
more tightly-knit plot structure, he was bound to fall. 
It was not until 1951 that hie next novel was to appear. 
But lt will be recalled from the chapter on h1s essays that 
Rojas had in the meantime evolved for himself a personal-
ized concept of the structure of the novel. It was a 
concept, as will be seen in the analysis of the Aniceto 
Hevia trilogy, that opened new pathways for him 1n h1a 
examination of the more transcendental aspects of man's 
condition 1n the world. 
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CHAP'IER VI 
lliE AN10ETO HEVIA TRILOGY 
The novel, !il..12 il ~. published in the year 1951, 
marks the turning point in Manuel RoJaa' career aa a novel-
ist. For aome critics, it also marks a significant new 
trend in the development of the Chilean novel 1n general. 
According to Fernando Alegrfa, whereas the earlier Rojas, 
like the other writers of hie generation, had been only a 
somewhat better than average follower of the criollietas, 
the Rojas of fil..12 A!~ emerges as a highly complex 
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artist of universal significance. At the same time, he 
becomes the adopted leader of many of the younger genera-
tion of novelists as they attempt to transcend the regional, 
the picturesque, and in general all limiting confines of 
Chilean cr1oll1emo. In the words of Alegrfa: 
Ea importante hacer notar el hecho de que no hay 
otro novelists en eu generac1on que comparta con 
11 eea urgencia de proyectarse hacia un plano 
universal y de expresar, deede Chile~ la angustia 
fundamental del mundo contemporlneo. 
As regards Rojas' approach to the novel form, 1t 1s 
evident just from a cursory examination of fil..12 il .lUm 
that he offers the reader a deeper and more complex vision 
of reality than is apparent in any of his previous works. 
The author himself became aware of the transformation 
upon revising the preliminary drafts of some of the first 
chapters: 
••• me di cuenta de que ten!a la tendencia a 
examinar las cosas, los seres y los hechos de una 
manera dlferente a oomo los exam1naba antes, aun-
que antes no los examinaba; s1mplemente, los des-
orib!a, preeentaba. Al miemo t1empo, advert! que 
loe relac1onaba entre e!, mae que de un modo ln-
tellgente, de un modo emoc1onal, no escapando a 
eea tendencia ni siquiera lo que de por s! parece 
no tener emooi6n; los muebles de una plaza, por 
eJemplo, o el sonldo de una fabrlca. Todo ello 
daba la impres16n de que, mis que la desoripc16n 
de los hechoe, los seres y las cosas, me intere-
aaba la eenaaci6n que produc!an.3 
Nevertheless, if the literary method of the trilogy 
differs from the earlier works, Rojas' raw material ls 
still his own personal experiences. Indeed, the character 
of Aniceto Hevia, the protagonist of the three novels, ls 
to a very great extent Manuel Rojas himself. Many of 
the c1rcumstant1al facts in An1ceto's 11fe--the riot 1n 
Valpara!eo, for example--, are right out of the author's 
life, On the other hand, the character 1s also modeled 
1n part after a real-life individual, Lule Hevia, the son 
of a nocturnal Jewel thief known as El Gallego. The 
following comments by Rojas clarify to some extent Just 
what the genesis of the fictional An1ceto was: 
••• dec1d{, por ~lt1mo, convert1rme en Luis Hevia, 
un Lu!e Hevia que ee llamar{a como eu padre y que 
v1v1rLa con el nombre de eu padre, la a medias 
1mag1nar1a Ya medias real 1nfanc1a que le 1ba 
a dar, Y, deepu~e, una ya 1maginar1a parte de 
eu adoleecenc1a, haste el momento en que Manuel 
Rojas tomar!a eu luger y eu nombre ••• Loe mov1-
m1entoe ya eon m!os y la pereonal1dad es la de 
11, aunque e61o haeta c1erto punto: eet4 repar-
t1da. Yo puee lo que era mto, la sene1b1lidad 
adem4e de hechos que Lule Hev1a no conoc16.4 • 
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Whether An1ceto 1s an autobiographical character or 
not is perhaps a moot point, For the purpose of analysis, 
he must be considered a fictional character and the novels 
discussed as literary works and not autobiography, 
The three works which make up the trilogy are filJ2 A! 
ladr6n (1951), Me1or .ml! !l .!1n2 (1958), and Sombras contra 
!.l I!llll'.2 (196~). The first explores An1ceto 1 e early child-
hood and youth, the second takes him through a series of 
relationships with women and brings h1m to middle age; 
and the third, which flashes back in time, examines some 
of hie formative experiences as a young man involved 1n 
the anarchist movement around the year 1915, 
The theme of Hilo A! ladr6n 1s the existential one of 
man in a broken world, Such a world 1s seen as fractured, 
discordant, at war with itself, In many ways 1t 1s a mech-
anized world deprived of passion and divorced from being. 
Man 1n th1e kind of a world 18 seen as a homeless wanderer, 
alienated by h1B inabil1ty to comprehend the apparent 
absurdity which surrounds him and even engulfs him. For 
most existentialists, being is the ground of all, but not 
necessarily identified with God. With Rojas, because his 
characters are not metaphysically minded, the question of 
God does not come up. Rather it would appear that be 
links being, although he does not necessarily identify 
it, with human fellowship. To the extent, then, that men 
can live together in a general spirit of brotherhood, they 
achieve their authenticity and are able to participate in 
being. This kind of participation, in turn, baa a heal-
ing effect on the wounds inflicted by the brokenness of 
the world. 
Aniceto is a wanderer 1n such a world. Removed with 
jarring abruptness from the rather secure community of 
his family, especially the warmth generated by a loving 
mother, he is thrown into the world, alone and estranged 
from others, to tend tor himself. Hereafter his quest is 
tor reintegration. After working a short time on the 
Trans-Andean Railroad, where be experiences the companion-
ship of hie fellow workers, he goes to Valpara!ao. There 
be unwittingly gete mixed up 1n a street riot of rather 
large d1mena1one, 1e Jailed tor complicity in the looting 
of a Jewelry store, takes 111 with pneumonia, and 1e finally 
set tree, still sick, to continue hie struggle to stay 
alive. In the end, be 1s able to establish a community 
of friendship with two vagabonds, El F1losoto and Cr1stiln. 
The larger structure or the novel, then, consists of a 
dialectical movement from communion to estrangement back 
to communion. 
In the analysis or the thematic development or !ll..12 
A! ladr§n, attention must first be centered on An1ceto's 
world. How is it a broken one? l'be title of the novel 
1s itself 1nd1cat1ve. Sign1f1cantly, An1ceto le the son 
of a thief, a man condemned for the misdemeanors of hie 
rather. Although .rt0jae in no way suggests the co~parlson, 
the taint of the father, like the stain of Original Sin, 
rube off on the eon and will remain with him throughout 
hie life. Moreover, An1ceto ls aware of this: 
Hab!a paeado maloe ratoe, ee c1erto, pero me 
parec16 natural y 16g1co pasarloe: eran quiza 
una contr1buci6n que cada cierto tiempo era 
neceeario pagers alguien, deeconoc1do aunque 
ex1gente, y no era jueto que uno solo, ml padre, 
pagara siempre por todos. Los custro hermsnos 
eetibsmoe ya crecidoe y deb!amoe empezar a 
aportar nueetrae cuotas, y como no pod!amoe dar lo 
que otros dan, trabajo o dinero, dimoe lo unico 
queen eee ttempo, y como hiJoe de ladr6n ten!a-
mos: libertsd y lagrimae.5 
Aniceto himself is an honest man and by no means a thief, 
but he pays dearly nonetheless. Although irony may mask 
his true feelings, there seems to be, 1n spite or every-
thing, little bitterness toward his father. But whether 
there 18 resentment or not, there are certainly grounds 
for lt. A true father and son relationship had never 
been established between them. For the most part, El 
Gallego existed for Anioeto as an object of ourioeity, 
He recalls how he would mark h1e father's 1t1nerary on a 
map as the latter traveled through euoh fasc1nating places 
as Argentina, Bolivia, Peru, and Chile, 
'!bat there were barriers between El Gallego and bis 
son 1e attested to by An1ceto 1 s two most vivid recollections 
of him. lbe first is when 1n jail be discovers bis father's 
profession. The wordless encounter the t occurs there 
points up the father's shame at the deceit he bas perpetra-
ted for years while the son's shock at seeing hie father 
under such strange circumstances prevents him from expres-
sing the tenderness and even pride that be st111 le able 
to feel for bis father. Aniceto's second recollection 
goes back to the day of his mother's death; he can only 
recall the pitifully awkward and groping manner 1n which 
El Gallego approached the unfamiliar role of father. In 
the last analysis, the elder Aniceto Hevia was little more 
than a shadow, an enigmatic mystery to his son, 
The absence of a father was compounded by the family's 
nomadic movement from city to city in an effort to elude 
the law. According to Aniceto, they changed residence 
almost as often as they changed their shoes. Furthermore, 
there were no grandparents nor aunts nor uncles around, 
since El Gallego' s family was as much a specter ae be was, 
and Dona Roeal{a'e relatives had been dispersed many years 
before. After the death of his mother and the imprisonment 
ot his rather, Aniceto round himselt alone in the world 
with no one to turn to. ~hat was worse, he had not been 
prepared tor lite, His rather, who had harbored the vague 
notion that his sons would become proteesional men--doc-
tors, lawyers, etc.--. had tailed to prepare him tor any 
ot the more humble trades, 
If the incidents described above are only cracks in 
an otherwise stable family life--stable because of his 
mother--, Aniceto's experiences in Valpara{so reveal a world 
that is rent to the core •. He could not even prove his 
identity to the immigration officials in Chile because 
he did not have a birth certificate; he was unable to per-
suade them that hie presence in flesh and blood was more 
convincing than a piece of paper filled with objective 
data. Ihe riot in which be later becomes involved is an 
incomprebensible absurdity to him, l'he block is suddenly 
and inexplicably filled with a dehumanized mass; fires 
are started, people are pushed, stores are looted, and 
trolley cars, upset by the mob, crash noisily on the street. 
All around him be witnesses the process of dehumanization, 
lbe police do not look like men but ",, .m4quinas o berra-
mientae, objetos para uear" (p, 464), When a fight devel-
ops, it le not between two human beings but between an 
"hombre-herramienta" and an "hombre-cuchlllo" while 
"hombres-rates" form groups of spectators. After the 
riot subsides and the mob breaks up into smaller groups, 
Anlceto finds himself 1n a alum dlatrlct filled with bare. 
He conacloue not of 1nd1v1dual people but of anonymous 
shouting and f1ght1ng: "IP&gale, plgalel 1D&Jenloe que 
peleen solos!" (p. 47'3). Reality becomes distorted as 
he sees only " ••• bocae deedentadas, ojos magulladoe y 
camleas destrozadas" (p. 472). 
1b1s process of dehumanization le carried even further 
when he le taken to Jail. The first human being An1ceto 
sees here 1e a drunk; lying on the floor 1n h1e own fllth, 
he looked 11ke an anlmal or worse: " ••• menoe que un animal, 
una best1a; menoe que una beetle, no sf qu4" (p. 477). 
As he 1s transferred from one cell to the next, he hears 
only coughing, anonymous conversations, and the rlnglng of 
telephones. Later he ls queetloned, along wlth others, 1n 
a room filled w1th enormous dusty record books by a man who 
" ••• nos rec1b1cS con cars de pocos amigos" (p. 481), 
Finally, he 1e placed, for some unexplained reason, 1n a 
pltch dark cell, separated from the other men by darkness. 
In the morning, they ere all brought before a Judge who 
drums his fingers on the desk 1n boredom, treats them 
like lnformation on a dossier, and dryly sentences them 
to a fine or five days. Although the next day Aniceto 
becomes somewhat friendly wlth one prisoner, he soon re-
fuses to talk to h1m, 1,!arnlng that the man ls 1n Jell for 
having raped 8 young glrl: " ••• la muchacha nos hab!a 
eeparado 11 (p. 520), 
lbe brokenness of the world, as evidenced by Aniceto•a 
experiences in the riot and in Jail, makes itself felt 
moat acutely, however, in hie illness. Significantly, 
hie illness takes the form of a wound, a break, a lesion 
in hie lung. But, more than the wound of a single man, 
it becomes symbolic of the human condition 1n the world 
aa RoJae raises it to universal significance by means of 
bis protagonist's discourse on it. !be latter addressee 
himself in the familiar second person to all men: 
Imag!nate que tienee una her1da en alguna parte 
de tu cuerpo, en alguna parte que no puedee local1-
zar, y que no puedee, tampoco, ver n1 tocar, y au-
pcSn que eea herida te duele y amenaza abr1rae o se 
abre cuando te olvidaa de ella y hacee lo que no 
debea, inclinarte, correr, luchar o reir; apenae lo 
intentae, la herida surge, au recuerdo primero, au 
dolor en eeguida; aqu{ eetoy, ands despacio (p. 450). 
lbe wound, too, 1B indicative of man's being condemned. 
In An1ceto'e case, one might even say that hie wound is 
bis having been born the eon of a thief. In any case, it 
points up in a vivid way the absurdity of being-in-the-
world. Moreover, the fact that many are born wlth such 
wounds and are beyond cure, beyond salvation, only com-
pounds the absurdity, because paradoxically these indi-
viduals seem to endure the longest: 
podr,a ver en las ciudadee ••• a serea ••• parecidoe 
;·brlznae de bierbas batidas por un poderoso v1ento, 
arraetrltndoee apenae, ermadoe algunoe de un balde-
Cillo con fog6n, ••• veetidoe con andrajoe color or{n 
o muego que dejan ver, por sue roturae trozos de 
una inexplicable piel blanoo-azulade vegendo 
simple~ente, sln heoer ni pedir nada: apedreado~ por 
loe n1noe, abofeteadoa por loe borrachoa pero vivoa 
abaurdamente ereotoa aobre dos piernaa abaurdamente' 
vigorosae (p. 454). 
Anioeto'a world, then, is 1ndeed a broken one. Yet, 
in spite of the fact that An1ceto seems to rule it out 1n 
bia diacourse on the wound, there 1a a salvation for men, 
albeit a trana1tory one. Thia salvation, whtoh 1s human 
brotherhood and which Anioeto himself experiences, 1s not 
always a homecoming, although his friendship in the end 
with El Fil6sofo and Crist1in must surely be considered 
such. Often it ts just a brief manifestation of a fraternal 
feeling, expressed in the offering of a small gift or a 
aimple act of kindness on the part of someone Aniceto 
hardly knows. Fernando Alegr{a has referred to this as 
the Good Samaritan motif, and it runs throughout !!!...1i .Q! 
ladr§n. Many are the examples of such encounters. Coming 
into Chile by cattle oar, Aniceto 1a pulled aboard, perhaps 
even saved from death, by the helping hand of a stranger. 
During his first night in ja11 ee a boy, he hears the 
poignant story of a police detective who, moved by the 
suffering of the thieves he arrested, ends up dedicating 
hie life to helping them. Later, in jail in Velpara!ao, 
he becomes friendly with El Azerc6n, an uncommonly ugly 
man who, after being released, has a hot meal sent back 
to his young oompanton. The camaraderie among the 
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construction gang ln the Andee as they work together la a 
particularly salutary experience.for Anlceto. Finally, 
Aniceto•e vagabond friend with the turtles, whom he met 
upon arrival ln Chile and later "lost," told hlm hls 
whole l1fe's story and gave him a pair of shoes to wear. 
All of theae man1teatattona of brotherhood are only momen-
tary to be sure, but they reinforce the larger dialectical 
movement of the novel on a smaller scale. And lastly, by 
lnd1catlng the posslblllty of human communion ln a broken 
world, they point ahead and prepare the way tor the more 
lasting fr1endshlp among Anlceto, El F116soto, and Cr1eti4n. 
In order to bring into focus An1ceto's more permanent 
communions in a broken world, it le necessary to look tor 
a moment at the novel'• atruoture, fil...12 ~~opens 
with, and baa as lta central reference 1n time, Anlceto's 
releaae from Jail. It is a moment when hls feelings of 
lonellneas and estrangement are most intense and when 
h1s illness seems to take on an oblique symbolic s1gnlticance 
as it relates to h1s solitude, In a sense, his wound le 
his 1solat1on (like all successful literary symbols, the 
wound has a multlfarlous meaning). From this point ln 
time, Anlceto's boyhood reminiscences go backward to h1s 
family life, oher1shed years of communion, while at the 
same time the novel moves forward chronologically toward 
bls meeting with El Fil6aofo and Cr1st1an and a new 
communion. 
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Moat of the flashbacks to An1ceto'a childhood are 
dominated by the f1gure of Dona Roaal!a, the lov1ng, self• 
aacr1f1c1ng mother, the faithful w1fe of El Gallego, and 
the women whose home 1a always open to receive her husband's 
fr1ende whether or not they be fug1t1vea from justice. 
Wh1le family 11fe ls tn a sense broken because of the 
father's profession, her acts of charity and love are seen 
as a curative influence on all who come into contact with 
her. She, and she alone, holds the family together; lt le 
she who ls able to obtain El Gallego's release from jail; 
and it 1e she who, on one occasion, nurses back to health 
a gravely-ill friend of her husband's who has been turned 
away by hie own wife. Aniceto's mother, in short, stands 
as a luminous symbol of compassion, tenderness, fidelity, 
and love, the essence of all communion. 
It ls not only An1ceto'a reminiscences, however, wh1ch 
po1nt up h1e nostalgic desire for restoration. As he 
wanders down to the beach 1n Valpara!so, shortly after hav-
ing been released from jail, he philosophically ponders 
the river as 1t swells and finds 1ts natural destiny 1n 
the bluer waters of the sea: 
No tlenes mis remedlo que entregartet ya no iuedea 
devolverte deev1arte o negarte. Por lo dem a, 
saldr4s ga~ando al echar tua turblaa aguaa, nac1• 
dae, no obatante, tan claraa, en ease otraa, tan 
azulea, que te eaperan (p. 423). 
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Although An1ceto never makes a conscious aaaociat1on, there 
1a a correlation between himself, the river and the sea. 
A psychic 1dentif1cation takes place between man and nature, 
an identification which raises the observations to the 
level of symbol. It must be understood, however, that this 
1s not an image of euicide, for Aniceto never denies life 
despite the hardships and never for a minute contemplates 
self-destruction. Rather lt is an image or communion which 
reinforces hie nostalgia for hie mother and hie family 
while, at the aame time, it foreshadows hie friendship 
with the two vagabonds, since he meets them only momenta 
later on the beach. It la a symbol or hie homecoming. 
That this friendship le hie homecoming is indicated 
by the correspondence between lta gradual growth and the 
equally progressive healing of his wound. Moreover, as 
thts friendship grows, the flashbacks to Aniceto's boy-
hood become lees frequent until finally the author foregoes 
them entirely to concentrate on the present. In other 
words, the new communion is now complete and fills the 
void left by the old one which had been lost. 
lbe development or the fr1endeh1p la a gradual one, 
and the essence of its growth le evoked in numerous poetic 
passages. It begins with a simple but warm glance from 
El F1liSsofo, a glance which " ••• ven!a deede mde all, del 
simple ojo" (p. 541). Moments later, the glance turns into 
a smile " ••• que le eobraba y de las cuales tendr{a muches" 
(p. 541). Following this, Aniceto is invited to join them 
in their search for bits or metal washed up on the shore 
by the waves or the eea. I'he money "earned" from selling 
them 1s then d1v1ded three ways instead or two. Another 
1nv1tat1on follows se El F116soro asks An1ceto to eat with 
them, and, although their staple le beans, 1t 1e signifi-
cant that they also share bread and wine together. Finally, 
the friendship ls sealed when An1ceto 1s received into 
their home as one or them; it is a bumble home, to be sure, 
a dirty room 1n a oonventillo, but it serves as their home 
nonetheless. lbe effect or this new-found friendship 1a 
11te-g1ving to An1ceto; he reflects that "En ocasionea, 
sin tener nada, le parece a uno tenerlo todo" (p. 571). 
Thia 1s no sentimental pap, however, and a simple 
reading or the text reveals why. There is no denial here 
of the broken world. Life bas been bard for all three and 
will continue to be so. Cr1stiin is mentally retarded and 
can neither read nor write. He 1s even unfit as a thief: 
on numerous occasions be bas been caught and jailed. 
Without El F116sofo it would be impossible tor h1m to sub-
sist. El F116sofo himself, although intelligent and healthy, 
1s hopelessly in love with a married woman 1n the SSlll.I!W-
t1llo. Knowing that she loves her husband, a good pro-
vider despite his sporadic drunkenness, El Fil6sofo can 
only respect her marriage. At most, he receives some satis-
faction from helping her periodically to get her husband 
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1nto bed. Aleo, the tr1endeh1p 1teelt among the three 
vagabonds has cracks 1n 1t. Cr1et14n, tor example, 1e 
hermetic in the extreme. When he apparently gete 1nto a 
tight the night before they leave Valpara{so and comes 
home with his face mangled, El F116eofo knows there 11 
nothing he can do to console h1m. He can only leave 
Cr1et1in alone to eit silently and spit blood on the floor. 
lbere le, nevertheless, a bond among the three, and, 
although they et1ll exist 1n a broken world, the misery, 
suffering, and absurdity are conquered by brotherhood. 
'.l'he final lines of the novel carry no tac1le, sentimental 
opt1m1sm, but they do radiate a light of hope. In the end, 
the three are leaving Valpara!eo to work together as house 
painters. lbere ls some doubt as to whether Cr1st1,n will 
choose to come along: 
Cuando deepuls de dsr unos paeos qu1se darme 
vuelta para m1rarlo una vez m4a, Alfonso me 
adv1rt1~: 
--No lo mires y note apurea. 
Bajamos paso a paeo y cads uno de esos pasos 
era para noeotros m,a y m,a doloroso. Cre{, 
durante un momento, que El F116soto ee detendr{a 
y volver{a hac1a Cr1st14n, pero no lo h1zo. 
Aquello s1n embar~o, term1nar{a pronto: ve1nte 
pasos mAe y llegarfsmos al punto en que el cam1no 
tomaba hac1a abajo, doblando bruecsmente; all{ 
perder{amoe de vista a Cr1st14n y al convent1llo. 
El ~r1to nos alcanz6 all!: 
:-1Eeplrenmel 
Era un grlto ronco, como de deegarram1ento. 
Noe detuvlmos. Cr1et14n avanz6 hac1a noeotros. 
Cuando ee nos junt6 reanudamoe la marcha (p. 599). 
lhe ending of !i!.12 A! l!Acln, rather than a closing 
off, is an opening out, a preparation for the sequels which 
will follow. "El 
hombre no se quadarf en nl.nguna parte; ee irlt siempre" 
As Anlceto himself says at one point: 
(p. 556). He will be a wanderer 1n time for as long as 
be lives because tbis is h1e human cond1tion. 
lbe sequel which had been prepared for d1d follow, 
although not until seven years later, under tbe title or 
.l!.!.J2.t Slit !l .l.!Da• The theme of the earlier novel, man's 
need to overcome bis solitude through communion, is re1te:r-
ated here, but 1t 1s now developed entirely around the motif 
of love and 1te many subterfuges, hence the title from .nm 
.§ml! ,2! .§sul.g. It ls Rojas' aim 1n gue .!l l1!l2 to 
explore the highly complex and unfathomable phenomenon of 
the man-woman relationeblp. True to hie task, he offers 
no romantic view of what 1n reality 1s an intricate maze 
of psychological, pbys1olog1cal, and circumstantial factors. 
For the most part, these relat1oneh1pe consist of " ... m1ser-
1a y desperd1c1o, de podrido compromleo, de e1mulac16n, 
6 
de ataque, asalto y d1famac16n ••• " On the other hand, 
the concept that authentic love le an 1mposs1b111ty or at 
most an 1llus1on, while no doubt lt prevails in the major-
ity of instances and permeates the novel, 1s by no means 
held to be universal. There 1a 1n !i!..12.t ,SW! !l .I.!!12, as 
1.n fil..12 .£! ladr6n, a contrapuntal breaking through of auth-
entic communion tn " ••• la luz pura y e6lida del genulno 
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amor, realizado en un aentido de profunda fidelidad." 7 
Such moments of authentic love, characterized by fidelity 
and the humble offering of the self to the other, transcend, 
at least momentarily, the prevailing atmosphere of debase-
ment. The pattern here, which is essentially that of fil..12 
ladr6n, is to develop the theme through a series of 
major variations dramatizing the dynamic flux of human re-
lationships. In this novel, there are four such variations 
involving Aniceto with as many women. Additionally, in a 
kind of counterpoint, clustered around these major incidents 
and serving by contrast or parallel to underscore the parti-
cular tone of each, are the lives of numerous minor char-
acters, all of them friends or scqua1ntances of Anlceto•e 
and all of them somehow involved, and in many cases entangled, 
in a love relationship. 
The first of the major variations on Aniceto'e quest 
for fulfillment in love involves hlm with an actress named 
Virginia whom he met while working ln an itinerant theater 
troupe playing in Buenos Alres. rhat the affair has its 
origins in adulterated compromise, deception, and self-
interest can be gathered from the less than sincere motives 
of each. Virginia chooses to 11ve with An1oeto in order 
to escape from 8 violent, jealous, and often drunken husband 
who used her prlmarily for the satisfactlon of his biological 
urges. She is interested in Aniceto not as a person, and 
not for himself, but as a means of escape. If the latter's 
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own motives appear slightly lees selfish, it is only because 
they are thoroughly confused in a labyrinth of psychological 
ambiguity. Undoubtedly, his pressing need is for communion, 
but it 1a by no means clear to him why he wants to enter 
into a relationship with this particular woman. It le 
conceivable even 1n hie own mind that he wants her avail-
able to him at all times to facilitate the satisfaction of 
bis sexual exigencies. Furthermore, he feels a need to 
prove to himself that he is really a man, for on one occa-
sion, while pondering hie t1m1dlty, he momentarily questions 
hie heterosexuality. Love, it would appear, does not enter 
hie mind, although he le not unconscious or a certain gal-
lantry within himself, an altruistic feeling baaed on plty 
for V1rg1n1a and the suffering she has known with her 
husband. 
Such motives, while certainly complex enough, are not 
the only factors operating against them. I'he deep-seated 
1ncompat1bility of their 1ndlvldual temperaments, which 1s 
not long in manifesting ttself, leads progressively to an 
agonizing state of frustration. Because of her past ex-
perience, Virg!nla 1s sexually frigid, unable to divorce 
from her mind the idea that all men must neeeesar1ly use 
women for sexually selfish reasons. ro complicate matters, 
An1ceto, who has had experience only with prostitutes, is 
nervous and awkward 1n 1nitiat1ng the sexual act and para-
doxioally it 1e she who must encourage him. In addition 
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to the1r sexual d1ff1cult1es, they have very 11ttle tn 
common. Although V1rg1nia, 1n the beg1nn1ng at least, 
makes a pretense at fee11ng tenderness toward h1m, An1ceto 
realizes that she has no real 1ntereat 1n h1m and that 
there can be no hope of a sp1r1tual encounter between them. 
lbe1r relat1onsh1p succeeds only in dr1v1ng them both, but 
espeolally Anioeto, 1nto an almost neurot1c preoccupation 
with eelt. 
It 1s not difficult to see why their life would de-
generate 1nto a drab and pointless routine. An1ceto, 
particularly, moves 1n a cyclical rut as he fights crowds 
on the trolley on hls way to work, sweats all day at the 
linotype machine, talks!£ nausea~ with his fellow work-
ers, and in the evening returns home in a state of near 
exhaustion, too tired to utter a single word to Virginia. 
It ls not long before even the pretense breaks down; 
Virginia, who 1s obviously bored, beg1ns to leave hlm for 
long periods of time, and he must ult1mately return to 
prostitutes. In the end, he is left alone, long1ng for 
the fulfillment he lacks: 11 1.'Cu,ndo podr!a ya conocer todo 
aquello, que parec!a hacerle falta, como s1 fuera algo 
1nd1spensable para 11, una parte des! mismo qua algun 
d!a deber!a 1ncorporarse a el? 11 (p. 685). 
Doveta11ing with the Virginia affair, and 1n sharp 
contrast to it, ls the novel's second pr1ncipal variation 
which deals with Aniceto's courtship and marriage to 
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Mar{a Luisa, a primary school teacher whom he had met brlef• 
ly many years before. His second encounter with her, al-
though by chance, is more significant than the flrst and, 
coming as it does during the waning days with Virginia, 
finds him when h1a need for communion ls most acute. Hia 
feelings for Mar!a Luisa are at once shrouded 1n mystery, 
a mystery which undoubtedly baa some nexus with an almost 
subconscious recollection of her as a girl and wlth a 
certain pity be feels for her now, since her sweetheart bas 
recently died from tuberculosis. It la important to note 
here, however, that sexual undercurrents, ao manifest 1n 
the lnltial stages of the Vlrglnla affair, play no mot1-
vat1ng role, since Marta Lu1aa la not at all sensuous to 
h1s eye. Instead, what attracts h1m le something ineffable, 
something he can not explain, wblcb seems to emanate from 
the deepest regions of her being. 
lbe gestation of their love le also myeter1oue as 1t 
seems to grow quite apart from the1r conscious understanding 
of 1t. Aniceto's own verses, which he composes in an attempt 
to articulate the meaning of h1s love, can not hope to trans-
form 1nto words what be ao deeply feels for her. H1s images 
of her as an "!dolo cb1no," a "march1ta roes," and a "tcSr-
tola ber1da" fall pl tlfully short of expressing what he 
knows 1n bls heart to be her personal reality. Beyond 
thelr rational understanding, then, th1e inscrutable bond 
between them freely follows an undirected and spontaneous 
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course. One day--and ea he reflects back on it, he can 
not remember how or when it happened--, Aniceto finds her 
in hie arms " ••. y ,1 la bee6 y encontr6 que sue besoe 
eran bastante buenoe, slempre mejores que el vino 11 (p. 715). 
To be sure, although love, fidelity, and mutual respect 
have grown from the very beginning, there are difficulties 
to overcome. Aniceto is still the same essentially timid 
and uncommunicative person he haa always been. Shortly 
after meeting her, for example, Mar{a Luisa saw him with 
Virginia. Fearful of losing her, Aniceto lied to her, ex-
plaining that Virginia was the sickly wife of a close 
friend. Later, when Virginia had left h1m, he was too 
ashamed to admit that he had lied and consequently allowed 
the deceit to be perpetrated 1n Mar{a Luisa's mind. Even 
so, when she discovers the truth through another, her own 
profound understanding of An1ceto and her forgiving nature 
serve only to deepen the communion between them. Yet 
Anioeto is never able to overcome completely his hermiticism; 
he could neither tell Mar{a Luisa of Virginia's frigidity 
nor of hie return, during the latter's absences, to pros-
titutes. Most of all, he could not reveal the fact that 
he and Virglnla had slept together like two strangers forced 
into the same bed. Nevertheless, Mar{a Luisa holds out the 
hope that as time passes he will ultimately share more and 
more of his inner self. 
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Wben thelr total commitment to each other le tormal1zed 
1n marriage, sexual love takes on a completely new and pro-
found meaning tor Anlceto: 
••• la deetloraete como uno de eeoe capulloa cuyoe 
slpaloe suele abrlr el jard1nero, con sumo cu1dado, 
para saber de qu& color eon loe p&taloe y el ya 
antes de florecer, el perfume eetf all!, sin qu: 
nunca se haya sabido en donde eetf, y como, en la 
alta Y obscure noche de los amantee, te trasoend1ste 
en ells y ella ee trsecendlo en t! v euplete deede e t , ,., ' se momen o, que entre tu y ella exletir!a para elem-
pre un secreto que no Podr!a declrse con palabras 
slno de eueurroe, un secreto, sin embar~o que te' 
a tar!a a ells y le a tar!a a ella a t! ( p. '724). 
Furthermore, the1r growing love is reflected in her preg-
nancy: 
••• hab!a all!, bajo tu mano, dentro del tibio y 
blanco y redondo e hinchado vientre, que tanto ama-
bas, algo 1nquietante, sordo, invisible, movlendose, 
revolv16ndoee, ••• pugnando como la semllla en trance 
de brotar ••• una voz desconocida, una voz nueva, de 
alguien que no hab!a entrado antes en la pieza, re-
sonaba en los o!doe de todos: ·•·{ te acercaete a 
ella y rompiste en llanto (p. 725,. 
Two more children follow, a son and another daughter, as 
the years are full and fruitful. At the same time they are 
not easy ones. There are the usual sicknesses, economic 
worries, and the tragedy of a necessary abortion. Yet 
their love never falls, even in times of trial. 
It would seem that Anioeto has reached the pinnacle 
in this truly mutual relationship. And so he has. But 
he is still the eon of a thief, seemingly condemned 
throughout bis life to pay either with bls freedom or his 
tears: b ea Peear de todo saldr!ae "cuando ya pensa as qu 
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adelante, ella muri6" (p. 727). Nothing in h1s broken 
world remalne tor always; everything 1n 1te dynamic flux 
eventually turns to duet. ""-e d th r M 1 .m ea o .ar1.a Lutes, then, 
becomes one more absurd event 1n 8 llte whlch has been, 
and will continue to be, an inexorable chaln or absurdi-
ties. Nevertheless, he knows that he must survive; 
" ••• podri reeietlr, ••• debenf ree1et1r. Su vida ha s1do 
deepedazado. No ee la primers vez. La viv1ri aer, No 
tiene otra" (p. 689). 
From hie most sublime moment, Aniceto is plunged to 
hie lowest depths as be now moves into a simultaneous 
relationship w1th two women, a prostitute named Flor 
Cedron, and a young woman, Jimena, w1th whom he attempts 
to establish a communion similar to the one he had known 
with Mar!a Luisa. With the former, the arrangement is 
entirely non-committal, an unspoken agreement based solely 
on their common need for the phyetcel proximity of the 
Opposite sex, ·lbe barriers between them are insurmountable 
as evsrything operates agatnat an authenticity baaed on a 
truly interpersonal relat1onshlp. Anlceto had met her at 
a brothel party where all the men were accompanied by 
proetltutea; since Flor was the only one left, he had no 
choice but to take her. During the evening, it seemed 
hypocritical to him--as indeed it was--the way the men 
pretended to be having a good tlme, whereas they were only 
concerned with taking the girls to bed ae soon as possible. 
Later, when ha was alone with Flor, An1ceto was further 
disheartened by her mechanical act of washing herself 
and the bluntness of her words, "Me voy a acostar" (p. 757). 
Subsequent bedroom scenes are no lase cold, impersonal, 
and unoommun1cat1ve. Two or three words at most pass 
between them as An1oeto, b1a mind on Jlmana, amokea one 
olgaret after another while Flor lles silently w1tb her 
back to hlm, etar1ng blankly at the wall. Even the ob-
jective, matter-of-fact descr1ptlon ln a subsequent chapter 
of the brothel and of Flor's practical business sense--
she seems to have assumed a more masculine role than 
Anlceto--emphaslzee the hollowness of their feelings. 
Wlth J1mena things are not any better. At most, 
because of the simultaneous relat1onsh1p, Aniceto's situa-
tion ls ambiguous. Communication 1s blunted and commun-
ion 1s hopeless pr1mar1ly because they are not honest with 
each other. Indeed, their relationship ls quite the oppo-
site of communion as 1t takes on the charaoterlstioa of a 
duel. Because of Aniceto's silence, Jlmena suspects he 
dee1ree her only 1n a sexual way, a not altogether ground-
less eusp1c1on. Such a lack of communication has its 
culmination when, on what 1s to be their second night 
together, J1mena reveals to him that she 1e ln the middle 
of her menstrual period. Her final reply to h1m, after he 
persists in asking her to marry h1m, is less than kind, 
but 1f the words shock him, it le only because he never 
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really understood her character: 
Mira: no quiero caearme contigo por varioe motivoe. 
En primer lugar, por tu car4cter, que no me gueta; 
en eeguida, porque t1enee hijoe; no aer{a capaz de 
eoportarloe ni de hacer que elloa eoportaran a mt; 
finalmente, no qu1ero casarme contigo porque deber{a 
sacr1f1car todas las esperanzas y deseos que tengo, 
viajart ded1carme a algo, llegar a eer algo; cont1go 
no serla m4a que tu muJer, tendr{a dos o tree h1joe 
1 ah{ terminar!a todo.. •• Para mi el matr1mon1o es 
mucho m4a del1cado que el amor ••• Eeo ea todo (p. 790). 
At the end of the novel, then, Aniceto 1a back where 
he began--w1th nothing. And yet, despite this, and despite 
the fact that he is now middle-aged with nothing to show, 
he is not broken in spirit: "Estoy como empecf, sin nada, 
y el otono ha entrado en mt. Pero loe p1cafloree euelen 
volver en el otoiio" (p. 791). He seems to real1ze that ful-
fillment 1e not given but that it 1s rather up to the exist-
ing human being to be forever seeking it anew, always mind-
ful of the risks involved, ae he travels along the road 
to authentic being. 
Such 1a the nature of An1ceto'e search for fulfillment. 
As mentioned earlier, hie love affairs represent the bulk 
of the novel and constitute major variations on the same 
theme. 'Ihere are also, however, contrapuntal minor varia-
tions involving lees significant man-woman relationships 
which sometimes run parallel with the major ones or offer 
a contrast to them. 
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Obl1quely related to the V1rg1n1a afta1r are numerous 
such m1nor stories, The actress, Blanca, for example, had 
been sold into prostitution by her when An1ceto 
meets her, although she is married to one of the actors 
1n the troupe, she continues to work in the evenings at 
a brothel, In a mock-romantic story, Enrique Gallardo, 
another of An1ceto's acquaintances, tells how he had res-
oued his present wife from her overly strict parents: 
Anioeto sees her now, however, vict1m1zed by the more 
mundane task of caring for her husband and six young 
children. Benito Roas, an ardent union leader and Utopian 
revolutionary, is supported by a wife who works herself 
to death as a laundress. And finally, Aniceto's own brother, 
Daniel, lives an emotionally barren life with a sickly wife, 
All of these relationships, by the1r fa1lure, parallel 
Aniceto's experiences with Virginia, 
In the last part of the novel, the existential empti• 
ness of Aniceto's relationships with Flor and J1mena is 
proJected against a -contrasting account of the growth of 
a genuine love between two others. This rather lengthy 
story, compr1sing about one half of the whole last part, 
concerns A{da, a young prostitute who works for Flor, and 
Octavio, a seventy-year-old w1dower. The1r eventual love 
f d l'hey mee t ent1rely by chance grows out o a para ox, 
through a telephone conversation resulting from crossed 
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wires. Moreover, their frlendahlp begins with a lie when 
Afda tells Octavio that she la a student ln Santiago living 
wlth an aunt. As their relationship develops, however, 
and Octavio learns the truth, a mutual pity stemming from 
the lle begins to blnd them together in a more emotional 
way. Eventually, as they see more and more or each other, 
what began as pity evolves into an authentically spiritual 
love. Aa they begin to find transcendence in each other, 
Aniceto•s own search for transcendence is carrying hlm 
in the opposite dlrectton when, after losing Jlmena, he 
becomes more and more a prisoner of himself. 
Whereas the Virginia, Flor, and Jimena episodes are 
counterpointed by lesser stories ln the manner described 
above, the account of Aniceto'e courtship and marriage to 
Marfa Lulea stands by itself. Indeed, support of the klnd 
outlined above would most likely have blurred lte illumin-
ating qualities. Rather it le allowed to radiate greater 
intensity by contrast wlth the previous Virglnla affair 
and the subsequent Flor-Jimena incidents. 
'!be contrapuntal structure of~~ U l..!n2, 
which at tlmea pushes Aniceto into the background, becomes 
more radical in the last novel of the trilogy, Sombraa 
gontra .!11 rn, published flve years later. In this novel, 
lt ts often dlftlcult to locate Anlceto among the multitude 
or characters and numerous episodes which make up the book. 
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ln terms of the protagonist's life, Sombras contra !!l J1lU:2 
is a flashback, taking up where 1!!..12 ~~left off 
and advancing in t1me to where~ Sll! !l .!1ll9 begins. 
Like the other two novels, 1t develops further the theme 
of man's attempt to overcome fractional existence by part1-
oipat1ng in being through some kind of community relation-
ship. In Sombrae contra .lJ. rn, reintegration is sought 
through participation in a collective social movement. 
More spec1fically, the novel depicts Aniceto'e experiences 
as a young man involved in the lnternat1onal anarchist move-
ment in Santtago and Valpardso around the year 1915. 
Rojas is content, however, to concentrate on the human im-
plications of such "unificat1on" and avoids analyzing the 
movement's broader historical and political 1mplications. 
In 5ombrae contra .!! !!1.IWI., the theme le developed 
kaleidoscopically from a panoramic vantage point, Aniceto 
serving not as the protagonist but rather as a central 
a~ia, an observer around whom the many characters and 
events revolve. The author' e approach ls ironic and 
satirical as the group la shown to be unified only to the 
extent that they have in common the vague dream of obtain-
ing something more 1n the future than they have at the pre-
sent. In reality, they are not a group at all, being flung 
apart by the centrifugal force of their actions, ideas, 
and motives. Again, as ln the other novels, while absurdity, 
contradiction, and fragmentation abound, there are 
intermittent manlfestatlons of human brotherhood whlob 
flicker in the darkness. 
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Servlng as a catalyst for the anarchists' aotlon are 
tbe deplorable living conditions of the metropolis. Anioeto 
is particularly distressed by the utter deterioration of 
one alum d1atr1ot. It le a squalid garbage heap. filled 
with dirty bars and brothels. a likely place for a man to 
pick up lloe, tbe mange, or venereal disease: " ••• aqu{ 
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vomit6 algulen, otro orin6, un deseeperado hlzo algo peor." 
In another section, he observes dead doge and oats, whloh 
no one bothers to bury, slowly decaying 1n the streets. 
Here, ln the squalor of~ and conyept1llos. llve most 
of Aniceto's friends. 
Condltions llke these, brought about by the lnoreaeed 
birth rate and the mass migrations from the rural areas, 
breed crime and revolt. What ls worse, the Judicial struc-
ture and the law enforcement agencies, unable to cope fair-
ly wlth the problem, can only perpetrate 1nJuetioe. 
Crietlin, Anlceto's friend from !ll.J2 ~. ls shot 
through the head by the police, causing El Fil6aofo to 
lament the lose of a human being, In another episode, 
two of Anioeto's friends are picked up by the pollce and 
charged with dlsturb1ng tbe peace. In reallty, they had 
only been singing ln the perk. An1oeto himself was arrested 
and Jailed overnight on one occasion Just for looklng sus-
picious; he comments that those who are jelled for breaking 
the law 1n most ca see have broken a law " •• , aegi1n el 
cr1 ter1o de sue aprehensores" (p, 94). 
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It 1e not difficult, therefore, to understand the 
reasons for the anarchists• revolt, On the other hand, 
their scheme to rebuild society contains the seeds of ite 
own destruction in the wooly rhetoric of their creed: 
,,.el anarquiemo, el ideal y el eueno de loe hom-
bres l1bree, sin gob1erno, ein religi6n, sin eJer-
o1to, sin pal1c{a, el apoyo mutuo, la conqu1sta del 
pan, aa{ hablaba Zaratustra, la eoo1edad future, la 
Revoluo16n, a{, la Revoluo16n, la huelga general, 
la Grande, abol1oi6n de la prop1edad, soo1alizaci6n 
de los med1oe de produoci6n, el amor libre, el l1bre 
albedrfo, parec!a un eueno ... (pp. 27-28). 
And so 1t goes, inarticulate, incoherent, only half digested 
by all of them, but above all, impractical, These ideas, 
for the most part negative, serve only to intensify the 
chaos and injustice they were meant to overcome, Any 
attempt to implement them, rather than bringing men to-
gether, separates them all the more, 
To speak of the implementation or the ideas 1a to 
speak of the characters of the novel, Numerous as they 
are--and it would be pointless to discuss them all--, they 
fall roughly into four principal categories: the artists 
and 1ntelleotuale; the non-intellectual idealists; the 
self-seekers; and the positive workers. 
l'he artiste and intellectuals are the embodiment of 
the pure ideas themselves, To be sure, these individuals 
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are aware or the suffering and misery all about them, but 
they live, nonetheless, with their heads in the foggy clouds 
of theory. Their efforts at practical solutions to the 
human condition are pathetically absurd. Fil!n, a myopic 
painter--and his myopia seems to be appropriately symbolic--, 
is particularly cut off from concrete reality. He reads 
only the most abstract and theoretical anarchist tracts, 
but his most visible effort to apply them is the feeble 
attempt to learn and teach Esperanto. Antonio, a would-
be playwright who would like to put the~ and the peasant 
on the stage, is possessed by the burning desire to establish 
a writers' colony in the mountains where they could commune 
with nature; yet he continually falls short of hie ideal 
because " ••• s1empre faltaban hachas, tree hachae, l.que 
hace un lenador o un carbonero sin au hacha?" (p. 30). 
And Daniel, a man with no formal education himself, starts 
a school for adults; he plane to teach himself as well as 
the class. Daniel, however, ls run down and killed one 
night by a train, too engrossed in his mystical meditations 
on the egg, a symbol in his mind of the genesis of the new 
humanity, to notice that be was walking on the railroad 
tracks. 
If the artists and intellectuals are harmless, albeit 
quixotic, their non-intellectual counterparts find their 
outlet for the most part 1n violent acts of destruction. 
While potentially more dangerous, they are no lees ludicrous. 
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Voltaire, tor example, bombs a church, leaving the Virgin 
with no clo thee on her body and the child Jesus " ••• biz co 
Y con el poto pelado" (p. 184)·. In an "heroic" act, Miguel 
Briones holds up a defenseless middle-class gentleman carry-
ing the payroll tor a local bakery and is forthwith captur-
ed by the police. l'he shoemaker, Pinto, sits quietly and 
dreams ot the glory ot the coming Utopia; while he per-
petrates no violence, his dreams are no more than barren 
fantasies. 
But whether they are intellectuals or not, the true 
idealists are in the minority. Far more numerous are the 
anarchists who are motivated by self-interest. For the 
most part, they belong to Alberto's gang and hold the 
belief that bourgeois society can beet be attacked by 
aseaul ting bourgeois banks. Yet never quite getting around 
to such a big order, their most daring criminal act is the 
lees spectacular robbery of a hat shop. Rojas' irony le 
again evident in the disparity shown between their gran-
diose plane and the actual, rather noneene1csl, assault 
ot the hat shop. '.!'he characters involved here are as 
ridiculous as the robbery. Alberto, their leader, has 
a Narcissus complex about h1e physique, symbolic perhaps 
ot the whole group's self-interest. Hie professed adher-
ence to anarchist ideals 1s little more than a psychological 
rebellion aga1net a complacent middle-class father and an 
indifferent mother. Although as leader he desires the 
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admiration of the others. when the time comes to plan and 
carry out the robbery. he yields his poe1t1on to 8 pro• 
fess1onal thief alongside whom he looks extremely naive. 
A more ludicrous figure is Emilio Clceres. alias El Cham-
beco. who is the physical opposite of Alberto: " ••• cusndo 
ee mov!a a cierta veloc1dad sue oarnes. que se ag1taban 
oon frenest. amenazaban desprenderse de su cuerpo y correr 
a la par de el" (p. 68). In h1s effort to avoid work and 
at the same time eat. he goes abOut the city checking tor 
unlocked doors; yet he exhausts himself in this way more 
than 1f he had worked all day at a job, His innate cow• 
ardice 1s revealed 1n a particularly amusing scene during 
the robbery; in his fear. he feels the need to defecate and 
proceeds to drive h1s comrades out of the store with the 
prodigious odor. 
Not all of those whose motives stem from self-interest 
belong to Alberto's gang. El Checo considers work humll• 
iating and prefers to steal or simply live off hie sister. 
Peptn la able to earns substantial profit from hie work 
as an arsonist by sharing in the insurance money with the 
b0urgeo1s proprietors of the establishments he burns. 
But the Frenchman. Rene. a thief with an exaggerated sense 
of hauteur. ls perhaps the most ridiculous of all, When 
some years ago he was 1n need of some quick money, he 
bb Considerina himself a man of decided to turn to ro ery. c 
d1stlnct1on, he concluded that lt would have to be a crlme 
ot some grandeur. In an ingenious undertaking, he stole 
a V.el&zquez original from a Santiago museum only to dis-
cover later, much to his dismay, that there was no market 
tor it in Chile. Incapable ot destroying such a beautiful 
.2.!?..1.!l. s'art, he saw himself obliged to return it, an under-
taking almost as ingenious as the robbery. 
Although very few or the anarchists work in a positive 
way to advance their cause, there are some 1ndividuals who 
come forth from time to time with the genuine acts of 
brotherhood which contrast sharply with the chaos and stu-
pidity around them. If they have any concrete traits 1n 
common, they are respect for honest work and a concern 
fo.r the dignity of the individual person. Aniceto, of 
course, is always willing to work and attaches more 
importance to the personal relationships he 1s able to 
establish than to the abstract anarchist creeds. Two 
other characters also stand out in th1s regard. Ibe first 
1a the barber, Teodoro, a practical man who owns his own 
shop and caters to a regular clientele. He is very much 
disillusioned with those of hie friends who belong to Al-
berto's gang. He is sure they are not honest anarchists 
because " ••• no quieren trabaJar y ••• se buscan alguna 
maners r&c11 y chueca de ganarse los porotos: estafadores, 
cuenteros O sl.mplemente ladrones" (p. 14'3). In one incident 
especially, Teodoro demonstrates his inherent sense of 
values. ~b•n little Rodoltlto'e father dlee and h1s 
mother rune oft the day after the funeral wlth another 
man. Teodoro takee the boy lnto hle care untll he le able 
to flnd hlm a permanent home, Llke Teodoro, Brlonee, too, 
ls a steady worker and a man of charity. He even mlxes a 
11 ttle Chr1et1an1 ty with his anarchlsm 1 " ••• el deber del 
anarqulsta es vlvlr honestamente, dar el eJemplo, en fln, 
eer un poco crtstlano" (p. 188). Hls advice to hls younger 
brother, Miguel, to avold violence and those who advocate 
it, although lt le glven ln valn, indicates that he con-
elders himself hie brother's keeper. 
These, then, are the many faces of anarchism ln Sombraa 
contra li rn• It ls an anarchism whlch falls at every 
turn ln lte plan to brlng about a human community. In 
the words of one of Anlceto' e friends, words whlch echo 1n 
hle mind at the end of the novel, nothing has been accom-
plished: "l'u creee que todo ee ha arreglado? No, nose 
ha arreglado nada" (p. 230). Anlceto has the feeling that 
they are bumping up against an impenetrable wall: 
••• mui alto, como el de loa Lamentoe o como los de 
Jer1c6, ••• , un muro que no ae ~od!a penetrar nl 
eublr y ante el cual no hac!an mfa que hablar, gr1-
tar, llorar y morlr; detrle del muro exlat!a una 
poe1bil1dad de amor, de Just1c1a, de abu~dancia, 
de paz, pero mllee de 1ndiv1duos, acompanados de 
sue s1M1entes, eetaban en lo alto, y aunque no 
dlsfrutaban elno gu1napos de aquella poslbllldad, 
gu1napoe con d1entee y unas, lmped!an que nadle 
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entrara o aubiera. Hab{a que buscar y encontrar 
armaa mis finas y mis poderosas que las palabras 
Y el llanto para subir o penetrar el muro (pp.230-231). 
Impl1ed here, it would seem, 1s the idea that human brother-
hood must be built upon the inner reform of the individual 
both inelde and outside the ranks of anarchism. 
Sombrae oontra U .!Jllll:2, when compared to the other 
two works of the trilogy, 1s decidedly inferior. lbe most 
obvious reason for this le that Rojas has failed to probe 
beneath the surface of the experiences he le depleting. 
It will be recalled from h1s own comments, which he made 
regarding h1s method 1n !!lJ.2 ladr6n. that 1n the process 
of wr1t1ng that novel he discovered that he examined phen-
omena 1n a different light from his earlier works. What 
the difference amounted to was hie penetration into the 
poetic essence of experience whereas before he had merely 
described people and action on the surface. In vlew of this, 
Sombras contra Urn 1s a regression, for once again Rojas 
1s on the surface of character and action, making little 
effort to record the complex emotional atmosphere 1n which 
the characters' experiences take place. There 1s noth1ng 
1n thls novel, for example, which can begin to compare 
wlth the sheer poetry of the fr1endsb1p between An1cetc 
and El F116eofo in .lil..12 A! ~- Perhaps the failure ls 
inherent 1n the technique Rojas has chosen, By spreading 
himself too thint,over so many characters and incidents, 
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he has neceaear1ly been auperticial. lbe result 1a that 
the authentic teeling tor lite, so evident in the other 
novels, can be tound here only on rare occasions, 
Having discussed 1n detail the content of the three 
novels, a few words about the character of Aniceto are in 
order. Any 1mpreee1on left by the above discussion that 
the trilogy is a character biography, in the manner, say, 
of Eduardo Barrios' .Yn perdido, has been entirely uninten-
tional and should be dispelled. The emphasis in Rojas' 
novels is entirely different. It was Barrios' purpose 
to develop a personality from certain psychological deter-
minants. It is entirely possible for the critic to explain 
the why and wherefore of Lucho Bernales. He is made up 
of a comb1nat1on of observable character traits combined 
with an equally observable temperament. '.lbis temperament 
may be said to have been determined by his childhood en-
vironment and to some extent by h1a heredity. Within this 
framework, then, he develops certain traits which are gather-
ed together by the author into certain hablt patterns which 
in tum make up his personality. 
Whereas .Yn perdidg la psychologically oriented within 
a Naturalistic framework, Rojas' trilogy may be sald to be 
exiatentlally oriented. What the reader encounters in 
Aniceto Hevia is not a personality exposed or available for 
h1e analysis. Rather we witness a being searching for the 
meaning of his existence. Aniceto's personality is never 
laid bare before our eyes. lhe minute we have traits ex-
posed, we have an "obJect" we can observe and pin down. 
Thie, it would seem, is what Rojas tried to avoid. To 
some extent, Aniceto'e character reflects the crisis of 
self-identity so much 1n evidence 1n contemporary litera-
ture. Compared to Lucho Bernales, he ls difficult to 
identify. Even he himself 1n fil..12 il ladr6p la unable 
to present us with a clear picture. And in !!.Ll2J: .ma! u 
.!JJl2, be la presented by the author 1n a blurred manner 
through ever-shifting states of consciousness and moods. 
The only constants in his make-up are hls timidity, his 
lack of will, and his aeneltlvlty. 
In his temperament, Aniceto is manifestly timid. 
However, hereditary and environmental factors are nowhere 
explicit. One might attribute it to the protection given 
him from the world by his mother as revealed in .!ilJ.s!. a 
ladr6n. In any case, his t1m1d1ty ls evident 1n his intro-
verted nature: he is generally the observer rather than the 
part1c1pant. It ls El F116sofo who takes the initiative 
1n the establishment of their friendship, and in each of 
h1s love affairs he is handicapped by his tendency to with-
draw into himself. Name the incident and it wlll always 
be evident that it 1a the other person who opens himself 
f1ret to Anioeto. '.then and only then 1s he ~ble to offer 
himself in return. 
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Undoubtedly related to h1s t1m1d1ty is h1a lack of 
will. In every situation 1n which he finds himself, he 
acts passively, indeed, at times paralytically. He le 
moved about by the forces of circumstances and carried 
along wllly•nllly not to any logical conclusion b..itaimply 
to another experience. Rarely if aver does he atop to 
analyze what an experience means to him ln rational terms. 
Quite the contrary, he baa little intellectual understand-
ing of any of his experiences. Throughout !i!..12£ _gJia! .!l !.lll2, 
such phrases as 11 Aniceto no asbe c!Smo" or 11 51n saber c!Smo" 
underscore this lack of comprehension. It la a1gn1f1cant, 
too, that this oharaoteristlc le brought to light in the 
very first par&gI'RlJh of fil..12 a~: "l.C!Smo y por qu& 
llegu& haeta all{? Por loe mlamoe motlvoe por loe que he 
llegado a tantaa partea. Ea una hletoria large y, lo que 
ea peor, confuea" (p. ,19). Finally, hie paaeivlty can be 
seen 1n the etoloal tone 1n which he relates the events of 
l!.!.J2 ll ladr§n. Ona might possibly note a hint of rebellion 
ln the irony with which he sometimes views hie experlenoes. 
Nevertheless, even here lt would not be wrong to say that 
he le mostly unooneoloue of the fact that he la being 
iron lo. 
At all times, Anlceto la a man who approaches hie ex-
perience through feeling and 1ntu1t1on rather than through 
logic or reason. Thie le true whether lt be 1n terms of 
people, placep, or 1deaa. It 1a moat clear in hle 
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aeneltlvlty. Above all, he is aenaitive to people; he baa 
a desire to feel intimacy with others. Unlike Juan Pablo 
Castel in Ernesto 84bato'e fil 1YD!!,, whose hyper-rational 
approach to other people only resulted in h1e total al1ena-
t1on, Anioeto is often able to participate 1n the being of 
others. Such partlc1pat1on 1s always achieved, when 1t 1s 
aobleved-•there are many times when Anicet.o, too, reels 
isolation••, by a kind of mysterious 1ntu1t1on which 1s 
inexplicable in rational terms. 
In addition to h1s sens1tiv1ty toward people, Anlceto 
1s also aens1tlve to the landscape and, 1n a broader sense, 
to hie surroundings whatever they may be. Landscape 1s 
never, for example, presented as pure background but 1a 
payoh1cally related to the character. It becomes part or 
h1m through emotional and psychological aasoc1at1ons. 
The following passage taken from~ .9.Y!! Jtl .I1D2 clearly 
illustrates this point. Anlceto ls observing a familiar 
portion of the Cordillera as he crosses the Andes by train 
into Chile: 
••• mire deeds el tren cada roes y cads torrents, 
cads r!o, los prec1p1c1os, los senderos de mules, 
los cam1nos. Anduvo mucho por ah!, hace algunos 
anos, no a caballo nl en tren s1no a p1e, Y todo 
le es tan conoc1do como eus manoe, no e6lo el 
paleaje, que ya est& en ,1 a1no ademia las sen• 
sao1ones que produce, de dia, de noche, de la tar-
de, en el amanecer, en 1nv1erno, en verano. Pod-
r!a bajar y echar a andar hacla cualquler parte, 
trepar o descender ••• S!, todo aquello le ea 
oonoo1do: no a6lo lo ha vlato, lo ha vlvldo, y el 
hecho de haberlo v1v1do ea lo que da a su cuerpo 
Ya au mente, en relaclon con ello una resuelta segurldad (p. 694). ' 
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Numero~s other examples could be cited. In !i.1J2 .w, ladr§n. 
the sea seems mysteriously to participate in the .friendship 
tbat is being established on its shore; the vast reachee 
ot white snow in the Andes 1s integrally tied up with 
Anloeto's feelings ot solitude; and finally, the sun and 
the wind, tbe sea and the sky have the same ettect on him 
when he le released from jail. 
It ls this predominance ot the emotional over the 
intellectual in the character ot Aniceto which baa prompted 
some orltlca, oriented perbapa toward a nineteenth century 
concept ot characterization, to berate Rojas tor creating 
a character who lacke color, tone, and personality. To 
an extent, they are correct in their criticism; Aniceto 
has no ideas to give him substance, no will to give him 
magnetism, no external description to give him body; be 
1s an ever-sbitting kaleidoscope ot emotions, moods, and 
sensations, and more often than not he ls overwhelmed by 
bis surroundings. Yet he can only be what he ls, and 
Rojas can not make b1m other than he 1s. It is at least 
part ot the author's message that men like Aniceto exlat, 
autfer, teel, and search tor themselves, if not rationally 
at least emotionally, in a baffling sea ot experience. 
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81nce An1ceto's character 1s by no means magnetic, 
RoJas seeks other ways to draw us near to him, He does 
_tbia primarily through narrative viewpoints designed to 
establish a feeling on the part of the reader of intimacy 
and participation. W2 At~. for instance, is written 
entirely in the first person. In this way, the reader 
participates directly in Aniceto•s attitudes toward people 
and events, in his different moods, fears, and astonishments, 
and, most importantly perhaps, in the innocently ironic 
way in wh1ob he views many of the evente of his life. In 
.t!!...1.21: SW! !!l vlno, although Rojas sw!tches the viewpoint 
from An1ceto himself to the third person (omnisc1ent narra-
tor), he does not assume an aloof and obJective distance 
from his character. Rather he tries to get as close to 
Aniceto as possible within the framework of tbe narrative 
convention. Although he writes in the th1rd person, what 
RoJas really does 1s let the reader 1n on Anioeto's inter-
1or monologues by following, even in his sentence structure, 
the ever-changing course of h1s feelings, moods, thoughts, 
and senee perceptions. These interior monologues, never-
theless, are always on the conso1ous level of Anioeto•e 
m1nd and never descend, 1n a Joycean manner, to the deeper 
levels of the subconscious. At times, 1n order to achieve 
an even greater intimacy with the character, Rojas will 
switch to the second person~. Usually tbis occurs when 
he is dealing with the more emotional experiences in 
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An1ceto's life and it often createe a rhapsodic effect. 
RoJas had experimented with this viewpoint earlier in 
fil.12 il ladr6n when he had An1ceto give a discourse on 
his wound. All in all, if it is not overused, it has the 
effect of establishing a bond with the reader. 
The closeness of the reader to the protagonist, although 
it achieves the desired intimacy, precludes our seeing the 
character clearly and objectively. But then this seems to 
be the effect Rojas wishes to create. lbe minor characters, 
on the other hand, are observed from without and are much 
lees complex. lbe more integral eecondary characters 11ke 
El F116eofo, An1ceto•s mother, the women in hie 11fe, and 
the anarch1ete in Sombras -™lt!. .!l .mm:2, like the characters 
in the short storiee, are one-dimensional. Dona Roaal!a 
may be summed up as faithful and selt-sacrific1ng; Virginia 
is sexually frigid and self-centered; El F116eofo is a 
prolix vagabond constructed around a paradox--a kind of 
tramp-philosopher. Often, as is the case with the ugly 
El Azaro6n, the minor characters are physically described 
in some detail. On other occasions, as in the case of 
Aniceto's picaresque friend with the turtles, they are 
eharply delineated through their actions (this character 
eepecially contrasts with An1oeto by the tact that he has 
a strong will and to an extent creates hie circumstances). 
Still others are presented by means of character synopses. 
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Octavio and Flor both relate their past to the reader 
through soliloquies, silent 1nter1or monologues which by 
their coherence seem to aeeume some sort of audience, 
Jimena s1m1larly is revealed by means of entries in her 
diary, Finally, 1n Sombrae .£0!1m .!l m.w:2, reference to 
a character's past le handled through kaleidoscopes which 
are only syntactically different from the more traditional 
device of narrative exposition. In the last analysis, 
however, it ie questionable whether the narration of a 
character's past is really sufficient for good characterlza-
tiona. It would seem that Rojas relies too heavily on it, 
and the result is that at timea the reader has the im• 
presa1on that he la simply alluding to characters. 
Important 1n the presentation of all the characters, 
1nclud1ng Anlceto, le the author's benevolent, and at times 
pathetic, irony. He le a master at bringing out the rld1o-
uloue 1n their situation. Nevertheless, there 1s at t1mes 
an aesthetic dilemma here, especially 1n Melor ,SW! el .I.1n2, 
which ls not quite resolved, In thls novel, Rojas le eo 
close to An1ceto that it 1e sometimes d1ff1cult to discern 
whether the irony ls meant to stem from An1oeto'e v1ew of 
thlnge and himself or whether 1t le the author viewing 
hle character wlth tongue in cheek, Tue reader should be 
willing to accept any tone an author may choose to select, 
even a coherent and meaningful mixture of tones; but when 
the author 1ncone1etently changes h1e tone, thereby 
aacr1t1c1ns coherence, 1t can only result 1n contusion and 
1s nothing less than d1sturb1ns to the reader. 
In the d1scuss1on of the characters and the techniques 
employed to present them, reference was made to the structure 
of the novels 1n general. Perhaps 1t 1s 1n matters of 
structure that Rojas has departed most radically from hie 
earlier works, In all three novels, the structural tech-
niques used are designed to Jar the reader out of any 
complacent or comfortable view of reality that he may hold 
1n order to focus hie attention on the human condition 
viewed aa anarchic, incoherent, and always 1n flux. In 
ll!..1.2 ladr§n. the course le that or An1ceto'e memory ae 
1t wanders over past experiences: 
••• nunca he podido pensar como pud1era hacerlo 
un metro ••• ; y mi memoria no es mucho mejor: 
ealta de un hecho a otro y toms a vecea los que 
aparecen primero, volviendo aobre aua pesos s6lo 
cuando los otros, m&e perezosos o densos, emp1e-
zan a eurgir a au vez desde el rondo de la vida 
passda (p. ~79). 
In H!.121: SJ,!! !l .!JJ12, although 1t ls third person narra-
tion, much ot the novel follows the same course of psycho-
logical association. The last novel, Som~tU !l 
~• which gives us 8 picture of the confusion of anarchism, 
is entirely arbitrary 1n the selection ot the sequence of 
what are at most very loosely connected events. 
In the development of the main action (everything 
directly related to An1ceto), there 1s a calculated effort 
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on RoJas' part to avo1d ae much as possible any chronological 
progression. There are numerous spatial and temporal d1s-
placements without any of the traditional tran11t1on de-
vices. Such displacements are at times quite Jarring and 
require no little perspicacity on the part of the reader to 
orient himself. l'he narrative pace, too, undergoes abrupt 
changes. Many incidents may be passed over with dizzying 
speed, years may be telescoped into a single chapter, whereas 
other incidents may be taken up in their most minute details. 
Moreover, there is often an inner projection, a viewing of 
things from an extremely subjective perspective. Yet 
while inter1or monologues are often used, Rojas 1e never 
so extreme in the d1atorting of real1ty as the more aur-
real1at1c writers like, say, Aguat!n Y&nez or AleJo Car-
pentier. 
Many of the most Jarring displacements 1nvolve changes 
in character focal point. Such changes often give the 
somewhat cub1atic effect of fragmentation. Indeed, at 
times these focal points change with such rap1dity, es-
pecially 1n Sombrae qontra Urn, that a giddy kaleido-
scopic impression results. In th1s latter novel, the 
focal polnt in Chapter One is changed aa many as nineteen 
times within the confines of forty pages. 
Finally, it hae already been suggested that the central 
action may be interrupted by seemingly unrelated side stor-
ies. lbese, too, contribute to the general effect of 
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fragmentation in addition to slowing down the pace of the 
novel, In 1:!1..12 il ~. there are three of them: the 
of the police detective, Victoriano Ruiz; an account 
of the life of Aniceto'e vagabond friend wlth the 
an interpolated picaresque novel; and the aborter story 
of El Fil~eofo'a relationship with the woman in the~-
yentillg •. li!.12.t ,ma .£1 vino has many more, and they will 
be recalled from the earlier d1acueeion of that novel. 
But in Sombraa contra !1 JllU:2--in each aucoeed1ng novel, 
the device becomes progressively more radical--, Rojas 
seems to be aware of the fact that Anlceto can no longer 
sustain the narrative, for the entire novel ls lacking in 
any central character or ~otion, the composition being 
made up of loosely connected aide stories. Perhaps it 1a 
incorrect even to refer to them as side stories in this 
case, since many of them are simply fragments of storiee 
atuck together as ln a shattered mosaic, 
While the above devices create in the three novels a 
feeling of fragmentation, in .!ll.12 il ~and~ ,ma 
!1 .Il!12, Rojas makes an effort to give a tighter unity 
to the smaller units within the whole, Various devices 
are used to g1ve the 1ndlv1dual chapters a greater unity 
than they would otherwise have. The moat common ls the 
framing of a chapter by means of variations on a single 
phrase. l'he chapter aummsrizing Anlceto's barren years wlth 
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Virginia, for example, begins with" l . • .e amor ••• no •• toma 
gratis (p. 704) and ends with 11 st, no ta lo darfn gratis" 
(p. 707). Another common device 1e the use of the l!ll• 
mlt• The chapter 1n Me ~or ,SW!! ,tl describing a rather 
tedious birthday party at Flor's brothel repeats varia-
tions at spaced intervals on the follow1.ng dialogue: 
~~,Quiere Ud. otro sandwich? 
--Graoiae, no; ya he comido tree. 
••&Un traguito de ponche? 
-•~o; pretlero un poco de vino; el ponche esti 
demasiado dulce. 
••&?into o blanco el vino? 
••Pret1ero el t1nto, graclas (p. 777). 
lbe repetition ot such banalities, in addition to reinfor-
cing the structure of the chapter, points up the utter lack 
ot human warmth in their party; it takee on all the trap-
pings ot a meaningless ritual. Another instance ot the use 
ot this device occurs as Anioeto 1s lying in bed with Flor. 
This chapter is punctuated throughout by Flor's words: 
"&Por qui me hablas tan to de esa muJer?" (p. 739). Finally, 
the side stories within the larger whole of each novel are 
given a tight unity through a r!gid chronology which con-
trasts radically with the absolute lack of chronology of 
the greater structure. Such smaller units, blocked out 
within the larger whole, also suggest certain superficial 
eimilarities with cubist1c painting. 
A final word on structure must deal with the unity 
ot the trilogy itself. Although it is true that each ot 
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the novels le independent or the others, 1t le also true 
that each complements the others and that together they 
comprise a unit, a kind of l:Q!ll!Ul fleuxe. Beyond the raot 
that Anioeto appears 1n each of them, they are given a 
greater unity through allusions to previous events and 
through recurring characters. li1J2 S! alludes to 
each of the sequels by mention of Aniceto's sexual 1nexper-
1ence and anarchists. In .9li1 !J. l..U.IQ, there are many 
allusions to Aniceto•e earlier experiences in the first 
novel, characters who have disappeared now reappeBl'-• 
Daniel, h1s brother and Patricio Reyes, the anonymous vaga-
bond w1th the turtles--, and themes suggested earlier are 
expanded. Finally, Sombras .!1 is linked w1th 
.H!..1.2l: .wa .!l Jt!n2 toward the end when An1oeto joins an 
aotlng troupe, the same troupe in which he will meet V1r• 
ginia. At the beginning of thte novel, the recurrence or 
the characters of El Fildsofo and Crlsti4n ties it to 
W2 .41 ladrcSn. 
I'he over-all structural cealgn of the trilogy is more 
akin to music than to architecture. That is, themes are 
euggested, dropped, picked up again later and developed, 
fused with others, counterpointed, while all the time new 
themes are emerging from the old. l'he structure, tn short, 
is expansive rather than intensive; it ie slow-moving, anti-
climactic, anti-dramatic, capturing 1n th1e way the ins1g• 
n1f1cant m1nut1ae which make up the experience of the eon 
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or. a thler. It must always be remembered, however, that 
1n ep1te of the 1neign1ticance of his lite, he is portrayed 
ae possessing human d1gn1ty, a d1£nity stemming from Rojas' 
reverence for human life no matter how humble the person. 
Th1e, after all, le Rojas' meeeage--that human dignity must 
ever be proclaimed against the countless forces in a broken 
world which are seemingly bent on obl1terat1ng it. 
1'he tedious, ponderous rhythm,, so typical of the 
novels' structure, ie reflected also ln Rojas' style. Xo 
be sure, the slow, involved sentence has always been a 
favorite of his, even in his short stories. Here, however, 
the syntax becomes inf1n1tely more complex, especially in 
those instances when An1ceto becomes introspective. In 
W£ il ladr<Sn, his discourse on the wound le an excellent 
example. Later, in~™ !l yino, the style at times 
becomes Proust1an as the flow of An1eeto's thoughts are 
followed through interior monologue. The~ in the fol-
lowing example refers to hts memory: 
Hay instantes en que sobre eei tels, apretada 
o suelta, o eobre eee borde, recto o dentado, 
aparecen figures de ooaas y de personae, arbolee, 
easae montanae, playas, un r!o, un hombre, una 
muJer; un nino--todo en blanco y negro (quien 
sabe e1 los plntoree loe ven con sue prop1oe ama-
r1lloa, roJos, azules o verdea)--, y la m1rada del 
hombre que p1enea, esa mirada interns, las ve y no 
sabe s1 el m1amo las ha sacado de alguna parte que 
i~nora o s1 ban aparec1do de modo espontaneo, con 
una vida prop1a, 1ndepend1ente de la suya, con una 
fuerza propla que las empuja hac1a arriba y dee-
pues las lleva hacia abaJo o hac1a el lado, haeta 
que deeaparecen (pp. 77 7-7~9). 
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Rojas' style reflects, too, the same concern tor con-
trast and change or pace as does the structure. Just as 
a dramatic scene may relieve by juxtapoe1t1on the alow-
mov1ng rhythm or events, the more dynamic ™1-.Iill-v1nc1 
sentence relieves the otherwise laborious movement or the 
prose. It la always baaed on three or more preterite verb 
forms. Sentences 11ke the following abound 1n !ll..1s!. il 
l•4Nn: 
Hubo un breve d1flogo, la puerta son6 como a1 
la empujara con brusquedad y un paeo de hombre 
avanz6 por el corredor de baldoeae (p. 338). 
Rec~g! un~ fraz~da, 1~ h1ce•un paquete que met{ 
bajo el brazo y eel{ (p. 430). 
Despite their frequency, the dynamic eentencesor this type 
offer relief only as a change of pace; always predominant 
la the slow, more intricate sentence. 
Besides involved syntax, other stylistic devices em-
ployed to achieve slowness are 1) word repetition and 
parallel oonstruct1ons, 2) enumeration, and 3) accumula-
tion or adjectives. A few examples follow: 
1) Repet1t1on W parallel constructions 
••• pensaba en la poeib1lidad de tener una mujer, 
una mujer que eecog1era para s{ solo y a qu1en 
acar1c1ar{a y poeeer!a I en qu1en engendrara un 
h1jo una mujer que eer{a exclus1vamente suya, 
por d!ae y por noches, no una muJer por rstoe, •• (p, 684). 
dond•e lae 0 fam111ae ee•crean y deetruyen, ••• en i t o aparecen y desaparecen, s1lenc osamen e, com 
aparecen y deeaparecen loe irbolee (p. 539). 
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2) Enumera t1on 
••• circulamoe por pae1lloe llenoa de pequenae 
of1c1nae, cuch1tr1lee de eecretarioe, receptoree, 
cop1etae, telefon1atas, archiveroe, gendarmee ••• (p.500). 
•••Y qu1e~ dice 0 d1ner~ d1ce 0 com1da luz, calor, 
ropa 11mp1a, l1broe, amb1ente ••• (p: 710J. 
3) Accumulation of ad1ectivee 
••• encontr4 a alguien, una mujer, delgada, baja, 
v1eJa ya ••• (p. 578) • 
••• ;et, a~merg1da en ~n r!o 0 de graaa, deape1nada, 
deearreglada, rodeada de p,rvuloe ••• (p. 655). 
If all of the above-mentioned dev1oea slow down the 
pace of the novels, thereby emphae1 1ng the anti-dramatic 
nature of An1oeto 1 a 11fe, the singular absence of expres-
sive metaphorical language may be said to effect a certain 
drab and colorless mode of expression commensurate w1th 
th1e same atmosphere. Infrequent metaphors and similes, 
nevertheless, are used at times to bring about a change of 
pace. Most always they are of the popular, colloquial kind: 
Hay gente que t1ene mucha plata, y que, s1n 
embargo, se s1ente tan segura como una sal-
ch1cha en el hoc1co de un perro (p. 681). 
Un ~lor a 0 bacal~o surge de toda la caleta y 
lo recibe a uno como un punetazo recibe a un 
rostro, d4ndole en la nar1z (p. 455). 
Hyperbole 1s also employed at times to add color. 
1'he example below refers to a fish sandwich: 
La habr!a com1do, sin embargo, aun en el caso 
de que se me hub1ese probado que la peecada 
era or1g1nar1a del Mar Rojo y contempor&nea 
de Jon&s (p. 474). 
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Moat ofte;, however, 1t is 1rony, the author's mock-
serious tone, wh1ch relieves the tedium. The first ex-
ample cited below refers to the poetry Anlceto had written 
about Mar!a Luisa; the second concerns the anarch1sts who 
were always making plans to rob, only to encounter probo-
lema when the t1me came to carry them out: 
Aniceto se dio cuenta y d!ae despule, seducido 
por la idea de qua escr1bir versos rasultaba 
m&s econ6m1co que escr1bir proea, ya que sees-
crib!a menos, llen6 de rosas, juncos, narcisos, 
••• varios doreos de formularios de telegrams (p.712). 
Era un.plan ;stupe;do, m;tem4tico, solo fal-
taba real1zarlo. El pr1mero s4bado que fueron 
vieron que, justo en el momenta en que el hom-
bre bajaba del tranv!a, surg!an como del aire 
var1as mujeres que se detuv1eron en la acera del 
frente y m1raron hac1a dentro del taller. &Qui&-
nes son? &Tal vez piensan tamb1&n asaltar al 
pagador? (p. 61). 
The form of irony most frequently used by Rojas is 
understatement, usually occuring at the end of a chapter 
for dramatic effect. The following example, taken from 
the f1rst chapter of fil..l2 ladr6n. is an 1ron1c commentary 
on An1ceto's freedom; just released from ja11, he 1s still 
sick and weak: 
En eae estado y con eaas expectat1vaa, eal! 
a la calle. 
--Eat4 en l1bertad. F1rme aqu!. iCabo de 
guard ta I ) Sol y v1ento, mar y c1elo (p. 379 • 
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A few final words should be added concerning Rojas' 
vocabulary, Popular conversational words are used almoet 
exclusively. Given the tact that An1oeto and bis friends 
are of the lower, uneducated class, there 1s no need tor 
Rojas to use learned and erudite expressions. It 1a true 
that some intellectual vocabulary appears 1n Sombrae .s!2!llt! 
.!l llllll:2, but 1t 1s present tor ironical and satirical pur-
poses only. Although Rojas uses popular language, unlike 
the cr1oll1stas, he eschews regionalisms and picturesque 
expressions. 1'o be sure, there are some Chileanisms, but 
these are kept to an absolute minimum, The following exam-
ples are the most frequent: ~-muchaohos; pescar-
hallar; gallo-hombre. Profanity and vulgar expressions 
are also avoided, although in Sombras contra Jl ™2, 
Rojas seems to have left behind some of the modesty of the 
previous novels. Here he shows an unusual penchant tor 
scatological humor. In the last analysis, perhaps Rojas' 
greatest stylistic achievement comes in the tact that the 
reader feels that here is a sensib111ty that is entirely 
spontaneous and natural; rerely is the reader conscious 
ot effects being artfully contrived. 
In conclusion, there ls little doubt that Rojas' im-
portance as a novelist will rest on the An1ceto Hev1a 
trilogy, Among the three, fil..12 il remains h1s most 
probing exploration of human experience as well ae his 
moat accomplished work, liLl.QI: li llil2 18 also a dense 
novel, offering a vieion of reality 1n all its inherent 
complexities and contradictions; however, it le lees 
successful as a work of art and at t1mee reads much like 
an euay. 'lhe last of the eeriee, Sombrae !l rn, 
aads little to the v1a1on 1tself and is rather euperf1c1al 
1n lta treatment of experience. 
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CHAPTER VII 
PUNTA m; RIELES: A NEW DEPARTURE 
In many waye, hiD.ll WW represents a new de-
parture in RoJae' concept of the novel. The slow, ponderous 
rhythm of the trilogy gives way to a more dynamic and 
accelerated movement. Sociological elements, important in 
the establishment of atmosphere in the Aniceto Hevia tril-
ogy, are subordinated to the psychological study of person-
ality. In terms of language, too, Rojas reverses himself, 
employing abundant colloqu1al1sms. So true 1s this 1n fact 
that some critics have acc1.1Bed h1m or turning hie back on 
1 
the universal, once more to embrace sr1oll1smo. Such 
judgments eeem a b1t hasty, however, for the psychological 
bent or the two stories which make up the novel belle a 
return to the picturesque. 
Most important, perhaps, 1n terms of change, 1s the 
fact that Rojas has turned away from the exploration of 
hls personal experiences. Even so, 1t is a mistake to 
see this work ae a product pure and simple of the author's 
1mag1nat1on. rhe story concerning Rom1lio Llancgs was told 
to him 1n 1927 by h1s friend Julio Aemueen, the director 
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at the time of fil Mercuri2 in Antofagasta. RoJas explains 
the circumstances: 
Noa cont6, aquella noche, queen la madrugada 
anterior, en los momentoa que penaaba cerrar 
el diario y marcharae, un hombre eol1cit6 hablar 
con 11 ••• 
••.el hombre le d1,lo que acababa de ma tar a 
au muJer y que ven!a a pedirle conaeJo: ••• El 
individuo le cont6 una oacura y larga h1atoria 
de caracter aexual.2 
Deeply impreeeed by the etory, Rojas made detailed notee, 
intending later to write a novel. Over the yeare, he 
intermittently returned to them, only to lay them aelde 
each time. That same year, Rojas wae introduced to an in-
dividual who a few hours later in a long conversation re-
lated to him the entire etory ot hie lite. Struck by this 
man'e deep sense ot guilt, Ro,laa again made copious notes. 
It was not until 1959, however, 1n Middlebury, Vermont, 
that the idea occurred to him to counterpoint these two 
'3 
stories in a manner similar to Faulkner's~ E!!m!• 
?he theme of Punta~ rieles--or more precisely the 
motif which serves to hold the two stories together--is 
the image of railroad tracks: as the tracks meet in the 
distance, so may the lives of two 1nd1vlduals. Yet, 
whereas the meeting ot the tracks ls an optical illusion, 
the coming together ot the two llvee ls real. The point 
of encounter here--and this is one of Rojas' recurring 
themee--is the moment when one human being helps to sustain 
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another 1n an hour of arave neeA. I th1 c u n a novel, two men 
•re trapped by the o1roumstanoea of their lives, v1ct1m1zed 
by their human frailty and 1nauff1o1enoy. Alone and with-
out help, each 11 unable to cope w1th h1e 11fe. Rom111o 
Llancae, a proletarian, and Fernando Larrafo Sanfuentes, 
an aristocrat, 11ve through dU'ferent c1roumetanoes. 
Although each story has 1 te own "fable" eo to speak, each 
1s the act1ng out of a similar human condition. 
Fernando, indolent as a youth, over-dependent upon 
hie mother and ignored by hie father, becomes trapped by 
an unaat1sfaotory marriage and family d1ff1cult1es which 
he ls helpless to rectify. He ls seen to descend morally 
into alcoholism and drug addiction, rising at the end of 
the novel to what may be only temporary salvation and ful-
fillment through the love of a lower-class woman. Rom111o, 
after a stifling childhood on the farm, is seen to conquer 
by sheer strength of character the unfortunate contingen-
cies of hie 11fe; he becomes a successful carpenter, an 
important trade-union worker, and later overcomes the hard-
ships of a northern nitrate field. An unusually t1m1d 
man, b1s undoing 1s his 1nab111ty to relate to women in 
general. In the end he 1e led to the brutal murder of 
Rosa, a woman whose patbolog1cal sexual appetite he ls 
unable to satisfy. 
aom111o's basic temperament 1e explained pr1mar1ly by 
hie family background. A childhood spent in rural 1solat1on 
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is responsible for hie timidity with women. Even 80 , al-
though this is a peyohological determinant, Rojas baa not 
gone back entirely to the Naturalists' oonoeption of per-
sonality. Through the choices he makea, Romilio is able 
to transcend in many ways the narrow boundaries of hie 
heredity and environment. 
In hie reactions to eituatione in no way involving 
women, Romillo elloite only admiration. While 1t le true 
that he did not ohooee to serve ln the m111tary, it was by 
hie own choice that he sought broader horizone and was ul-
timately able to break tree from the reetrictione of hie 
childhood. If hie freedom to select Job apprent1ceeh1pe 
wae limited, it wae through hie own in1tiative that he 
developed a eenee of pride 1n hie work as a carpenter. 
In hie reaoluteneee to learn all he could from books, he 
exhibited a laudable strength of character, although to 
some extent, perhaps, books were s refuge for him, an 
unconscious way of avoiding interpersonal relationships 
with women. Finally, Romllio waa determined to dleoipllne 
himself ascetically to the austere conditions of tbe nitrate 
field; in this he contrasted sharply with the many who, 
unable to do so, sought diversion 1n the city or soon left 
altogether. 
Romllio's reactions to situations involving women, 
on the other hand, are extremely pitiful ae he falls m1eer-
ably on every occae1on to relate 1n a meaningful way. In 
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hie experiences with prostitutes in Antofagasta, his naivete 
is lamentable; here he finds himself caught between the 
satisfaction of his immediate physiological impulses and 
the more profound need to ee-tabl1ah a deeper paychological 
relationship. His weakneaa le manifest once more when he 
hesitates to initiate an affair with Roaa, even though ahe 
has shown more than a little interest in him. When she 
finally takes it upon herself to initiate a sexual relation-
ship, a psychological conflict takes shape within him, be-
coming progressively more acute as ,the relationship devel-
ops. He has normal physiological and psychological needs--
primarily the latter--, especially the assertion of hie 
manhood. Faced with Rosa's dominating sexual passion, 
Romillo experiences complete frustration. Hie ambivalent 
attitude then comes to the surface: he desires at the same 
time to possess her and to be rid of her. Such frustration 
baa its logical and inevitable outlet in the brutal act of 
murder. In the end, he baa been incapable of gaining his 
freedom 1n the area most essential to man's belng--the giving 
and receiving of love. Both psychological determinism and 
adverse fortune have worked against him. 
Finally, 1n the psychological portrayal of Rom111o, 
hie attitude toward himself 1e revealing. In spite of the 
fact that he has committed murder, he ls by no means guilt-
rldden. His story, as be relates 1t to Fernando, is simply 
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an a t tempt to explain, if not justify, what he has done. 
throughout, he sees himself as a vlctlm of circumstances. 
Fernando's as well as Romllio 1 a character is revealed 
against hls family background. Hla fundamental weakness 
of character can be traced to h1e relationships with hle 
father and mother. Although the former was an alcoholic, 
Fernando's own alcoholism seems to stem more from hie 
environment than from heredity. Despite hie weakness, 
however, there is much that is admirable about him. He 1s 
entirely capable, for instance, of examining his life ln 
retrospect. What ls more, he exhiblta a profound sense of 
guilt, rooted ln the realization that he has been totally 
responsible for hla acts. This is moat evident in the 
remorse he feels for h1a abominable treatment of his wife 
and children. He constantly ponders, too, the idea that 
as an aristocrat it was incumbent upon hlm to develop a 
constructive c1v1c reeponsibillty. At times he lashes out 
at hls entire social class for being remiss in this regard. 
Finally, as he looks back over hls life, he is able to see 
that human dignity, as he had tacitly assumed, has nothing 
to do wlth one's social station. He has come to see that 
true dignity cuts across social and economic distinctions 
to include the moat humble 1ndivlduala, individuals like 
nom111o Llanoas. In short, ln all of thls healthy self-
or1t1c1sm, Fernando ls seen as a reformed man. 
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Hls conduct during hls early years, however, eliclte 
• comb1nat1on of pity and d1aguet. Given the mores of his 
society, it is natural that he would indulge in the sexual 
pleasures so readily available to him. Yet when he gets 
a prostitute pregnant, be callously leaves her to the 
solution of her own dilemma. lbe first three years of his 
relationship with his wife Clara are on the surface praise~ 
worthy. He la even overjoyed at the birth of his children 
and welcomes the responsibility of raising a family. 
Nevertheless, such conduct is 1n fact pitiful, since 
Fernando is unaware that it has 1ts motivation in a mawkish-
ly sentimental and dubious love for Clara. 
His weakness of character manifests itself the minute 
the slightest problem arises. When he tries to help his 
sister with her marital problems, for example, she misunder-
stands his truly charitable motives, believing him to be 
concerned only with family honor. Incapable of communica-
ting with her, he feels personally inadequate and dodges 
the problem altogether by getting drunk. As regards his 
financial problems, he resents the fact that his own family 
ls able but unw1111nf to assist hlm. In his job at the 
bank, a job he owed to hls mother's influence, rather than 
set his min~ on working for a higher and more lucrative 
position, he can only lament the boredom and seeks escape 
in alcohol. In his efforts to explain away hls alcoholism, 
he becomes increasingly pitiful. Like all who rationalize, 
he becomes convinced of the truth of hie rationalizations. 
In the end, completely enslaved by hie drug bab1t, he 
ie nothing lees than wretched, a man in a state of utter 
degradation, a sub-human creature without a will. What 
is most unfortunate is that he 1s alone. The only helping 
band bad come from his brother-in-law, a hand offered not 
out of kindness, however, but out of a concern for saving 
face. Refuaing such help, Fernando embezzlea money, reels 
and totters through countlesa lost weekends, struggles off 
and on against h1s addiction, but inevitably continues to 
regress. It is only the gratuitous act of charity by a 
humble woman that saves him finally from total destruction, 
Her subsequent self-denying commitment to him, along with 
his willingness to accept full reeponsibil1ty for what he 
has been, establishes the nascent hope that he may become 
something more worthy, namely, a human belng on the way to 
becoming free, 
Structurally, each of these stories, except forcer-
tain elements of foreshadowing at the beginning, follows 
a rigid chronological sequence, Even though Fernando's 
takes the form of an interior monologue, Rojas makes no 
attempt to follow a psychological free-association of ideas 
in the manner of Joyce or Faulkner. Such an approach has 
certainly been instrumental in creating two intensely 
dramatic stories. 
Upon closer examination of the structure, it becomes 
evident that both are blocked out in precisely the same 
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way. First, each narrator offers introductory information 
about hie youth. Thie prelude in turn is followed by the 
complication of events leading to a turning point after 
which the character's life takes a new direction. For 
Rom1lio 1t ie the beginning of h1e relationehip with Rosa; 
for Fernando, it comes with the knowledge of hie sister's 
marital difficultiee, Following these turning points, 
each narrative builds gradually but deliberately to a 
moment or extreme emotional 1ntene1ty which is 1n turn re-
solved quickly in the denouement. 
Suspense as to the outcome of each story is unimportant. 
In both cases, this is revealed at the very beginning. Juet 
as Juan Pablo Castel in sibato's !! beg1ne hie con-
fession by stating that he baa murdered Mar!a Iribarne, so 
does Romilio Llancae begin hie: "Nunes hab!a matado a 
nadie, nunca penal en hacerlo. Pero la matl. Me extran6, 
4 
mite que me aeuet6, el chorro de eangre," Sim1larly, al-
though 1n a more indirect way, Fernando refers early to hie 
drug habit, hie alcoholism, and the woman who baa been hie 
salvation. Thie method of revealing the outcome at the be-
ginning focuses the reader's attention squarely on the 
psychological process of the stories, on character rather 
than plot. 
Although these stories may be read independently, they 
are, nevertheless, tied together 1n various wsye. Both men 
are physically present in the same room; each relates his 
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story in the first person. Ibe early chapters, allot them 
very brief, are narrated by the author himself only as a 
means ot bringing the two men together. Atter this short 
introduction, both narratives proceed without interruption 
by the author, alternating with each other every twenty 
pages or so until the final chapter when the author again 
intervenes to bring the novel to a conolusion. Ibe novel 
is therefore framed by the presence of the omniscient 
author at the beginning and at the end. 
l'he alternating chapters are counterpointed as the 
two lives are Juxtaposed, sometimes to emphasize contrast, 
at other times to point up parallels. In the early chap-
ters, lt ls primarily the former that is at work. Fernando 
la a wealthy aristocrat closely tied to his family; Romilio 
la a poor peasant who lett home at an early age. Fernando's 
free-wheeling sexual relationships are set against Romilio'a 
emotional immaturity. What Fernando lacks moat, a sense 
of responsibility, la seen to be Romillo's greatest strength. 
Whereas the early chapters primarily otter contrasts, the 
later ones stress parallels stemming from the human weak-
nesses of the two characters: both are victims ot circum-
stances; both are drawn into a vortex ot overwhelming forces; 
both live in a veritable hell. Xhe one prevailing contrast 
which is maintained ls the different attitude of each char-
acter toward his lite: Fernando feels guilty and ls aelf-
crltlcal; Romillo otten borders on selt-p1ty. 
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Finally, although the musical term counterPo1nt eeema 
to be the most appropriate to describe th1s technique, the 
analogy 1e not altogether a suocesstul one. The novel 1s 
too rigidly blocked out to really be compared to music. 
Since it appears to have been built rather than composed, 
ite structure is more ak1n to architecture. In the trilogy, 
motifs were stated, repeated, interrelated, and played out 
in almost tnf1n1te variation; here they are stacked to-
gether like bricks. And although this 1s Rojas' deepest 
penetration into the psychological inner workings of his 
characters, the art1ficiality of the novel's construction 
removes something of the feeling of vitally lived experience 
so omnipresent in fil.12 ,a and mi!. !l I.lJl2. 
Nevertheless, it can not be dented that these stories 
are dramatically compelling. Whereas in the trilogy there 
were many d1gress1ons, much philosophizing, and minute 
analyses of the nuances of emotional experiences, in !l.l1ll 
rielee every incident bears directly on the inexorable 
process of the characters' degeneration or viotlmization 
and every word develops and 1ntensifies the psychological 
drama. Due to the introspect.tve nature of the characters 
and the intensity of the narrative, there ls a s1m1lar1ty 
with other novels of the 1950 1 s and 60's, two examples 
being Eduardo Mallea's 11. sala ,a~ and Ernesto S4bato's 
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Not a little of the intensity achieved is due to Rojas• 
style. Contributtng to the rapid paoe, for example, is the 
accumulation of brief, epigrammatic sentences and, at times, 
even sentence fragments: 
La mayor!a es gente aeria, muchos brutos, pocos 
inteligentes. Algunoa, buenas personae. Otroa, 
unoe bandidos. Algunos no toman mfs que agua. 
Otroe no toman mfs que vino. Unos son mfs gene-
rosos que Nuestro Senor. Otros mfa avaros qua el 
diablo (p. 55). 
It will be noticed from the example that in addition to the 
epigrammatic sentences, the dramatic qualities are lnten-
aifled by the use of antithesla. 
Hemingway-like simple sentences joined together by the 
conj~nct1on i are to be found on virtually every page: 
La miraba y no le respond!a (p. 165). 
Habfa que•eer c~balle~ y le eacrib! una carts en 
que le cont& todo y le d1je que era mejor que no 
nos vi&ramos mfs (p. 85). 
Unlike all of Rojas' other works, colloquialisms, 
especially Chileaniama, are ubiquitous here. Countless 
examples could be cited. The following 1a a selected list 













srm6 la gran pelotera 
levantan rocha 
p4gale el sorbet6n 
al tiro 
le t1ncaba 





tra jeci to 
tragui to 
Qollogyial similes 
me metieron en la oasa oomo un saco de papas 
me levantaba como una tuna 
me hab{a portado como una hueveta 
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Although such popular language 1e quite natural in the 
mouths ot the characters, one wonders whether Rojas has not 
chosen a facile way ot characterizing these men. He was 
dealing with the common man in !i!.J.2 ~~.yet by 
avoiding popular Jargon he seems to have been highly eucceas 
ful in capturing the reality of those kind of people, 
To conclude this analysis of style, it should be men-
tioned that since these lives are related in retrospect 
and move rapidly over events, there le an abundance of 
preterite verb forms. 'l'hls also accelerates the pace and 
helps to achieve some of the novel's dynamic qualities. 
AdJect1ves are extremely rare as, once more, narration takes 
precedence over atmospheric etfects. 
In conclusion, although~~ J:1!!U has certain 
shortcomings in structure and style, and, although in the 
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creation of characters of some psychological depth Rojas 
can not compare with the beat, thla novel baa some admirable 
qualities, namely lte dynamic intensity and the magnetism 
ot the characters. It withatands more than one reading. 
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2. Rojas, Antolog{a, p. 238. 
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CHAPTER VIII 
CONCLUSIONS 
Manuel Rojas• works, from hie earliest poetry to hie 
latest novels, have been analyzed 1n some detail in the pre-
ceding chapters. Some conclusions regarding hie writings 
are now in order. In reflecting back on what has been said, 
certain questions inevitably arise. what direction, over 
the years, has Rojas• writing taken, both 1n terms of con-
tent and form? dhat influences have come to bear on him? 
What is his ultimate value as a writer? And what is his 
place in Chilean prose fiction? 
It has been possible to see in the process of analysis 
that Manuel Rojas• writings have grown, like a living 
organism, from infancy through adolescence to a richness 
in maturity unsurpassed by any single Chilean writer of 
hie generation. In hie latest works, however, he shows 
slgne of having worked out those themes which have always 
yielded most 1n terms of depth and density. It is doubt-
ful from all ind1cations that he will hereafter produce 
anything to equal in density, richness, and depth hie two 
great novels of the 195o•e, fil.12 ladr6n and Me)or ™ 
u .l!D2• Be that as it may, Rojas• works show a general 
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tendency to move gradually away from the restrictions of 
the criollista'e concern with the local and the picturesque 
toward the more universal problems and mysteries of man's 
existence in the world. It can be seen that his early 
stories and novels, concerned as they are with things pe-
culiarly Chilean, lead to a dead end in the year 1936. 
Cr1ollieta tendencies in his work, then, atrophy and ulti-
mately disappear. 
The road that leads direatly to .lilJ2 ladr6n is 
obv1.ously the more important and the one that gives Rojas 
hie lasting significance as a writer. An inclination 
toward the universal is already clearly discernible in 
his early poetry. Considering the reaction of the poets 
of his generation against the formalistic euperficialities 
of Modernism, it is not surprising that his own poetry 
should deal with themes of a more transcendental end 
philosophical nature. It will be recalled from the chap-
ter on Xonada transeunte that he wee trying to express 
something of the anguish of the human condition in the world. 
Although hardly an intellectual kind of poetry, it never-
theless takes the form of a metaphysical quest for the 
meaning of human existence. In the poems, Rojas faces the 
ultimate mystery of man's fate, his suffering, his misery, 
and his death and extinction. In an embryonic way, he 
also touches on the theme he will develop 1n his later 
novels, that of loneliness and the need to participate in 
a community of friendship and brotherhood. These early 
poems, then, entirely universal in theme, reveal Rojas' 
own view of life as a quest. 
Some few of Rojas' early short stories show him still 
involved with these same universal questions. In the best 
ot them, he portrays rather insigniticant human beings 
confronting crises in their existence. Usually they are 
somehow victims or suffering and misery. l'he theme that 
takes on all-embracing significance, however, is the 
dialectical one of men's essential loneliness and need to 
be integrated into a community of fellowship. The crisis 
of each of the protagonists in the beet stories involves 
his attempts to reintegrate himself into a communion from 
which he is momentarily separated. One need only be re-
minded of the youth in "El vaeo de leche." Here 1t is not 
merely the working of the reader's unbridled imagination 
to see in the milk and wafers, freely served as a gift to 
the youth by the proprietress, a symbol of the communion 
which is established between them. 
While man's existential condition in the world, his 
loneliness and need for love, is the theme of a few of the 
short stories, numerous others reveal Rojas to have been 
taken into at least the outer edges of the mainstream of 
Chilean cr1olliemo. Such stories as ''Laguna, II "El bonete 
maulino," "El rancho en la montai'is," "Bandidos en los ca-
minos," "El colocolo," and others, may be called to m1nd 
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as examples. Here the cr1oll1eta concern for locale be-
comes an important element. lbe Andean region, the Chilean 
countryside, while incontestably lees significant than in 
the stories of Latorre, are nevertheless manifestations 
of the same tradltlon. Although character is always of 
more interest to Rojas than setting, it is not difficult 
to see that even here the typical takes precedence over 
the universal; the l:2!2, the bandit, the Andean smuggler, 
and others are close relatives of characters like Latorre's 
Domingo Persona, It is Rojas' chlef purpose here to tell 
an interesting story for its own sake, and, whlle many 
are excellent works from a dramatic and technical point 
of vlew and highly entertalnlng, they can scarcely be 
said to widen the reader's view of reality. 
Rojas' ftret attempts at the novel also show a certain 
ambiguity in terms of the direction he wtll ultimately 
follow. There la no doubt that Lanchas fill.!! bah{a ls 1n 
some ways a universal story. Thls ls true, for example, 
1n tts treatment or the ambivalent stage between boyhood 
and manhood tn the adolescent. Although more submerged, 
the theme of loneliness and communion is also manifest. 
At the same tlme, however, the story is told within the 
confines of crlollismo. l'hls can be seen especially in 
Rojas' efforts to establish in a concrete way the setting 
of the port city of Valpara!so. Furthermore, Rucio del 
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Norte is the typically colorful criollieta-type character, 
drawn along essentially humorous lines and moderately 
exaggerated Just short of caricature; he 1s symbolic, too, 
of the typical langhero. a purely Chilean element. Once 
again, however, this is peripheral cr1oll1emo. Rojas' 
second novel, on the other hand, J4 c1udad il 12! c&eares, 
leaves little doubt as to its class1ficat1on; it is wholly 
criollista. In 1t, Rojas emphasizes exotic landscape, the 
region of the Cordillera, portrays typically Chilean char-
acters, especially Ona1e!n, the One Indian, end deals with 
an exclusively Chilean legend. Perhaps the novel's great-
est s1gnificance lles ln lts mediocrity, for lt demonstrates 
ln a lucid way the author's weariness wlth the superficial 
and local. It ls evident that he can no longer put his 
heart and soul lnto such works. 
Rojas' essays, which came out two years later in 1938, 
are a more dramatic revelation of hls weariness wlth 
cr1ollismo. In them, he denounces the superflclallty inherent 
in an essentially descriptive approach to literature. It 
ls signiflcant, moreover, that he includes himself in the 
denunciation. Yet more important ls hls exhortation to 
Chilean and to Spanish American writers to take a more 
universal outlook. At the same time, he recognizes that 
a creative writer can only proceed from hls own experience 
and circumstances; he would not have us confuse universality 
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with cosmopolitanism. D'Halmar'e novel on Spain, Paai~p 
Y muerte del Deueto. is after all a tourist's view: 
since the latter was not Spanish, he could not communicate 
from hls soul what he could not feel. Cosmopolitanism, 
then, llke cr1olliemo. can only be superficially descrip-
tive. Rojas would rather have Chileans begin with their 
own circumstances and deeply felt experience and tran-
scend the local in the universal. As for himself, he was 
to remain silent as a creative writer for thirteen years. 
W1th the appearance of fil..12 il ladr6n in 1951, Rojas 
is seen to have chosen a definite direction and to have 
turned hle back entirely on criollismo. In this novel 
and lte sequel,~ SUl!i tl tin2, there le nothing that 
1a of purely local e1gn1flcance. The character of Anlceto 
Hev1a le ra1eed to the level of a un1vereal symbol of man 
and hie ex1etence 1n a broken world. H1e many experiences 
take the form of a metaphysical quest, of man in search 
of h1a authentic self and hle relst1onehip to being. In 
line with an ex1stent1al1et view, An1ceto 1s seen as a man 
who le never complete 1n any given moment. Rather he is 
a man without an essence, involved in a constant process 
of becoming: he ls a potential man in search of completion 
and transcendence. In Rojas' world, the search for tran-
scendence le an indication that man is often estranged from 
himself. Anlceto therefore seeks his authentic self through 
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various modes of communion. At those times when he is 
able to participate in the being of another, he has the 
feeling of authenticity and fulfillment. More often, how-
ever, he can not participate, since circumstances both 
within h1m and outside him operate against it. On such 
occasions, be has the feeling of having lost bimeelf; be 
feels the inauthenticity of being a non-man, an object 
among other objects in the world, a "what" instead of a 
"who." Hie situation in the world, 1n short, 1a one of 
continuous oscillation between loneliness (lose of self) 
and communion (fulfillment of self). 
Although these two novels deal with the 1nner man and 
the ephemeral nature of his participation, they are not 
written 1n a vacuum; they are not allegories. There ls 
external action and the realm of thls action le Chile and 
Argentina; more spec1f1cally, 1t le Buenos Aires, Val-
para!so, and Santiago. Yet to refer to the novels on 
l 
this bae1e as cr1oll1sta works, as some have done, 1s 
clearly a misreading. In .lU.JQ a ladr6n and~~ li 
tlD2, external action and local circumstances are rarely 
1f ever present for their own sake. The purpose of the 
riot 1n Valparaiso, for example, ls not Latin-American 
local color; rather lt ls a manifestation of a broken 
world 1n wblch lt is difficult for man to orient himself. 
Similarly, the jail scenes are not intended as a study of 
criminal life; they parallel in an almost symbolic way 
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man'a captive existence in the world of time. The novela 
are entirely 1n line with the program laid out by Rojas in 
hie essays; the local circumstances of Aniceto'a life have 
been completely tranecended in the universal. 
In the last analysis, 1!L12 M ladr6n and~™ !l 
:!ln2, but especially the former, w!ll always be the point 
of culmination in total work. His two last novels, 
Sombras contra .!l mm:st and g rielee, do not add 
eign1ticantly to hie prestige in terms of dens1 ty and the 
universal vision. Indeed, the latter is something of a 
turning back, What it contains that is new for Rojas, 
its emphasis on the psychological development of character, 
ls relatively unimportant, for he can not stand on the 
same level with other psychological novelists in Chile or 
Latin America. It is doubtful that he will continue along 
these lines. 
Attention must now be turned to the development of 
Rojas' formal patterns and technical devices, H1s early 
poetry shows a preference for a free, organic form as opposed 
to a classical one. In h1s short stories rather the oppo-
site le true as he remains at all times within the well-
established confines of narrative traditions. Hie mastera 
1n th1s period are Chekhov, ~aupassant, and Quiroga, Most 
of his stories are solidly constructed, linear, beginning 
.!P medias J:!.I, and move chronologically to a moment ot 
recogn1t1on on the part of the protagonist. H1s early 
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novels follow the same pattern. In the trilogy, however, 
Rojas breaks away trom the older tradition ae, under the 
influence ot Proust, Joyce, Faulkner, and perhaps Doe 
Paeeos, he experiments with more modern structural con-
cepts--spatial and temporal displacements, smaller stories 
imbedded within the larger whole, counterpoint, and tech-
niques ot inner projection such as indirect interior mono-
logues and soliloqu1ee. The multiple-story novel is quite 
likely traceable to h1e reading of Proust as is the use of 
introspective techniques and the recording ot the moat 
minute eenaa t1one in Me ]or ™ !l ll!l2• l'emporal and spa t1al 
displacements could be traced to any one of the above-
mentioned novelists; the kaleidoscopic structure of Sombrae 
contra !l !!Uill:2. bears a great deal of similarity w1th Doe 
Paeeoe' Manhattan l'ranefer. In any case, 1t should be 
understood that such intluencea are eupert1cial, purely 
structural, and in no way extend to content. Moat certainly 
the techniques themselves were not used out of a dea1re 
either to experiment or to appear avant-garde but only be-
cause they beet expressed 1n terms ot form the complex 
nature of hie theme. 
An evaluation of Manuel Rojas as a writer must neces-
sarily rest on hie greatest works. As a cr1oll1eta, he 
can have little more than an historical eignificanoe. Even 
in hie beet novels, however, where he treats themes of no 
little complexity, he can not be legitimately compared to 
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the greet writers ot his age. Although influenced super-
ficially by them, it would be ludicrous to place him on 
the same level. Faulkner gives us, through an intricate 
mythical structure, a highly tragic vision ot lite; 
Rojas, by comparison, can rarely rise above the level of 
the pathetic. James Joyce is generally seen as a master 
of high comedy; the Chilean, at most, deals with charac-
ters and experience in a benevolently ironic light. Com• 
pared to Proust, a keen analyst ot the complex psychological 
tluctuations of the human psyche, RoJae ie seen to be 
singularly lacking in depth and insight. Finally, all the 
above-mentioned writers demonstrate a vast breadth as well 
as depth in their analyses of their particular societies. 
Proust gives us a vast panorama of the process of decadence 
of French society et the turn of the century; Faulkner's 
main theme is the tragic fall of an entire social structure 
and way ot life in the American south; and Joyce's Ulysses 
spans the entire Irish nation, historically, socially, 
economically, and psychologically. Projected on this screen 
of world literature, then, RoJas is most assuredly a writer 
of the second or third rank. 
While the above comparisons are admittedly unfair, 
they do serve to place RoJas' work in perspective. One 
could go on to point out, too, that in terms of artistic 
sophistication, intellectual content, and psychological 
and social analysts, RoJas can not stand with many of the 
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greats or his own generation in Spanish America. Names 
like Miguel Angel Asturias, Eduardo Mallea, Alejo Carpen-
tier, and Aguat!n Ylnez need only be mentioned aa examples. 
In his own native Chile, on the other hand, he must be 
considered as a writer or the highest rank, a key t1gure 
in tbe crisis or criolliemo, an innovator 1n novelistic 
structure, and a stylist, who despite h1s use or simple, 
every-day vocabulary and the rhythms or the spoken word, 
is able to express poetically the deep anguish or man's 
lonelinees and the heart-felt Joya or hie moments or true 
communion. 
In conclusion, ~anuel Rojas is a novelist or limited 
scope. Great literature as an agent of power must be com-
pelling tor one reason or another. While it is true, as 
2 
Ortega says, that the structure tonDs the property or a 
work or art, it is equally true that the artist needs 
something of substance with which to work. A great novel 
must be formed with compelling ideas and complex, magnetic 
characters conceived in depth. Unfortunately, it is 
compelling substance which Rojas' works lack. In part, 
perhaps, this stems from the limitations of hie own lite 
and intellectual formation. As subject matter tor his 
novels, his personal experience can only yield so much. 
lll.J2 de ladrop is a highly engaging work: li!JS!1: mA! !1 llllQ 
strains the theme as far as it will go; in Sombrae contra 
.tl ima.m and even~~ r1elee. the reader dlecovere 
that the author 1s merely repeating himself. 
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Notes 
l. See Ricardo Latcham, "H1stor1a del cr1oll1smo," Analea 
il li Un1vers1dad Ai .mi!!.!, ano CXIII, No. 94, (1954), 
5-22. 
2. Joe, Ortega y Gasset, ll1! Dehuman1zat1on .2t !£1 (New 
York, 1956), p. 69. 
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